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Preamble
The Church and Community Mobilization Process (CCMP) is a process that has now been applied in over 500
churches and communities in over 14 countries in Africa since 2001 when the CCMP was designed. The
results everywhere are astounding – the church impacting its immediate community in such a way that she
influences important decisions that affect the way of life of the community, the church motivating its
immediate community to transform its situation sustainably, the community beginning to take charge of its
destiny without having to depend upon external support, relationships among people being restored in a
lasting manner, people supporting one another to meet the most basic needs, people addressing their
physical and spiritual poverty deeply and extensively, people honoring and worship God more consciously,
etc.
This manual is primarily targeted for use by the facilitators who have undergone the CCMP training, and aims
to guide the facilitators as they take the churches and communities through the process. The manual will
take the facilitators through all five stages of CCMP, guiding them on how to undertake each activity in each
stage. The manual is divided into two parts. Part 1 deals with the background of the process as it evolved
from the Participatory Evaluation Process (PEP). Part 2 is the manual itself, covering all the activities in each
stage. Where necessary, each stage will also include its appendix.
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Part I: A historical background of the CCMP
The CCMP discussed in this manual has emerged from the learning and practice that the author has gone
through, as a worker in the field of community development over the years. The section here below
describes the process that CCMP has evolved through.

The Participatory Evaluation Process (PEP)
The Participatory Evaluation Process (PEP) was designed by Dr. Judy Hutchinson in 1982 – 1984 when she
was Director of Evaluation at the World Vision International. Hutchinson, now professor at the Azusa-Pacific
University in California, United States of America, first trained the team of field staff (called Project
Coordinators) of World Vision Kenya in 1983. The author was a member of that team. It was then that he
first came into exposure to the philosophy and practice of participatory processes in 1984 while he worked
for World Vision Kenya (WVK). Around that time World Vision International (WVI) was shifting its focus from
relief to one that integrated aspects of community development, where target communities would
demonstrate some level of self-reliance. While introducing the curriculum on Participatory Evaluation
Process (PEP) that was to be used to train WVK team, Hutchinson shared that most evaluations she had
conducted in projects that WVI supported showed that at all levels of the organization, decisions were made
“for” instead of “with” and “by” the grassroots communities. She had therefore designed the curriculum
with the aim of equipping the team of field coordinators with skills to facilitate communities to reflect on
their current situation in order to determine their future. Three words summarized the theme of this
curriculum – participatory, evaluation and process. First, the term ‘participatory’ was considered because the
team was to change the way it interacted with communities, from deciding “for” the community, to enabling
them to participate in all areas ranging from decisions, to designing interventions, to implementing plans, to
monitoring and evaluating progress. The second term was ‘evaluation’, because this facilitation was to
enable communities to assess their current situation and generate baseline information that they would use
to envision a better future and plan how to achieve it. Finally, the word ‘process’ became important,
because the team was to move at the slow pace of the community rather than moving at the fast
organizational pace. The team was to listen more than talk, learn more than teach, spend more time with the
communities, and provide people with the opportunity to express themselves. Overall, the objective of PEP
was expressed as ‘to empower people to read into their reality, and take charge of it in order to determine
their destiny.’

Summarizing PEP
PEP ‘walks’ the community systematically through four clear stages, i.e. Description (where they explore
their current situation in the light of their history), Information gathering (where they identify key
information that they need to help them make informed decisions), Analysis (where they analyze the
information to reach conclusions), and Decision (where they make informed decisions about their future,
based on the result of the analysis). Emphasis is that people should fully explore their current situation, and
through deep analysis reach conclusions that will empower them to determine the best change for them
instead of outsiders deciding it for them.
Following this training, the author was appointed to lead the trained team in piloting PEP in five WVK
supported community development projects. The pilots provided excellent learning for the organization, and
in 1986 he was asked to spearhead implementation of the process nationally. This gave him a chance to
experiment and learn in depth, the intricacies that go with PEP. Evaluation of the WVK projects that had
7

implemented PEP showed amazing levels of success. It was discovered and reinforced, time and time again,
that “Participatory evaluation helps the people involved in a program to measure the results achieved
against the goals they have set for themselves” (Hutchinson, 142). This kind of evaluation allows research to
be a process “in which education is inextricably connected to social action.” This type of education makes for
a successful process of sustainable development in which the powerless are educated to become
empowered. Officials who are involved within the process itself must become “no longer teachers and
visionaries, but co-learners and facilitators” (Hutchinson, 144).

From PEP to Church and Community Mobilization Process (CCMP)
When the author left the organization in 1995 to practice as an independent consultant, he continued to
focus on community empowerment using the PEP approach. In 1998, Tearfund UK invited him to pilot PEP
with one of its partners, the Africa Inland Church of Tanzania (AICT) Diocese of Mara and Ukerewe (MUD). It
was hoped that PEP would help MUD and the target communities to shift from a dole-out oriented
development approach to one where people would contribute resources significantly to meet their need.
The author, together with a team from the diocese conducted PEP in three villages over a period of seven
months. The results were amazing – communities revived projects that had stalled many years before, and
initiated new ones, without any funds from Tearfund. The following
year, Tearfund asked the author to work with another four villages
in
MUD. Eight months later, the results were almost similar to those
observed in the first three villages. An evaluation of PEP at MUD in
July 2000 indicated that the objective of the empowerment process
had been satisfactorily achieved. Above all, the report concluded
that “evidence shows communities have begun to take charge of
their situation and to bring about change in their lives” (Cadaing
2001).
However, the evaluation raised one major concern – whereas the community had become “awakened” and
was trying to transform its situation, the local church had remained aloof to it all. Therefore, the church had
little or no role in the community transformation process. Because of this, the kind of change that was taking
place in the community was one-sided – only the physical side. It was not possible for holistic transformation
(physical and spiritual change) to therefore happen when the focus was to the community only, without
having to empower the church to become a steering force and motivating factor to the community to
positively transform the local situation. Consequently, it became necessary to redesign the process, to
include a stage that would “awaken” the church so that it can in turn “awaken” its immediate community.
The new process was called the Church and Community Mobilization (for lack of a better word) Process
(CCMP).

The Church and Community Mobilization Process (CCMP) – A Summary
Like the PEP, CCMP still focused enabling people to “read” into their reality and desire to transform it, by
designing strategies to address their issues in a participatory manner.
Objective:
However, CCMP includes a whole new stage that incorporates the
Empower
people to
church to first understand who she is and her role in positively and
transform their situation
holistically impacting her immediate community, applying that biblical
holistically using Godmandate, and thus truly become “salt and light” to the community.
given resources
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Pillars of CCMP
These nine “Pillars” are the non-negotiable principles that must be included as the facilitator takes the
process forward, and are meant to guide the facilitator to
emphasize the most important aspects of the CCMP. The
Pillars are also a set of principle indicators that the
facilitator must constantly use to assess the process
against – the more of these indicators are apparent, the
greater the level of success of the process.

1 Holistic Human Transformation
For this pillar, the facilitator must observe:
 Both physical and spiritual change of the individual,



church or community.
Transformation of the human being and not just superficial change.
Change in perspective of the people – who are we in God’s perspective, in relationship with each
other, etc.

2 Relationships
Relationships are critical to true human transformation. The facilitator must therefore observe that people
strengthen:
 Their relationship with God.
 Their relationship with each other.
 Relationship with their environment (by conserving and taking care of it).
3 Sustainability
The facilitator must observe that:
 Development interventions are causing both short-term and long-term changes in the lives of people.
 Development that people engage with is people-owned and people driven.
 In all their interventions, people take the welfare of the future generations into consideration
(ensuring that current interventions do not jeopardize survival of future generations).
4

Empowerment of people
By empowering people, the facilitator ensures that:
 People are discovering for themselves (self discovery).
 People are taking charge of their situation.
 People are having a voice – expressing themselves freely.
 People ultimately determine their destiny.
 Empowerment is not relief, but release.

5

Process rather that Product
The facilitator’s main focus is:
 People rather than things; not things, but internal change first.
 Walking with the people rather than “driving” (dragging) them to cause their development.
 Moving at the pace of the people, rather than the facilitator’s pace.
 Step-by-step “walk” with the people, as they discover and grow – clear, well-defined steps.

6

Reaching God-given potential
9

The facilitator must emphasize the principle that every person has God-given potential. Ensure that
people:
 Discover what they can become/who they can become.
 Take action to transform their situation (and thus begin to actualize the potential).
 Celebrate their achievement of that potential (glorifying God).
7

Resources
The facilitator emphasizes important principles about resources, such as the following:
 Resources are given by God, therefore, appreciate Him and worship Him because of this.
 Wherever people are, there are resources. They are available, if people look hard enough.
 If people use them properly, resources can bring well being to their lives people (reducing poverty).

8

Local Church transforming its immediate community
The process begins with the church, practicing the principle that:
 The local church is God’s instrument for human transformation.
 The local church should stir up its immediate community to change positively.
 Each believer must play their role in personal and community change (Mt 5:13-16).

9 Changed Change Agents
The process focuses training facilitators who also change to impact people – thus:
 Training quality facilitators who become passionate for holistic change.
 Facilitators who are themselves changed even as they challenge people to change.
 Facilitators who multiply themselves (2 Tim 2:2).
Four Critical Success Factors of CCMP






Quality facilitation – though welltrained quality facilitators.
Leadership – fully envisioned, owning
the mobilization process, fully
providing support to the facilitators.
Partnerships – understanding, given to
and supporting the process in all ways.
Environment – that is conducive to
implementation of the process.

The five Key Non-negotiables in CCMP






Church is the beginning point - Church must “Awaken” first
so as to “stir up” the community
Church understands who she is (the biblical mandate for
holistic ministry)
Church begins to outwork the concepts of Integral Mission
Church goes out to the community to build relationships
Church and community “walk” together to identify needs
and resources available, and to improve their situation
holistically.
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CCMP Stages
The Church and Community Mobilization Process
takes the church and community through five
stages, i.e., Church Awakening, Church and
community Description, Information gathering,
analysis, and Decision, as summarized here below:

1. Church Awakening – This opening stage
focuses only on the church. It aims to
motivate the church to understand who
she is and her relationship to her
immediate community. This understanding
motivates the church to begin engaging its
immediate community, steering the community to take action to deal with its poverty, and
influencing the life of the community, thus truly becomes salt and light of the community.
2. Church and Community Description – This stage gets the church and community to “read” into
their reality and desire to transform it. Through self-discovery the church and community
explore the entire scope of their lives – physical, spiritual, economic, social, etc., and begin to
determine strategies to transform it.
3. Information Gathering – This stage provides the church and community detailed information
about the major aspects of their life. Information is power – the information that the church
and community gather explores both the issues that they face and opportunities open to them
to address the issues.
4. Analysis – This stage “opens the eyes” of the church and the community to really deeply gain
the full picture of the situation. This gets them sufficiently agitated to “take action now”, from
an informed position.
5. Decision – This fifth and final stage gets the church and community to reach decisions that
completely turn their situation around – visioning for a better future, determining the best
options for change, designing the most appropriate actions to take to achieve their new vision,
and taking definite actions to move forward.
It must here be pointed out that it is important to walk the church and community through these
five stages because they are meant to cascade the church and community from the point of
“awakening”, logically to the point where they take action to transform their situation.
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The schematic below summarizes the Church and Community Mobilization Process:
Fig1. The Church and Community Mobilization Process Framework

History
Current Situation
Visioning
Priorities
Goal setting
Indicators
M&E
POA










Baseline
Community vision
Priorities
SMART Goals
Clear Indicators
Plans Of Action
Monitoring and
evaluation systems
Structures

Teams/structures
Tables
Questions
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Part II: The CCMP Manual

Stage 1: Church Awakening Stage
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Introduction
This is the first stage of CCMP, based on the principle that the CCMP should begin in the church, where the
church first “awakens” before it can go out to “awaken” its immediate community
Objective:

The church understands and applies its biblical mandate for holistic ministry to its immediate
community and thus truly becomes “salt and light” to the community.

Steps of Church Awakening:
The church awakening stage begins with envisioning the church leadership and the church. It then takes the
church through a set of bible studies that are designed to facilitate the church to draw scriptural principles
and to apply them, and thus truly become “salt and light” to its immediate community. The bible studies are
divided into three categories, i.e. Foundational bible studies, Resource mobilization bible studies, and
Relationship building bible study. Each of these categories is dealt with in separate sections below.
The Church Awakening Stage falls into four sections, i.e. Envisioning of the church leaders and the church,
Foundational bible studies, Resource Mobilization bible studies, and Relationship Building.Overall Expected
Outcomes of Church Awakening:

The following are some of the expected outcomes if the church is truly awakened:
At the church level - The church will:
 Understand God’s purpose for His creation and the role the church should play in fulfilling that purpose.
 Take care of the environment – plants trees, conserves nature, etc.
 Develop a deep concern for its immediate community and takes action accordingly.
 Reach out to its immediate community in a holistic manner.
 Positively and directly influence decisions that affect the life of its immediate community.
 Stir up its immediate community to take responsibility to change positively, hence making a difference in
its immediate community.
 Understand that the resources available are God-given and motivate its immediate community to
appreciate this.
 Use the resources that God has given in a responsible and sustainable way.
 Meet its needs using the resources available to it, and without having to depend too much on external
assistance.
At the level of individuals - members of the church will:
 Understand that God has a special purpose for their lives as individuals.
 Begin to use the resources around them in a sustainable way.
 Meet their needs and therefore address their poverty with confidence.
 Change their perspective of who God is to them.
 Perceive themselves to be of value because they are made in the image of God.
 Support one another in addressing issues affecting them; join hands to deal with poverty
At the community level
The church will influence the community to the extent that the community will:
 Perceive the church to be relevant to the life of the community.
14



Respond towards God more positively, and hence may begin to appreciate the true God and to worship
Him more consciously.

Envisioning the Church Leaders and the Church
Envisioning the Church Leadership and the Church
Purpose:
The church develops its vision as well as that of its immediate community, committing to use
CCMP as a tool to achieve the vision, by ministering to its immediate community in an
integral way.
Steps in envisioning the church leadership and the church
Use the following FOUR steps while envisioning the church leadership and the church, i.e.
1. Build the broad vision – desire to change.
2. Discuss Integral Mission as the Mission of the church.
3. Introduce CCMP as a tool for Integral Mission (IM).
4. Generate commitment for IM and CCMP.
Expected Outcomes of the Envisioning
This first envisioning activity begins with facilitating the local church leaders to envision, then they and the
facilitator jointly facilitate the local church to do the same. It is expected that:
The church leaders will:
 Commit to guide the church to implement the vision developed
 Commit to motivate the church to undertake the CCMP
The church will:
 Develop a general vision statement about the church and its immediate community, agreed upon by the
church leaders and all members of the church.
 Commit to making the vision a reality in the life of the church, using the resources they have.
 Commit to implement integral mission and thus truly become salt and light to its immediate community.
 Commit to implement the CCMP as a tool for integral mission.
 Commit to begin building relationship with its immediate community
Specific activities for the four sub-sections of envisioning are shown in their four parts here below.
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ACTIVITY: (Part 1) Envisioning the church leadership /the church

Objective:

Facilitate the church to develop a general vision describing its desired situation and
the situation it desires its immediate community to be in.

(NB: The activity steps below apply for envisioning any level, i.e. top leadership, mid-level leadership, local
church leadership, and the local church itself).

Time:

6hr 30min

Set-up:

Large group, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart, markers for recording group discussion, and bibles.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1:(45min) Introduce to the large group the value of visioning, beginning with the biblical perspective;
Refer to Pro 29:18a (KJV). Explain to the participants that the vision building process will go
through answering six questions. (An alternative would be to undertake this as bible study).

Step 2(15 min) Creatively divide the plenary into groups. Get each group to have a chairperson to guide the
discussion, and a secretary to document their discussions. Provide each group with
newsprint and felt pens to write their answers to the question on visioning.

Step 3:(4 hr)

Facilitate the groups to answer the questions below. Please note – give all the groups one
question at a time. Avoid giving more than one question to the groups. Move to the next
question only when you are sure all the groups have answered the question and
documented their answer (s).
Questions
1. What do we desire that our church (that ministers as Jesus ministered) should be?
2. What do we desire that our community (that receives ministry of our church) should be?
3. What characteristics does our church demonstrate today?
4. What characteristics does our community demonstrate today?
5. What gaps appear between the desired church and community vs the current church
and community? Why the gaps?
6. What could the church do to address these gaps?

Step 4:(30min)
4:(30min) Facilitate the plenary to reach a commitment to bring the church and community to the
characteristics stated in Questions 1 and 2 of Step 3 here above.

Step 5:(1hr)

Facilitate the plenary to develop a brief vision statement of the church and of its immediate
community. Each vision statement should be accompanied with a list of indicators that show
specific desired characteristics.
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ACTIVITY: (Part 2) Envisioning the church leadership/the church

Objective:

Facilitate the church to understand and commit to Integral Mission as the
mission of the church to its immediate community.

Time:

4hr 30 min

Set-up:

Large group, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart, markers for recording group discussion, and bibles.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1:(30min) Reflect with the large group on the vision statement developed during the previous session.
Explain that the objective of the session is to understand the place of Integral Mission as the
mission of the church as it reaches the vision set earlier.

Step 2:(1hr)

Facilitate the large group to build on the biblical perspective of Integral Mission, by looking
at the mission of Jesus Christ the Savior. Together, study Jesus’ commission from the
Father – Lk 4:18. Here discuss the five components in that commission, i.e.: Jesus was
anointed to Preach the Good news to the poor, Heal the broken-hearted, Preach deliverance
to the captives, Bring recovery of sight to the blind, and Preach the acceptable year of the
Lord. These all touch on the total person. Use passages that show how Jesus ministered, e.g,
His purpose Jn. 10:10, God’s desired fast – Isa 58:1-11, etc. (Again, you could take the church
through a bible study on this passage).

Step 3(1hr)

Share about the Integral mission as the mission and calling of the church, i.e., the mission
focuses holistic ministry, where the church should minister to the total person, targeting its
immediate community, thus becoming “salt and light” to the community. Show that this is
the mandate of the church – Lk 10:19, Lk 19:10, Jn 14:12, Jn 20:21, Mt 28:19, Mt 22:35-38,
etc. (Alternatively, these passages could be undertaken as a bible study).

Step 4: (1hr)

Facilitate the church to discuss the ministry as the church is doing it today. Show the
illustration of the “divided human head”. Help the church to understand that it is doing only
one part of the ministry that the Lord commissioned it to engage in. Discuss how the church
could minister holistically to its immediate community.

Step 5 (30min):
(30min): Facilitate the church to reach consensus as to whether it feels committed to Integral
Mission or not.

Step 6(30min): If the church shows commitment to Integral Mission, facilitate it to discuss how it could start
building relationship with its immediate community.
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ACTIVITY: (Part 3) Envisioning the church leadership/the church

Objective:

Facilitate the church to understand and commit to the Church and
Community Mobilization Process as a tool to use while undertaking Integral
Mission.

Time:

4hr 30 min

Set-up:

Large group, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart, markers for recording group discussion, and bibles.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1 (30min): Reflect with the large group on the commitment the church made about Integral Mission,
and the agreement it came to that it will undertake it with its immediate community.

Step 2 (3hr):

Take the large group through the basic thoughts and principles of CCMP (for awareness only)
including the objective of CCMP, pillars, stages, expected outcomes (overall and for each
stage), challenges and implications of implementing CCMP. (If any, bring in testimonies).
Give the group sufficient time to ask questions and to clarify any unclear ideas about CCMP.

Step 3 (90min):
(90min): Facilitate the participants to agree if CCMP is the way to go or not. If they affirm it is,
facilitate them to develop a strategy and an action plan, taking into consideration lessons
learnt in different contexts, best practices and all the implications involved (attendance,
willingness to sacrifice time and resources, selecting sites to pilot CCMP, providing the
necessary support, committing to the emerging principles, etc).
NB: Now the church is ready to begin the Foundational Bible Studies.

ACTIVITY: (Part 3) Generate commitment for IM and CCMP.
Some guidance on how to go about this activity…
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Foundational Bible studies
Introduction
This part of church awakening takes the church through five foundational bible studies, the first lot
to be carried out with the church.
Objective:
The church understands it biblical mandate for
holistic ministry to its immediate community and commits to
engage in Integral mission in a practical way, and thus truly
become salt and light to the community.







The five Bible studies (more could be designed and included)
are considered foundational in that they enable the church to:
 Understand the big picture regarding God’s creation and
His purpose for it. This is important for the church since it is
called to operate within and have impact upon this creation.
Understand who it is as the church of Jesus Christ and what the Scriptures say the church is. This
will deepen the understanding of the church, especially that she has a Biblical mandate to
engage herself in holistic ministry.
Understand the role the church is expected to play in its immediate community, i.e. ministering
in a holistic manner to the community, and to determine how best to play that role.
Begins to discuss how best she can engage in holistic ministry within her members and to the
immediate community.
Develops a vision describing how the church and the community could look like if the church
engages the community in holistic ministry (in developing a vision, the key question that the
church tries to answer is “What do we as the church desire to see in the community when we will
have satisfactorily engaged them in holistic ministry?”

NB: Where church members cannot read or write, the facilitator should creatively use approaches
that will facilitate the church to still discuss and understand the passage, e.g. read the passage in
plenary and discuss the questions together, facilitate them to act out the passage, or to draw
pictures showing what the passage is saying, etc.
NB: As you conclude every bible study/activity, and as you begin the next activity, include a session
called ‘Reflections’ when the participants look back at what they have just covered, and for the
facilitator to link up the last activity with the next one. Questions that could be used during the
reflections include the following:
 What was this bible study/activity about? What was it meant to teach us?
 What did we actually learn through the bible study/activity?
 What are we doing/preparing to do as a result of going through this bible study/activity?
If it appears that nothing (or little) was learned, please repeat the bible study (or create a bible study
emphasizing the same principles that should have been covered). If the lessons were satisfactorily learned
and principles well internalized, go on to the next bible study/activity.
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ACTIVITY: Foundational Bible study 1 – God’s Purpose for Humankind
(Gen 1:26-31, 2:8-25, 3)

Objective:

To enable the church to understand God’s purpose for His creation and the
place of the church in the fulfillment of that purpose.

Time:

5hr 15 min

Set-up:

Small groups, plenary

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording group discussion, bibles and bible
study questions.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Facilitate the church to reflect on the vision building that was completed during the last
session, reminding the participants that this is the beginning of the their commitment to
have the church “awakened”.

Step 2 (15min): Explain to the large group the objective of the bible study, the importance of each person
actively contributing during the group discussion, and the mode of discussion is to allow all
the participants to “hear” what the bible has to say.

Step 3 (15min): In a creative way, divide the participants into groups (random or directed). Each group is to
select a moderator to ensure people are focused and everybody participates, and a
“secretary” to record all the group conclusions of each question.

Step 4 (2hrs): Send participants to their groups, each with a set of bible study questions. As groups discuss,
visit them briefly to ensure the task is clear, the questions are understood, people are
participating, and that all groups are headed in the right direction.

Step 5(2hrs): When all groups are done with
discussions, bring them together for
presentations. Each group presents their
response to each question. Compare
presentations from all the groups to
identify common thought, divergent but
relevant discoveries, commitments, etc

Step 6 (30min): Summarize the bible study, highlighting
all the common principles that are
contained in the bible study.

Step 7(30min): Facilitate the church to agree especially

Bible Study 1- (Gen 1:26-31, 2:8-25, 3)
Questions
1. What did God declare that people would BE
and DO?
2. What were the characteristics of life of Adam
and Eve before the Fall?
3. What happened during the Fall? What
characterized life after the Fall?
4. In what ways do these characteristics present
themselves in …… today?
5. What is the church in ……… doing to reverse
these characteristics?
6. What more should the church do to reverse
these characteristics?

about the practical application to its life
(From this bible study, what do we commit ourselves to be and to do as individuals and as a
church?).
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NB: For summary of this bible study, see Sample Bible Study Summary Notes at the
end of the Church Awakening Section below.
Expected outcomes from Foundational bible study 1
Knowledge:
 God created people with a purpose – and the purpose a good, pure, purpose.
 People understand that purpose – to live lives in full (in smooth relationship/fellowship with God, and
harmony with one another and as stewards of God’s environment).
 That purpose still stands – He intends that people live full lives because of Jesus Christ (Jn 10:10).
 Life in Eden was holistic; the Fall affected people holistically; efforts to restore humankind back to Eden
should also be holistic (Ed Dayton).
 God has provided people with the resources to meet needs (It is just that people do not recognize
them/are not using the resources properly).
Action the church could take -The church:
 Commits to build relationship with God more – Increased prayer/worship, people come to Jesus, etc.
 Intensifies efforts to restore smooth relationship among people – people are reconciled with one
another.
 Commits to be stewards of the environment – members plant trees, preserve nature, keep area clean,
etc.
 Takes greater responsibility in supporting the ministry, e.g., pays its quota, takes care of ministers, etc.
 Becomes concerned about the situation of the community around it – may take action to talk to the
community to change the situation, or the church may itself actually take that action.
Individuals
 Desire to reduce their poverty – grow more food, increase family income, etc.
 Participate in mercy ministry – accompany pastor in pastoral visits, etc.
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ACTIVITY: Foundational Bible study 2 – God’s Vision for His people Isa
65:17-25

Objective:

To enable the church to understand that God still desires to have people live
a full life in spite of the Fall

Time:

6hr

Set-up:

Small groups, plenary

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording group discussion, bibles and bible
study questions.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Facilitate the church to reflect on the bible study 1 that was completed during the last
session, helping the participants to confirm the principles that were learned from the bible
study.

Step 2(15min: Explain to the large group the objective of the bible study, the importance of each person
actively contributing the group discussion, and the mode of discussion is to allow all the
participants to “hear” what the bible has to say.

Step 3(15min): In a creative way, divide the participants into groups (random or directed) – or you may
keep the groups from the previous bible study. Each group is to select a moderator to
ensure people are focused and everybody participates, and a “secretary” to record all the
group conclusions of each question.

Step 4(2hrs): Send participants to their groups, each with a set of bible study questions. As groups discuss,
visit them briefly to ensure the task is clear, the questions are understood, people are
participating, and that all groups are headed in the right direction.

Step 5(2hrs): When all groups are done
with discussions, bring
them together for
presentations. Each group
presents their response to
each question. Compare
presentations from all the
groups to identify
common thought,
divergent but relevant
discoveries, commitments,
etc.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bible Study Questions- Isa 65:17-25
According to this passage, what did the Lord say He will do?
List the characteristics of the new creation described in this portion
of the scriptures.
Compare these characteristics with the current situation in …..
What is the church in ……. doing now to bring about the new
creation described in the passage?
What is the Church supposed to be doing that she is not doing?
Why?
What do you suggest the Church should do to fill these gaps?
In the light of Isa. 65:17-25, what then should be the vision of the
Church towards its immediate community? How does this vision
relate to the vision the church already developed?

Step 6(30min): Summarize the bible study, highlighting all the common principles that are contained in the
bible study.

Step 7(30min): Facilitate the church to agree especially about the practical application to its life (From this
bible study, what do we commit ourselves to be and to do as individuals and as a church?).
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NB: For summary of this bible study, see Sample Bible Study Summary Notes at the
end of the Church Awakening Section below.
Expected outcomes from Foundational bible study 2
Knowledge – The church understands that:
 Many centuries after the Fall, God declares His vision about His people – same as His purpose in Genesis.
 God is creating a situation where people live a full life (The church analyzes this desired situation).
 The church is “laborers together with God (1 Cor 3:9)” to make this new creation happen – this is the
benefit of the Kingdom of God and Jn 10:10.
 The benefits of the new creation are holistic.
 The benefits of the new creation begin now – this is the Integral Mission of the church.
Action to take - The Church:
 Desires to participate in becoming a part of the new creation – the Kingdom of God; makes a new vision
for a better future and sets strategies to achieve it.
 Commits to change their situation for the better – improved health, better shelters, more food, etc.
 Takes action to improve relationships with God and with one another – more fellowship, commitment to
Jesus, reconciliation with each other, etc.
 Begins to advocate for the oppressed – seeks to improve justice within the church and with the
community (e.g. begins to address issues such as stigma against People Living with HIV and AIDS
(PLWHAs). The church may lobby on behalf of the oppressed also.
 Takes care of the needy – visits and supports the vulnerable people (orphans, widows, widowers, elderly,
etc) within the church and in the community.
 Is concerned for the plight of the children in the church and in the community.
Individuals
 Take care of their health – build latrines, dish-racks, immunization for their children, better shelters, etc.
 Develop a new hope – trust in the Lord more, face life more positively, etc.
 Change their attitude about themselves – perceive themselves as of great value before God.
 Take care of the children – send them to school, clothe them better, ensure they are immunized, etc.
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ACTIVITY:

Foundational Bible study 3 -Pictures of the Church (1Pet
2:4- 12)

Objective:

To explore what the church is, and its function internally and to its immediate
community.

Time:

7-8 hours for each section of the bible study
(NB: This bible study is a long one. It is expedient to divide it into four distinct subbiblestudies/sections. The bible study could be covered in more than one day. Some
churches indeed prefer to undertake each sub-section in one day).

Set-up:

Small groups, plenary

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording group discussion, bibles and bible
study questions.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Facilitate the church to reflect on the bible study 2 that was completed during the last
session, helping the participants to confirm the principles that were learned from the bible
study.

Step 2(15min): Explain to the large group the objective of the bible study, the importance of each person
actively contributing during the group discussion, and the mode of discussion is to allow all
the participants to “hear” what the bible has to say.

Step 3(15min): In a creative way, divide the participants into groups (random or directed) – or you may
keep the groups from the previous bible study. Each group is to select a moderator to
ensure people are focused and everybody participates, and a “secretary” to record all the
group conclusions of each question.

Step 4(2hrs): Send participants to their groups, each with a set of bible study questions. As groups discuss,
visit them briefly to ensure the task is clear, the questions are understood, people are
participating, and that all groups are headed in the right direction.

Step 5(2hrs): When all groups are done with discussions, bring them together for presentations. Each
group presents their response to each question. Compare presentations from all the groups
to identify common thought, divergent but relevant discoveries, commitments, etc

Step 6(1hr):

Summarize the entire bible study, highlighting all the common principles that are contained
in the section of the bible study.

Step 7(30min): Facilitate the church to agree especially about the practical application to its life (From this
bible study, what do we commit ourselves to be and to do as individuals and as a church?).

NB: For summary of this bible study, see Sample Bible Study Summary Notes at the
end of the Church Awakening Section below.
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Questions for Bible Study 3: Pictures of The Church – 1Pet. 2:4-12

Bible Study Questions (Pictures of the church – 1Pet 2:4-12)
Royal Priesthood 1 Pet 2:4-9
Holy Nation 1 Pet 2:412
What do you understand by the

Spiritual House 1 Pet 2:4-8

In the natural, what do you understand by the
words "cornerstone" and "House"?

What is the work of the cornerstones in the
building? Why is the cornerstone important to the
house?
What is the use of the "house"? What can be said
of the value of a house to its owner?
What do the words "cornerstone”, “living stones”
"house" mean to the church today?
Why did Peter choose to use the word
cornerstone?

How do we apply these to our lives –
“cornerstone”, “living stones”, “spiritual
house”?

words (a) Priesthood and (b)
Community of believers?
Compare the ‘priesthood’ in the Old
Testament with the ‘Community of
Believers’ as the ‘royal priesthood’
today.
What is similar/what is different
between the two?
What do you understand by the word
"sacrifice? What are the spiritual
sacrifices we ought to offer?

What do you understand
by the words “holy” and
“nation”?
What is the difference
between the church and
the world?
Why should there be a
difference between the
church and the world?
How do we apply these
to our lives?

How is the church in … functioning as
Royal Priesthood today?

Summary Questions
From these words (House, Cornerstone, Priesthood, Holy nation)
1. What is the work of the church?
2. What characteristics should the church spoken by Peter in this passage show?
3. What is missing in the church in …… to become the church that Peter shows in this passage?
4. How could church in …. fill these gaps?
Expected outcomes from Foundational bible study 3

Holy Temple:
Knowledge - The church:
 Realizes that God sees it as holy – set aside by God for His purpose – that the church is special in God’s
sight.
 Realizes that it is the platform from which God operates (because He dwells in there).
 Recognizes that Christ is its firm foundation, without which the church cannot stand.
 Recognizes that each member is full of life when connected to Christ.
 Recognizes that as a body, it is full of life when members are connected to each other.
Action it takes:
 Commits to a closer relationship with Christ the Cornerstone – a
closer walk, intensified prayer, etc.
 Value one another – greater concern for one another,
encouraging each other, etc.
 Builds relationship with one another – reconciliation, smoother
relationship in the church, etc.



Individuals
Commit to a life of holy walk with God – closer relationship with God.
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Commit to become living testimony to the world around them.

Royal Priesthood
Knowledge - The church:
 Realizes that it is royal – called to rule and reign with Christ, and therefore is endowed with authority;
the church must no longer move as weak and defeated.
 Realizes the priestly ministry to its immediate community – to link people with God and to “stand in the
gap”.
 It is no longer careless about how it does things – takes care to do things more accurately, transparently,
thoroughly, etc.
 Realizes the authority that God has given it; Takes its place of authority – begins to operate with greater
confidence, studies the word of God more in order to built its faith, becomes more confident in handling
issues, etc.
Action it takes:
 Calls its members to a closer walk with God – messages preached may change, activities may take a new
face that involves encouraging a holy walk with Christ, people turn to Jesus more, etc.
 Puts its record in order – accounts are corrected, people in leadership are more responsible.
 Overall, giving increases – offerings, tithes increase, etc.
 People increase in their care for one another, especially the needy and vulnerable.
 Commits to “touch” its immediate community since it is a “royal priesthood”.
Groups:
 People begin to join hands to work together – to implement church projects, their own group projects,
support/welfare projects, etc.
Individuals
 Take greater responsibility about their lives – take charge to transform their lives.
 Go out of their way to address issues affecting them – take initiative (to offer sacrifices to God), go
beyond the expected, give more and in a sacrificial manner, etc.
Holy Nation
Knowledge - The church:
 Appreciates it is a united body – one body under Christ its head.
 Appreciates that by grace the church is set apart, to be different from the world.
 Understands its place in terms of the Kingdom – recognizes how special it is in God’s plan.
 Understands the role it must play – to show forth the praises of Him who called them out of darkness
into His marvelous light”.
Action to take:
 Lists down what gives it its identity as God’s “nation – assesses if it fits in that list.
 Commits to ensure that identity is in place, e.g. bringing unity in the church, reconciling people, setting
limits, etc.
 Determines how best to bring glory to God, in word and in deed (e.g. the church may decide to have
projects that meet the need of the vulnerable).
 Sets strategies to help the helpless.
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Individuals
 Deal with aspects that cause division – pride, selfishness, etc.
 Commit resources to help “especially those of the household of faith”.
 Join hands and begin to meet their needs.
 Raise resources and use them to meet the needs of the vulnerable (especially in the church).
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ACTIVITY: Foundational Bible study 4 – Ministry of Jesus (Mt. 3:1-2; 4:1217; 4:23-25; 9:35-38)

Objective:

To enable the church to understand ministry as Jesus carried it out, and thus
minister the same way to the immediate community.

Time:

3 hr 30 min per section

(NB: This is another long bible study. You may opt to treat it as you did bible study 3)

Set-up:

Small groups, plenary

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording group discussion, bibles and bible
study questions.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Facilitate the church to reflect on the bible study 3 that was completed during the last
session, helping the participants to confirm the principles that were learned from the bible
study.

Step 2(15min): Explain to the large group the objective of the bible study, the importance of each person
actively contributing during the group discussion, and the mode of discussion is to allow all
the participants to “hear” what the bible has to say.

Step 3(15min): In a creative way, divide the participants into groups (random or directed) – or you may
keep the groups from the previous bible study. Each group is to select a moderator to
ensure people are focused and everybody participates, and a “secretary” to record all the
group conclusions of each question.

Step 4(2hrs): Send participants to their groups, each with a set of bible study questions. As groups discuss,
visit them briefly to ensure the task is clear, the questions are understood, people are
participating, and that all groups are headed in the right direction.

Step 5(2hrs): When all groups are done with discussions, bring them together for presentations. Each
group presents their response to each question. Compare presentations from all the groups
to identify common thought, divergent but relevant discoveries, commitments, etc

Step 6(1hr):

Summarize the bible study, highlighting all the common principles that are contained in the
bible study.

Step 7(30min): Facilitate the church to agree especially about the practical application to its life (From this
bible study, what do we commit ourselves to be and to do as individuals and as a church?).

NB: For summary of this bible study, see Sample Bible Study Summary Notes at the
end of the Church Awakening Section below.
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Bible study questions: Ministry of Jesus - Mt. 3:1-2; 4:12-17; 4:23-25; 9:35-38
Repentance (Mt. 3:1-2; 4:12-17)

Healing (Mt 4:23-25)

Compassion (Mt 9:35-38)

1. Why do you think Jesus was repeating the
message of John the Baptist?

1. a) According to Matt.4:2325, what was Jesus doing? b)
What does it tell us about His
ministry?

1. a) How does Mt 9:35-38
compare with Mt 4: 23-25? b)
What motivated Jesus to do what
He did?

2. What drew many people to
come and listen to Jesus?

2. What do we understand by the
words “people were scattered?”

3. What does the ministry of
Healing that Jesus did tell us
about the kingdom of heaven?

3. What steps do we usually take
when we are confronted by the
needy?

4. As Christians of -------------------------church, how can we
show by actions the work of
healing as Jesus did?

4. What is our motivation in
helping people in need? Is our
motivation the same as that of
Christ?

5. In what ways is the church
of ___ doing her healing
ministry?

5. Why do you think Jesus said,
“truly the harvest is plentiful but
the laborers are few?” (Vs. 37)

6. In what ways has the church
of ___ failed to do her healing
ministry?

6. How are we as Christians

2. What did the message of John the Baptist
focus on? (Lk 3:3-14)
3. a) What sins did John tell the people to
repent of if they wanted to enter the kingdom
of heaven?
b) If John the Baptist came today to the
church of ---------------------what sins would he
tell people to repent of?
4. Why is it a must for people to repent?
5. According to the preaching of both John the
Baptist and Jesus Christ, what do you think are
the characteristics of the kingdom of God?
6. Show how the church in _____is
demonstrating or not demonstrating these
characteristics today
7. If the church is failing to demonstrate these
characteristics, why? What should she begin
doing to change?

expected to respond to the needs
of those around us?

7. What does the church need
to do in order to be effective
in its healing ministry?

Expected outcomes from Foundational bible study 4
Knowledge - The church:
 Understands the ministry that Jesus did, and that this is the same ministry she is called to engage in.
 Understands her shortcoming in doing ministry.
 Examines her motive for doing ministry – understands God’s motive for ministry (compassion).
Action it takes
 Repents of its shortcomings, commits to carry out ministry the way Jesus did it.
 People come to Jesus – repent of their sins, commit to follow Jesus.
 Implements strategies that improve people’s physical and spiritual health.
Individuals
 Change their motive for doing any act of mercy – do it only for the glory of God, driven by
compassion.
 Support the needy out of compassion rather than for self-glory.
 Truly repent of their sins and live lives that demonstrate they have repented.
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ACTIVITY: Foundational Bible study 5 – The church as salt and light of
the world (Mt 5:13-16)

Objective:

To enable the church to understand its role toward its immediate community
and start to play it out.

Time:

5 hrs 45 min

Set-up:

Small groups, plenary

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording group discussion, bibles and bible
study questions.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Facilitate the church to reflect on the bible study 4 that was completed during the last session, helping
the participants to confirm the principles that were learned from the bible study.

Step 2(15min): Explain to the large group the objective of the bible study, the importance of each person
actively contributing during the group discussion, and the mode of the discussion that will
allow all the participants to “hear” what the bible has to say.

Step 3(15min): In a creative way, divide the participants into groups (random or directed) – or you may
keep the groups from the previous bible study. Each group is to select a moderator to
ensure people are focused and everybody participates, and a “secretary” to record all the
group conclusions of each question.

Step 4(2hr):

Send participants to their groups, each with a set of bible study questions. As groups discuss,
visit them briefly to ensure the task is clear, the questions are understood, people are
participating, and that all groups are headed in the right direction.

Step 5(90min): When all groups are done with discussions, bring them together for presentations. Each
group presents their response to each question. Compare presentations from all the groups
to identify common thought, divergent but relevant discoveries, commitments, etc

Step 6(45min): Summarize the bible study, highlighting all the common principles that are contained in the
bible study.

Step 7(30min): Facilitate the church to agree especially about the practical application to its life (From this
bible study, what do we commit ourselves to be and to do as individuals and as a church?).

NB: For summary of this bible study, see Sample Bible Study Summary Notes at the
end of the Church Awakening Section below.
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Bible Study 5 - Questions: Church as salt and light of the world – Mt 5:13-16
The world
 According to Mathew 5:13-16, what do think Jesus meant by the word; “WORLD”?
 What are the behaviours of the world?
 What are the outcomes of being in the world?
 What should the church do to the world?
Salt






What is salt? And what is it used for?
Jesus said you are the “salt of the world”? What did he mean?
In what way is the church in ….. showing its saltiness?
What does “salt losing its taste” mean?
In what ways is the church in …losing its saltiness? How can it restore it?

Light
 What is light? What are its uses?
 When Jesus said “you are the light of the earth”, what did he mean?
 In what way is the church in …. .showing the light tothe world?
 In what way is the church in … failing to show its light?

Expected outcomes from Foundational bible study 5
Knowledge - The church:
 Understands the distinction that MUST exist between it and the world (salt and Light).
 Understand that it has a direct role to its immediate community – to heal it and to show it the way.
 Recognizes its transforming role that it must play to its immediate community.
 Builds the urgency to begin doing something to heal and guide its immediate community.
 Decides it must show the difference between it and the world.
 Determine ways of ministering in a practical, holistic way to its immediate community (“becoming salt
and light”).
Action the church takes
 Engages actively with its immediate community, e.g., the church:
 Participates in the decisions of its immediate community – influences the decisions being made.
 Addresses issues affecting people with boldness.
 Influences decisions that affect the life of the community.
 Members are put into positions of leadership in the community because the community trusts the
church.
Individuals/community
 Members perceive the church as caring and relevant to the community.
 Church members become a part of the leadership structure of the community.
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ACTIVITY:

Envisioning for Holistic Ministry

Objective:

The church develops its vision for holistic ministry to its immediate
community

Time:

5hr 30min

Set-up:

Plenary, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording group discussion, major lessons
that came out of the bible studies.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Reflect with the church on all the bible studies covered so far. Highlight the major
lessons learned and commitments that the church made, especially in relation to its
immediate community.
Step 2(2hrs): Divide the participants into groups. Ask the groups to develop the vision of the
church and for its immediate community, guided by the two question below:
 What do we desire to see of the church in order for it to successfully minister
holistically to its immediate community?”
 What would we see in the community if the church was to minister holistically to
its immediate community?
In addition to the vision statement that each group develops, the group should also
elaborate by identifying “indicators (pointers)” that will show that the vision is being
accomplished.
Step 3(1hrs): Bring the groups together for reporting. As each group presents its vision and
“pointers”, the other group contributes ideas to “enrich” the presentation. This is
important because it also build ownership of the vision statements in the entire
church.
Step 4(2hrs): Facilitate the church to write down the two vision statements that they have agreed
upon. These statements will guide the church along as it endeavors to reach its
immediate community.
Sample Vision Statements and pointers (indicators)
Church vision
A self-supporting church, reaching communities
with the word of God, and being loving and
compassionate to the needy
Indicators (pointers)
 Doing the work of God willingly
 Visiting the sick, poor and needy
 Spreading the word of God to its immediate
communityHaving smooth relationship with
everybody including other denominations in the
community

Community vision
A community that is God-fearing, loving, free from poverty,
supportive to the needy and to the work of God
Indicators (pointers)
 Loving the work of God and His people
 Community uniting with the church
 Sharing together during good times and hard times
 People taking charge of their situation
 People living free of poverty and reduced crime
 People free of sickness and living healthy lives
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People send their children to school
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Resource Mobilization Bible studies
This is the second part of the Church Awakening stage of CCMP. The final activity of the
Foundational section just completed led the church to set a vision for holistic ministry to the
immediate community. Often, this vision may be overwhelming to the church, leaving the church to
wonder how it can achieve the vision developed. This section
enables the church to answer the question, “how/what
means can enable us to go out to our immediate community”
and is comprised of three bible studies (this far in the
process, the church will have become used to studying the
bible in a way that enables them to discover for themselves
what the Scriptures have to say to the church). This section is
aimed at achieving the objectives below:

Objectives:

The church discovers that God has given her
the resources she needs to meet her needs and begins to use them to meet the needs.
The church acquires confidence to “awaken” its immediate community to also begin
to address its poverty using the God-given resources

Through the three bible studies, the church:
 Identifies all the resources God has given it (often here before unrecognized and unused or
misused).
 Identifies its needs and prioritizes them; Matches the needs with the resources, i.e. determines
specific resources that could be used to meet specific needs.
 Develops priority projects with detailed action plans to implement them.
 Selects and strengthens a committee(s) (depending on the projects planned) to oversee
implementation of the project(s).
 Gains new confidence to go out to the community and share the good news that the community
does not have to live in poverty but can begin to turn its situation around, by using the
resources that God has given it.
Expected Outcomes from all three bible studies:
Knowledge:
 God has given us all the resources we need to meet our needs.
 Resources are available if we look hard enough.
 Used properly, resources will bring well-being to the people.
 The church realizes that TRULY it is not poor, but greatly endowed in order to come out of
physical and spiritual poverty.
Action to take:
 The church identifies the resources that God has given.
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When the church recognizes the resources as from God, it uses them for His glory.

Main Outcomes: The church:
 Begins to implement priority projects to meet its needs without having to depend on external
assistance.
 Gains great confidence – that needs can be met using God-given resources. This is the
confidence that will motivate it to go to the community with a new message.
 Becomes confident to meet the needs.
 Prioritizes its needs and plans well.
 Begins to reduce poverty in a practical way.
 Revives stalled projects and begins new priority projects.
 Minimizes dependency – people rely on themselves more than external help.
 Meets its priority needs.
 Includes the vulnerable in the improvement of the quality of life of the people.
 Has a new message for its immediate community – “we don’t have to die in our poverty”.
Groups:
 People join hands and form groups that begin projects that meet priority needs.
 Groups grow in numbers and strength, thus impacting more and more people in meeting needs.
 The most vulnerable find strength in joining hands and bringing their small resources together.
Individuals:
 Begin to lift up their life’s burdens by meeting basic needs.
 Begin to do even those interventions that looked difficult to do before.
 Gain confidence to start new interventions.
 Expand old interventions.
 Share their new knowledge with others that need it (their neighbors, friends, etc).
 Use their resources for the benefit of other people.
 Give to the work of God more/ support the ministry.
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ACTIVITY: Introducing the concept of “Resources” and how to use them to
address needs using them

Objective:

The church understands the concept of “resources” and “needs”, and that
needs can be met and poverty reduced, depending on the way resources are
identified and used.

Time:

3 hrs 45min

Set-up:

Plenary, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording the discussion.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Reflect with the church on the vision that they developed during the last session. A
Crucial question that links to the current step is “What did we as the church decide
that we must do following the vision? Connect with the current activity, by
explaining that this activity will enable the participants to understand about
‘resources’, which will in turn enable them to think about how to achieve the vision.
Step 2(30min): Facilitate the participants to describe what they understand by the term
“resources”. Clarify that resources are what is needed to meet a need.
Step 3(45min): Put the participants in “buzz” groups of two to three. Ask the groups to talk about all
the resources that they know, that are in and around the church and to note them
down. Get the groups to share their responses.
Step 4(1hr):

Clarify the seven categories of resources. Facilitate the participants to analyze how
resources could be well used to solve problems and reduce poverty, or used poorly
resulting in poverty. The table below is an example of the way the resource use
could be analyzed. Good use of Resources
Category of Resources
Poor use of Resources
Resources can be:

Step 5(1hr):

Facilitate the
church to
determine how it
is using the
resources, and
how it could
improve the way it
is using the
resources so as to
meet its needs.









Recognized
Used well
Sustained
Maintained
Equitably shared
Conserved
Created

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Natural
Human
Social
Economic
Physical
Spiritual
Time

Resources can be:










Unrecognized
Misused
Underused
Overused
Depleted
Wasted
Inequitably shared
Destroyed

This leads to Well-being
This leads to poverty

NB: This exercise gives the church an inventory of all the resources available to it. The
inventory will be used later when the church identifies priority projects and plans to
implement them.
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ACTIVITY: Resource Mobilization bible study 1 – Jesus Raises Lazarus from
the dead (Jn 11:1-44)

Objective:

The church understands the biblical perspective of meeting needs using Godgiven resources.

Time:

4 hrs 30 min

Set-up:

Small groups, plenary

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording group discussion, bibles and bible
study questions.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Reflect on the previous session covered, i.e. defining ‘resources’ and identifying
them. Explain that all the three bible studies on ‘resources’ are meant to help answer
the question, “What does the word of God say about resources and how needs can
be met? Explain to the large group the objective of the bible study, the importance
of each person actively contributing during the group discussion, as per the pervious
bible studies.
Step 2(30min): In a creative way, divide the participants into groups (random or directed) – or you
may keep the groups from the previous bible studies. Each group is to select a
moderator to ensure people are focused and everybody participates, and a
“secretary” to record all the group conclusions of each question.
Step 3(1hr):

Send participants to their groups, each with a set of bible study questions. As groups
discuss, visit them briefly to ensure the task is clear, the questions are understood,
people are participating, and that all groups are headed in the right direction.

Step 4(1hr:

When all groups are done with discussions, bring them together for presentations.
Each group presents its response to each question. Compare presentations from all
the groups to identify common thought, divergent but relevant discoveries,
commitments, etc

Step 5(30min): Summarize the bible study, highlighting all the common principles that are contained in the
bible study.

Step 6(30min): Facilitate the church to agree especially about the practical application to its life (From this
bible study, what do we commit ourselves to be and to do as individuals and as a church?).

NB: For summary of this bible study, see Sample Bible Study Summary Notes at the
end of the Church Awakening Section below.
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Bible Study Questions: (Jesus raises Lazarus (John 11: 1-44)
1.

2.

a)
b)
c)
a)
b)

What is happening in this story
Who are the players in this story?
What specific actions did each of them do?
How did the raising of Lazarus take place? List the steps that Jesus took to raise Lazarus
How does what Jesus did compare with what the other actors did in raising Lazarus?

3

a) In this story, what was the need?
b) What were the resources?
c) How were the resources used to meet the need?
4 a) Why did Jesus use the steps He used in raising Lazarus?
b) Would He have performed this miracle differently? Why did he not do it differently?
5 a) What does the process that Jesus followed tell us about the way He worked with people?
b) What does this passage tell us about how we should facilitate people to meet needs?
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ACTIVITY: Resource Mobilization bible study 2 – Jesus feeds 5000 ((Mark 6:
30-44)

Objective:

The church understands the biblical perspective of meeting all needs using
God-given resources even when they seem so little.

Time:

2hrs 30 min

Set-up:

Small groups, plenary

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording group discussion, bibles and bible
study questions.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Reflect with the large group on the Resource mobilization bible study 1 covered
during the last session and explain the objective of the bible study, the importance of
each person actively contributing during the group discussion, and the mode of
discussion is to allow all the participants to “hear” what the bible has to say.
Step 2(30min): In a creative way, divide the participants into groups (random or directed) – or you
may keep the groups from the previous bible studies. Each group is to select a
moderator to ensure people are focused and everybody participates, and a
“secretary” to record all the group conclusions of each question.
Bible Study Questions: (Jesus Feeds 5,000 People - Mark 6: 30-44)

Step 3(1hr):

Send participants to
1. a). What is happening in this story
their groups, each
a. Who are the players in this story?
with a set of bible
b. What specific actions did the actors do?
study questions. As
c. What was the need? What were the resources?
groups discuss, visit
2. a) List the steps that Jesus took to perform the miracle.
them briefly to
b) In this story, what did the disciples focus on? What did Jesus focus on?
c) How were the resources used to meet the needs identified?
ensure the task is
3.
a)
Why do you think Jesus used those steps?
clear, the questions
b)
Would
He have performed this miracle differently? Why did he not do it
are understood,
differently?
people are
4 What does this passage tell us about the way we should facilitate the
participating, and
church and the community to meet their needs?
that all groups are
headed in the right direction.

Step 4(1hr):

When all groups are done with discussions, bring them together for presentations.
Each group presents their response to each question. Compare presentations from
all the groups to identify common thought, divergent but relevant discoveries,
commitments, etc

Step 5(30min): Summarize the bible study, highlighting all the common principles that are contained
in the bible study.
Step 6(30min): Facilitate the church to agree especially about the practical application to its life (From this
bible study, what do we commit ourselves to be and to do as individuals and as a church?).
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NB: For summary of this bible study, see Sample Bible Study Summary Notes at the
end of the Church Awakening Section below.

ACTIVITY: Resource Mobilization Bible study 3 – Elisha, the widow and her
oil (2 Ki 4:1-7)

Objective:
Time:

The church understands that with God’s help, and using the local resources,
needs can be adequately met.
4hrs

Set-up:

Small groups, plenary

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording group discussion, bibles and bible
study questions.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Reflect with the large group on the Resource mobilization bible study 2 covered
during the last session and explain the objective of the bible study, the importance of
each person actively contributing during the group discussion, and the mode of
discussion is to allow all the participants to “hear” what the bible has to say.
Step 2(30min): In a creative way, divide the participants into groups (random or directed) – or you
may keep the groups from the Elisha and the Widow’s Oil – 2 Kings 4:1-7
Bible Study Questions
previous bible studies. Each
1. What is happening in this story? Who are the key
group is to select a moderator
actors? What is each actor doing? How is each
to ensure people are focused
character/actor behaving in this story?
and everybody participates,
2. What is the need/problem? What are the
and a “secretary” to record all
resources? How are the resources used to meet
the group conclusions of each
the need?
question.
3. What does this story tell us about a) the way
people perceive their problems and resources?

Step 3(1hr):

Send participants to their
and, b) how to mobilize resources to meet the
groups, each with a set of
need?
bible study questions. As
4. What should the church (or individuals) therefore
do to meet their needs?
groups discuss, visit them
briefly to ensure the task is clear, the questions are understood, people are
participating, and that all groups are headed in the right direction.

Step 4(1hr):

When all groups are done with discussions, bring them together for presentations.
Each group presents their response to each question. Compare presentations from
all the groups to identify common thought, divergent but relevant discoveries,
commitments, etc

Step 5(30min): Summarize the bible study, highlighting all the common principles that are contained
in the bible study.
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Step 6(30min): Facilitate the church to agree especially about the practical application to its life (From this
bible study, what do we commit ourselves to be and to do as individuals and as a church?).

NB: For summary of this bible study, see Sample Bible Study Summary Notes at the
end of the Church Awakening Section below.
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ACTIVITY: Identifying Needs

Objective:

The church identifies needs that affect it today.

Time:

3hrs

Set-up:

Plenary, small groups, plenary

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording the discussion

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Reflect on all the three Resource Mobilization bible studies and the principles
learned through them.
Step 2(90min): Divide the church into small groups. Ask each group to identify the key needs that
the church is facing. Take time to walk around the groups to ensure that the task is
understood, everybody is actively participating, and that the discussion is
documented.
Step 3(1hr):

When all the small groups are done with their discussions, bring them together to
report on their findings. Facilitate the large group to come to consensus, and thus
emerge with one list of needs that the church is facing. This list is important since it
will be used to prioritize the issues affecting the church during the next session.
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ACTIVITY: Prioritizing needs

Objective:

The church prioritizes needs in order to determine the most appropriate
intervention(s) to undertake to meet particular needs.

Time:

3hrs

Set-up:

Plenary, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart, markers, list of needs agreed upon during the last session.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Facilitate the large group to reflect on the list of needs made during the last session,
agree that these are the main needs affecting the church, and must be addressed to
reach the vision reached during the Foundational section of the Church Awakening
stage.
Step 2(1hr): Divide the large group into small groups. Ask each group to look at the list of need
developed and prioritize the needs listed – they may use considerations such as
which need affects most people, affects people most seriously, would cause the
greatest benefit to the church if addressed, is easiest to address first, etc.
Step 3(1hr): Bring the small groups together to report on their priorities. Using a matrix summarize
the priorities on each group. Add the numbers to emerge with the overall ranking
and priority, as the matrix below shows.
Example of a matrix used for prioritization:
Need1

Priority according to each group
Grp 1

Grp 3

Building the edifice

1

Supporting widows

3
4
2

4
1
3
2

Buying a church bus
Public address equipment

Grp 3

2
1
3
4

Grp 4

1
2
3
4

Total
Score

Rank

8
7
13
12

2
1
4
3

In this case, support for widows takes top priority, while building the edifice takes second priority.

Step 4(30min): Agree that the church will use its resources to address the top two or at most three
needs (it is even more preferable if the church decides to deal with its top-priority
need before beginning to work on its second priority).

1

Opinion: The list of needs sounds more like projects/initiatives
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ACTIVITY: Matching needs to resources

Objective:

The church links the prioritized needs to the resources identified in order to
determine priority projects

Time:

4hrs

Set-up:

Plenary, small groups, plenary

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording the discussion, list of resources
identified at the beginning of the Resource Mobilization section.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Reflect on the lessons from the three Resource Mobilization bible studies, to emerge
with the conclusion that the church has resources it requires to meet needs.
Step 2:(1hr)

Referring to the list of resources identified during the first session undertaken to
help the church understand “resources”, confirm with the church that these are the
resources that are available to the church. Add any if the church identifies more of
them.

Step 3(90min): Divide the participants into two or three groups according to the needs prioritized
earlier. Each group will work on only one of the priority needs agreed upon in the
previous session. Using the list of resources identified earlier, each group should
determine from the list, the resources that could be used to meet the need, thus
matching needs with resources identified.
Step 4(1hr): Bring the groups together to report and reach consensus that these are the best
options to meet the needs.
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ACTIVITY: Planning for the projects identified and agreed on.

Objective:

The church makes a full plan that it will use to implement the projects
identified, and thus begin to meet the priority needs.

Time:

6hrs 30min

Set-up:

Plenary, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart, markers for recording the discussion, list of the priority projects
agreed upon, and the resources identified for each project.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Reflect on the exercise of prioritizing needs undertaken during the last exercise,
emphasizing on the need to address the priorities. Agree on the objective of the
current task, and explain why ‘planning’ is important for success – “To fail to plan is
to plan to fail”.
Step 2(2hrs): Send the participants into small groups (preferably the same groups that prioritized
the needs). Ask each group to identify all the activities that could to be carried out to
meet the need and to achieve the goal set in the previous exercise. Each group
arranges the activities as they will follow one another during implementation.
Step 3(1hr):

Ask each small group to decide on the possible result if the need is fully met. The
group may do this by answering the question, “What do you desire to see if this need
is fully met?” The statement of the desired change will be the goal for that need. A
goal could read as follows – All the 15 widows in the church are able to meet their
basic domestic needs in the next 18 months.

Step 4(1hr):

Bring the groups together for reporting. Facilitate the large group to come to
consensus regarding the goal, and the most practical activities that could be carried
out to meet the need and to achieve the goal.

Step5(2hr):

Facilitate the large group to develop an action plan using a simple format (an
example is given here below). (NB: Sometimes the large group may select a small
team and mandate it to develop the action plan on behalf of the large group. On
completion, the selected small group must then present the completed ‘action plan’
so that the large group will agree about it, and commit to implement it).

Activity

Sample action planning sheet
When (date)
Persons
responsible
Begin End

1
2
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Resources to be used
Local
External

Indicators of
achievement

3
etc

ACTIVITY: Selecting a committee to oversee project implementation

Objective:

The church puts in place a structure to oversee implementation of the
prioritized projects to meet the church needs.

Time:

4hrs

Set-up:

Plenary, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording the discussion, action plans
developed in the previous session.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Reflect on the action plans developed during the previous session. Agree with the
church that there is need to have a team responsible to ensure the action plans are
implemented effectively in order to achieve the desired goal. Facilitate the church to
agree about the name the team should be called (committee, board, team, etc)
Step 2(90min): Facilitate the church to develop the roles and responsibilities that the committee
should play. This will lead to a “job description” for the committee and will include
questions such as activities the team will carry out, frequency of its meetings, how
the team will follow up the planned activities, the best size of the team, etc. The job
description should consider the existing structures, e.g. the Development committee,
the finance committee, etc.
Step 3(1hr):

Facilitate the church to agree on the characteristics that should qualify one to
become a committee member. This exercise may be done in plenary or by dividing
into small groups, with each group developing its set of qualities, then bringing the
small groups together to generate a common set of criteria for selecting the
committee.

Step 4(1hr):

Using the set of criteria developed above, the church selects a committee for each of
the projects developed earlier. The church prays for the new committee and
commits it to the work.
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ACTIVITY: Training the committee(s) to oversee project implementation

(NB – This activity targets only the selected committee)
Objective:

Equip the new committee(s) with skills to oversee implementation of the
prioritized projects to meet the church needs.

Time:

5hrs (The content to be covered is so substantial that it may not be covered in
one day. Divide the time therefore, according to the content to be covered per
day. It is recommended that you spend no less that 2hrs covering a topic).

Set-up:

Plenary, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart, marker, note pads for the trainees, action plans developed in the
previous session.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Bring the new committee selected during the last session. In a creative and fun way,
facilitate the members to spend time getting to know one another, sharing official as well as
unofficial matters. This is important because it helps to begin breaking down barriers that
may hinder freedom of participation and sharing.

Step 2(30min): Share the workshop preliminaries, i.e. purpose, specific objectives, expected
outcomes, methodology of the training to be used, time-table to be followed, roles
and responsibilities. Prepare the team for the training (participation, group work,
documenting, etc.).
Step 3(1hr):

Reflect on the action plans developed during the previous session, and the role of
the committee in overseeing implementation of the action plans.

Step 4(2hr):

Begin covering the content – topic by topic using principles of adult learning,
emphasizing on aspects of good management. This content could include how to run
a committee meeting, planning, monitoring implementation of planned activities,
resolving conflicts, making decisions in a participatory way, reflecting to check
progress, impact and efficiency, reporting and feedback to the church, and
budgeting.

Step 5(1hr):

Summarize the day by reflecting on the skills learned today, practical applications of
the content in overseeing implementation of the projects, and facilitate the
committee to agree what to begin doing from now using the skills learned. Agree
with them about the next training date.

This session marks the end of the Resource mobilization section of the Church Awakening stage. It is
recommended that the church should take sufficient time (maybe 6 months) to implement some of
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its priority projects to the point that the church will have gained the confidence that will drive it to
share with its immediate, the discovery that needs can be met using available resources community
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Relationship building bible study
The Bible studies conducted earlier are expected to have brought the church to the point where she
has:
 Understood biblical basis for holistic ministry and God’s expectation of the church (mandate) in
engaging in holistic ministry within the church and with the immediate community
 Developed a clear vision for holistic ministry for the community
 Identified her needs and resources and developed a strategy to meet the needs using the
resources
 Prioritized the needs and started (and is implementing) small church projects as a way to meet
the needs
 Gained confidence that she can mobilize her resources to meet her needs, and therefore can
also help the community recognize its resources and hence meet its needs
At this point therefore, the church is facilitated to move to its immediate community and begin
engaging it in a practical and holistic manner so as to truly become ‘salt and light’ to the community.
Relationship building is the last of the three sections of the
Church Awakening stage of CCMP. Relationships are a crucial
pre-requisite to human transformation. It is therefore important
that as the church plans to engage its immediate community in
holistic ministry, it does so from a platform of smooth
relationships within the community. By building relationships,
the church demonstrates that it is caring, and thus becomes
relevant to its immediate community. Ultimately, the church is
able to influence the life of its immediate community in a
positive, practical way – this translates into the church truly becoming “salt and light” to its
immediate community. The one Bible study that is designed to prepare the church to build
relationships with the community is The Good Samaritan - Lk 10:25-37.
Objective:

The church understands the biblical perspective for relationship building with its
immediate community and prepares to begin engaging the community in practical
ways.

Expected Outcomes:
At the end of this bible study the church is expected to:
 Understand that its immediate community, represented by the wounded man in the bible study,
is in great need and requires somebody go down to where they are to help them.
 Understand that it is called of God to be “neighbor” to the immediate community, and should
“go and do likewise”
 Commit to go and begin engaging its immediate community, the first step being to build a
relationship with the community
 Prepare to go out to its immediate community
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Actually go out and begin building relationships with the community, beginning with the
community leadership, and later the entire community.

Ultimately, the church and community agree to join hands to address issues affecting the entire area,
in a total way.
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ACTIVITY: Relationship building Bible study – Who is my neighbor? (Lk
10:25-37)

Objective:
Time:

Facilitate the church to understand the biblical perspective for relationship
building with its immediate community and prepare to engage the community
in a formal manner.
6hrs 30 min

Set-up:

Plenary, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording group discussion, bibles and bible
study questions.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Facilitate the church to reflect on the process reached so far. Specifically, emphasize
the principles from the vision developed, Foundational bible studies, and the reason
for the resource mobilization section of the Church Awakening, showing that all this
aimed to lead the church to understand its link to its immediate community.
Step 2(30min): Explain to the large group the objective of this section of the church Awakening, and
of the current bible study, and the expected outcomes.
Step 3(2hrs): In a creative way, divide the participants into groups– or you may keep the groups
from the previous bible studies. Send the groups to discuss the bible study, as you
did with all the other bible studies before this one.
Step 5(2hrs): When all groups are done with discussions, bring them together for presentations.
Each group presents their response to each question. Compare presentations from
all the groups to identify common thought, divergent but relevant discoveries,
commitments, etc.
Step 6(1hr):

Summarize the bible study, highlighting all the common principles that are contained
in the bible study. Be sure to get the church to agree especially about the practical
application to its life.

Step 7(30min): Facilitate the church to commit to go out to its immediate community and “be a
neighbor” to it. This starts with the church leadership building relationship with the
leadership of the immediate community – the church leaders agree on the day to
meet and prepare to meet the community leadership. Once this has taken place
successfully, the church meets its immediate community to deepen the relationship.
NB: For summary of this bible study, see Sample Bible Study Summary Notes at the
end of the Church Awakening Section below.
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Expected outcomes
Relationship Building Bible study
from this bible study to
Bible Study Questions (Lk 10:25-37)
follow.
1. What is happening in this story?
The church:
2. Who are the people involved in this story?
 Understands that
3. What does each person in the story do?
she is expected to be 4. What behavior does each category of players display? What do you think
motivates each one of them to behave the way they do?
the ‘Samaritan’
5. Who do you think each of this people represents in our situation today?
rather than the
6. From this story what then does Jesus require the church to do?
‘priest’ and the
7. In our situation, who then is our neighbor?
‘levite’.
 Understands that she is obligated to out of her comfort zone (coming off the donkey) to reach
its immediate community, although this may be uncomfortable and dangerous to do.
 Addresses internal needs (e.g. church widows and orphans, the neediest members, etc.).
 Examines her internal relationships and begins to improve them.
 Commits to begin building a relationship with people/groups outside the church so as to open
doors to begin ministering to them holistically.
 Prepares to meet and build relations with the neighbors (community, other denominations,
etc.).
NB: Other bible studies could be added to this bible study, e.g. The woman at the well – Jn 4. In
addition to the bible studies, be sure to refer to the Resource Mobilization bible study 3 – Elisha, the
widow and her oil, placing emphasis on the relationship between the widow and her neighbors. This
should demonstrate the need to strengthen relationship between the church and its immediate
community.
NB: Following this (these) bible study (studies, the church should take sufficient time and to use a
variety of means to prepare to build relationship with as many stakeholders as possible. Here below
are examples of two such sessions, i.e. preparing to meet leaders of other denominations, and
preparing to meet the community leaders.
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ACTIVITY: Relationship Building – preparing the church leadership to meet
and build relationship with leaders of neighboring denominations.

Objective:

Prepare the church leaders to meet and build relationship with leaders of
neighboring denominations and leaders of other religions in the area.

Time:

5hrs 30mins

Set-up:

Small group – the church leadership

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers.

Conducting the Activity
NB: It is expected that the church leadership to meet today will include leaders at all levels of the
church. This is important for the sake of building ownership.
Step 1(30min): Reflect with the leaders on the commitment the church has made to “build
relationship with all stakeholders, beginning with the religious denominations
operating in the area. Agree that the objective of this meeting is for the church
leaders to prepare themselves to meet the religious leaders first before going to
meet the community leaders and the community later.
Step 2(3hr):

Facilitate the church leadership to prepare for the meeting with the religious
leaders – some aspects to consider as they prepare include:







Who are the leaders that we should meet and who do they represent (ensure to include
all religious leaders such as women and youth leaders)?
How can we reach these leaders (best if there are structures in existence, such as a
pastors’ fellowship, faith-based council, etc., who can then organize the rest of the
religious leaders? This is the structure to first seek consent from and to convince before
going on to the rest of the leadership)?
What shall we say during the meeting? Content for the meeting should include the
objective of the meeting, why the church is wanting this process now, what the process
is all about, what are the expected outcomes of the process, who needs to be involved,
what the religious leadership is expected to do, etc.
What are the likely questions and expectations that could come from the religious
leadership and how shall we handle them?

Step 3(1hr):
(1hr):

Facilitate the church leadership to develop the schedule of the meeting with the leaders –
what to begin with, what to cover that day, who will do what, and how to conclude the
meeting.

Step 4(1hr):

Facilitate the leadership to plan to inform the top structure about their intent to
meet all the religious leaders. Meeting the chief leader can be done by the pastor of
the church only.
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ACTIVITY: Relationship Building – preparing the church leadership to meet
and build relationship with the community leadership

Objective:

Prepare the church leaders to meet and build relationship with the
community leaders.

Time:

5hrs 30mins

Set-up:

Small group – the church leadership

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers.

Conducting the Activity
NB: Again this meeting is a continuation of the last one where the church leaders prepared to meet
the faith- based leaders in the area. Be sure to therefore include all levels of the church leadership.
Step 1(30min): Reflect with the leaders on the commitment the church has made to “build
relationship with the community” Agree that the objective of this meeting is to
prepare themselves to meet the community leadership first before the church and
community begin meeting together.
Step 2(3hr):

Facilitate the church leadership to prepare for the meeting with the community
leadership – some aspects to consider as they prepare include:








Who are the leaders that we should meet and who do they represent (ensure to include
all community leaders and opinion holders, government and NGO representatives,
informal leaders such as women-group and youth leaders, etc)?
How can we reach these leaders (best if there is one chief community leader who can
then organize the rest of the community leaders. This is the leader to first seek consent
from and to convince before going on to the general community leadership)?
What shall we say during the meeting? Content for the meeting should include the
objective of the meeting, why the church is wanting this process now, what the process
is all about, what are the expected outcomes of the process, who needs to be involved,
what the community leadership is expected to do, etc.
What are the likely questions and expectations that could come from the community
leadership and how shall we handle them?

Step 3(1hr):
(1hr):

Facilitate the church leadership to develop the schedule of the meeting with the leaders –
what to begin with, what to cover that day, who will do what, and how to conclude the
meeting (a joint action plan with the community leaders about how the community
meetings will begin).

Step 4(1hr):

Facilitate the leadership to plan to inform the top leader about their intent to meet
all the community leaders. Meeting the chief leader can be done by the pastor of the
church only.

NB: The church leaders and the community leaders are now ready to bring the church and
community to meet for relationship building.
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ACTIVITY: Preparing the Church to meet the community for relationship
building.

Objective:

The church prepares to meet its immediate community for the first time, to
begin building relationship.

Time:

4hrs

Set-up:

Plenary

Materials:

Newsprint, markers

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(1hr):

Facilitate the entire church to reflect on process so far, but lay emphasis on the relationship
building with its immediate community (start by refreshing their memory on the bible study
about the ‘Good Samaritan – relationship building’, the commitment of the church to go out
and start engaging the community practically and in a holistic manner, and the expected
outcomes from this engagement).

Step 2(1hr):

Facilitate the church leadership to describe to the church about the progress of relationships
that the leadership has already successfully created with the community leadership, and the
agreement the two parties have reached, i.e. that the church leadership will mobilize the
church while the community leadership will in turn mobilize the community, then the church
and the community will formally meet for the first time for relationship building, when this
should begin and where. This should lead the church to come to consensus with its
leadership that this commitment needs to be implemented.

Step 3(2hrs): Facilitate the church to make an action plan showing the activities to be carried out to
undertake the relationship building with the community. Important content for this action
plan should include the following:
 What is the objective and the expected outcome of that meeting?
 Who should attend this first meeting between the church and community
(preferably as many members of the church as possible)?
 What is the church expected to say and do during that meeting? What role is the
church expected to play.
 What other roles are expected of other people, e.g. the facilitator, the leaders, etc.?
 What should we as the church begin to do from now in preparation for that meeting?
The church then closes the day by praying for that meeting.
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ACTIVITY: Church and community leadership actually meet for relationship
building

Objective:

The church leaders build relationships with the community leaders

Time:

3hrs

Set-up:

Plenary

Materials:

Drawing showing the summary of the four stages of the process that the
community will undertake.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(1hr):

Facilitate the church leadership to describe to the community leadership the objective and
intent to build relationship so as to carry out the community mobilization out (content
should also include the biblical perspective of relationships, the “journey”, i.e. the four
stages process of community mobilization, and the expected outcomes).

Step 2(1hr):

Facilitate a discussion where the community leadership asks for understanding, clarification,
etc. Ensure that all expectations are handled well.

Step 3(1hr):

Lead the two groups to come to consensus regarding the need to join hands to address
issues.

NB: It is expected that from the meeting between the church leaders and the community
leadership the following will emerge:
 The community leadership appreciates the intent of the church leadership to establish
smooth relationship between the church and the community
 The community leadership will embrace the idea of the church and community to “walk”
together to address issues affecting the community
 The community leadership will understand the general concept and process of community
mobilization that the church intends to “travel” with the community so as to begin to
transform the situation
 The community leadership will commit to mobilize the community to undertake the process
 Together, the church and community leadership will develop a plan to start the process
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ACTIVITY: Church and community meet for the first time for relationship
building

Objective:

The church and community meet and begin to discuss how they could join hands to
address common issues and therefore change their situation.

Time:

6hrs

Set-up:

Plenary

Materials:

Flip chart paper, marker pens, masking tape

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(1hr):

Facilitate the church and the community leadership to explain to the community the
objective of the meeting, i.e. that this meeting is to have the church and the community
discover how they can ‘walk together to cause change for their positive development’.

Step 2(3hr):

Facilitate the entire community to build the “development fire” (See activity below). This
activity should result in the community and church agreeing to work together to begin to
address issues affecting the community (For details of this exercise, see overleaf).

Step 3(1hr):

Facilitate the community to agree if they consider that engaging in the mobilization process
is of benefit to them. If yes, facilitate the community to decide on:
 Dates/days and time when meetings should be held
 Place where the meeting should be held
 Who should participate in the meetings (preferably every member of the community)
 How they will ensure people attend meetings
 The roles and responsibilities of specific people, e.g. leaders in making the process
successful
 Logistics, e.g. travelling to site, meals, information about meetings, etc
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“Build a fire!” (Lighting the Development Fire)
Objectives:

To build confidence in the community to initiate and sustain its own
development using locally available resources

Time:

4hrs

Set-up:
Materials:

Large group (the exercise is best conducted outside in the open field)
Participants will find supplies for building fire

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30min): Participants stand in a circle with the facilitator in the middle. The facilitator explains the
objective of the exercise, i.e. that this exercise aims to build the confidence of the church
and community to initiate and sustain their desired change.

Step 2(30min): The facilitator asks the participants to make a fire within five minutes (they could make the
fire in less or more time – there in no hard rule because the idea is not the speed but the
ability of the community to build a fire using the local resources, and doing it as a team).
NB: Normally what follows is silence, then quick consultations followed by a flurry of
activities. In less than five minutes there usually is a fire going.

Step 3(1hr):

The facilitator processes the outcome, asking questions such as how the group felt now that
they had succeeded, what made them to succeed, where the resources came from, and the
lessons the community was learning from the game. Questions leading to conclusions
include how the fire can be sustained, who needs to sustain it and how often, etc.

Step 4(30min): The facilitator equates the fire to the entire development process that the church and the
community desire to undertake, showing that the community can initiate and sustain their
own development using local resources (without having to depend on external resources).

Step 5(2hr):

Facilitate the participants to realize the need to keep this development fire burning. Ask,
how will we sustain this fire? Usually, they will talk of the need to select a team to do this.
Facilitate them to develop criterial for such a team, and then use these criteria to get them
to democratically and in a participatory way select the team.

Note: At the end of this exercise, the church and community often identify a small team whom they charge
with the responsibility to keep the “fire” going, by calling community meetings regularly to reflect and discuss
progress of development. These people are called the Church and Community Resource Persons – CCRePs.
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ACTIVITY: Training the Church and Community Resource Persons (CCRePs)

Objective:

Equip the team of CCRePs with knowledge and skills

Time:

5hrs (The content to be covered is so substantial that it may not be covered in
one day. Divide the time therefore, according to the content to be covered per
day. It is recommended that you spend no less that 2hrs covering a topic).

Set-up:

Plenary, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart, marker, note pads for the trainees, action plans developed in the
previous session.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(30min): Bring the new team of CCRePs selected during the last session together. In a creative and
fun way, facilitate them to spend time getting to know one another, sharing official as well
as unofficial matters. This is important because it helps to begin breaking down barriers that
may hinder freedom of participation and sharing.

Step 2(30min): Share the workshop preliminaries, i.e. purpose, specific objectives, expected
outcomes, methodology of the training to be used, time-table to be followed, roles
and responsibilities. Prepare the team for the training (participation, group work,
documenting, etc.).
Step 3(1hr):

Reflect on the principles learned during the ‘lighting the fire’ exercise, and the
commitments that the church and community made from that lesson, especially the
commitment to ‘walk together though the process of change’. Facilitate the CCRePs
to focus on the role that they were selected to play in this ‘journey’. Connect all this
with the objective of the current training for the team.

Step 4(3hr):

Begin covering the content topic by topic using principles of adult learning as used
while equipping the church committees trained earlier. Content to cover while training
the CCRePs may include overview of CCMP, where CCRePs come in as the process is going
on, roles and responsibilities of CCRePs, identifying and working with stakeholders, skills of
facilitation, facilitating reflections with the church and community, helping in monitoring of
progress, participating in evaluation of church and community interventions. Direction and
steps to train the CCRePs will be covered in another manual.).

Step 5(1hr):

Summarize the day by reflecting on the skills learned today, practical applications of
the content in overseeing implementation of the process, and facilitate the team to
agree what to begin doing from now using the skills learned. Agree with them about
the next training date if necessary.

This session marks the beginning of the Description Stage.
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Sample Summaries of the Church Awakening Bible Studies
A: Sample Summaries for the Foundational Bible studies 1-5

Summarizing Bible Study 1: Gods Purpose for Humankind
Gen 1:26-31, 2:8-25, 3
Emphasize the following:

Objective of the Bible study - To enable the church to understand God’s purpose for His creation
and the place of the church in the fulfillment of that
Bible Study 1- (Gen 1:26-31, 2:8-25, 3)
purpose.
1 (a) The title of the bible study, i.e. that God had a
Purpose in creating humankind.
(b) What was in that Purpose? Human beings would
(Gen 1:26-31):
Be
 In God’s image and likeness
over His creation (meaning?)
Blessed (What could this mean?)
earth (meaning?)
Fruitful (what could this mean?)
earth/have dominion (meaning?)

1.
2.
3.

Do
Have dominion

4.

Multiply, fill the

6.

5.

Questions
What did God declare that people would BE
and DO?
What were the characteristics of life of Adam
and Eve before the Fall?
What happened during the Fall? What
characterized life after the Fall?
In what ways do these characteristics present
themselves in …… today?
What is the church in ……… doing to reverse
these characteristics?
What more should the church do to reverse
these characteristics?

Subdue the
Eat from all vegetation

2.
Characteristics of life in the Garden of Eden (Gen 2:8-25) – Adam and Eve:
 Had a home/place of their own, given by God (vs 8)
 Had enough entertainment (vs 9), food (vs 9), water (vs 10), income – gold (vs 11), responsibility (vs 15;
19-20), employment (vs 15), God’s law to be obeyed (vs16), smooth relationship with God (1:29, 2:16,
18), relationship with one another (vs 23), smooth relationship with the environment (vs20),
innocent/not guilt or shame (vs 25). NB: Life in the garden was holistic. All resources that the

human being needed to live a full life were provided for.
3
a) The Fall (Gen 3)
Deception (vs 1-5) – Has God said??, Doubt (vs 6), Disobedient (6), etc
b) Consequences of the Fall – e.g.
 Guilt - “eyes opened” “saw that they were
 Punishment on the human beings (Eve – vs 16,
naked” (vs7)
Adam – vs17-19)
 Broken relationship with God (vs 9,10)
 Separation from the joys of abundant life (vs22-24)
 Blame; Failure to take responsibility (vs12,13)
 Impending hard life leading to death (vs17-19)
 Curse on the serpent (14, 15)
 Promise and hope for victory (vs15; 21)

NB: The effects of the Fall on Adam and Eve were holistic.
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4
Characteristics of life today
Encourage the church to analyze all the realities of life that people are going through in the area today; what
shows that they are affected by the Fall? This should reflect to people that sin and disobedience to God is
the root cause of the hardness of life. NB: The effects of the Fall in the lives of the people today are

also holistic.
5)
Is the church reversing the characteristics? This question should help the church honestly assess all
it is doing in the light of human suffering around it. Is the church making a difference in the life of the
community around it? NB: Agree that the church has the responsibility to reverse the characteristics

of the Fall!! List down all that the church is doing. Are these activities actually reversing the effects
of the Fall today? For instance:
Characteristics of the Fall

Activities the church is doing to
reverse the characteristics

Outcomes that show the church is
actually reversing the effects

“Since the Fall affected humankind holistically, any efforts to restore humankind back to the
Garden must also be holistic”, Ed Dayton
6)
Encourage the church to consider new ways that will make it impact its immediate community in a
truly holistic and lasting manner. List down all the new/intensified activities that the church is committing to
do to impact its immediate community in a truly holistic and lasting manner2.
Characteristics of the Fall

Intensified/New Activities the
church is committing to do to
reverse the characteristics

Desired Outcomes that show the
church is actually impacting its
immediate community in a truly
holistic and lasting manner

Summarizing Bible Study 2: God’s vision for His people- Isaiah 65:17-25
Emphasize the following:
Objective of the bible study – To enable the church to understand that God still desires to have people

live a full life in spite of the Fall.

Q1

That the Lord will create; AND; Is

creating (both present and future. God
is at work, creating! How is He doing it?
Through His Church!
Q2
Characteristics of the new creation
List down in detail, all the characteristics
named here. NB The vision is Holistic, touching
on every aspect of the human life.
Q3
Take time to compare the current life
with the New Creation stated in the passage.
2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Bible Study Questions- Isa 65:17-25
According to this passage, what did the Lord say He will do?
List the characteristics of the new creation described in this
portion of the scriptures.
Compare these characteristics with the current situation in …..
What is the church in ……. doing now to bring about the new
creation described in the passage?
What is the Church supposed to be doing that she is not
doing? Why?
What do you suggest the Church should do to fill these gaps?
In the light of Isa. 65:17-25, what then should be the vision of
the Church towards its immediate community? How does this
vision relate to the vision the church already developed?

These activities will continuously be assessed and improved based on discussions of Q4,5&6 of Bible Study 2
and the subsequent periodic reflections.
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This is probably the heart of this bible study.
New creation
 Former thing not remembers.
 Jerusalem a city of rejoicing.
 The city residents will be joyous.
 No infant mortality.
 High life expectancy.
 People live in their own houses.
 People enjoy the fruit of their wok.
 Children born to live full potential.
 Before they call, God will hear.
 Etc.
Q4

Current state in our area
 Regret for the past (past is hurting people today).
 The city is characterized by sorrow, mourning, pain, etc.
 The city’s residents lament and cry all the time.
 Infant mortality is high.
 National life expectancy is low.
 Most people rent; Many homeless; Many street families.
 People exploited; child labor; sex slavery; trafficking
 Children born to trouble.
 For most people, God seems far away.
 Etc.

What the church is doing? Make the list detailed, be specific. Emphasize that the church has a role in
bringing about the New Creation today. Encourage the church to assess all it is doing, then answer –
is all this bringing in the new creation?

NB: Remember the focus is the LOCAL CHURCH first.
Q5

List down all the church is supposed to be doing – be detailed. Compare this list with the list in Q4.
Do not be satisfied by saying “the church is doing something, but not enough”. Be detailed.
The objective of the question Why is to enable the church to analyze challenges, rather to blame.
Encourage the church to be honest, and not be shy to admit where it is failing; Encourage the church
to be honest to also identify what she is doing well (remember, in order to bring the New Creation
about.

Q6

Filling the Gaps? Encourage the church to think widely, going beyond the limits of what the church
can possibly do. The church should also address the reasons stated in Q5 above as a way to break
the limitations that she is experiencing.

Q7

This is very Important; Encourage the church to dream wildly about what they perceive the
community around it should look like if the church were to operate in a way that brings about the
new creation. What would happen to the immediate community of the church if it did what it stated
in answer to Qs 5 and Q6.

Encourage the church to write down a short vision statement, and indicators that will show that the vision is
being/has been achieved.

Summarizing Bible study 3: Pictures of the church – 1 Pet 2:4-12
Objective of the bible study:

To explore what the church is, and its function internally and to its
immediate community.

Peter summarizes this by painting three pictures of the church – corporate and individuals.
 Holy Temple (Spiritual House)
 Royal Priesthood
 Holy Nation
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(NB: To Peter’s audience (Jewish Christians), the pictures of the holy Temple, Priesthood and Nationhood of
the Jews were familiar – the temple was still standing and the priestly services still operating at the time of
the writing).
Picture 1. Holy Temple
Three components of this picture:
A
The Cornerstone (The Cornerstone and also the Capstone (Zech 4:7).
Cornerstone
 Giving stability and firmness to the house
 Giving direction and orientation to all the rest of the stones
 Rejected of men, BUT Chosen by God and precious
 Living – full of life, and giving life to all that come into contact with it
Cornerstone is usually huge compared to the rest of the building stones. Capstone – the “head of the
Corner”, Joining the walls together after they been completed.
Meaning to the church - Jesus is this Cornerstone
 Living, and giving life to all other stones connected with Him.
 Foundation, - Providing stability to the church
- Providing direction to the church
 Rejected by men (builders), to their shame, BUT
 Chosen by God as the only way to the Father, through whom we are saved.
Bible Study Questions (Pictures of the church – 1Pet 2:4-12)
Royal Priesthood 1 Pet 2:4-9
Holy Nation 1 Pet 2:4Spiritual House 1 Pet 2:4-8
12
What do you understand by the
In the natural, what do you understand by the
words "cornerstone" and "House"?

What is the work of the cornerstones in the
building? Why is the cornerstone important to the
house?
What is the use of the "house"? What can be said
of the value of a house to its owner?
What do the words "cornerstone”, “living stones”
"house" mean to the church today?
Why did Peter choose to use the word
cornerstone?

How do we apply these to our lives –
“cornerstone”, “living stones”, “spiritual
house”?

words (a) Priesthood and (b)
Community of believers?
Compare the ‘priesthood’ in the Old
Testament with the ‘Community of
Believers’ as the ‘royal priesthood’
today.
What is similar/what is different
between the two?
What do you understand by the word
"sacrifice? What are the spiritual
sacrifices we ought to offer?

What do you understand
by the words “holy” and
“nation”?
What is the difference
between the church and
the world?
Why should there be a
difference between the
church and the world?
How do we apply these
to our lives?

How is the church in …
functioning as Royal Priesthood
today?

Summary Questions
From these words (House, Cornerstone, Priesthood, Holy nation)
1. What is the work of the church?
2. What characteristics should the church spoken by Peter in this passage show?
3. What is missing in the church in …… to become the church that Peter shows in this passage?
4. How could church in …. fill these gaps?

B


Living Stones
All the other stones that the builder uses to build the walls
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 Must be connected to the cornerstone for stability and direction
Meaning to the church - Individual Believers
 Living - because they are united to the Living Corner Stone. They draw their life only from Him
 Each believer throbs with life, as long as they are connected with Christ, BUT dead when disconnected.
 Are being built up – each individual undergoing a ”building up” process AND all believers being joined up.
C
The Holy Nation
 Product of the joining of the cornerstone and the rest of the stones in an orderly way
 When complete, is of great value to the owner, to live in, operate from, identify with, draw pride from,
store treasure, provide security, shelter from harmful elements, host guests, etc
Meaning to the church – the Product of solid union of the Cornerstone (Christ) and the Living Stones
(Believers)
 Holy – because He who owns it and build it is Holy, AND its foundation (Christ) is holy
 Built up – to produce one united Temple comprised of stones joined together and joined to Christ the
Foundation
 Living Temple – A living organism, full of God’s life, AND also able to give life
 Spiritual house – where God lives in and operates from.
Picture 2
Royal Priesthood
NB: Peter is comparing the Levitical order of the priesthood with the Community of Believers, a new order.
Levitical Priesthood
Community of Believers
 Chosen through birthright
 Born of God
 Of the tribe of Levi
 Of Christ – a new family (Jn 1:12)
 Consecrated unto God
 Consecrated unto God
 After the order of Aaron
 After the order of Christ
 Holy according to the Law
 Holy according to Grace/Faith
 Joining man to God
 Reconciling man to God (2 Cor 5:18)
 To offer physical sacrifices
 To offer spiritual sacrifices
 Called to live holy lives
 Called to live holy lives
 Priest only
 Kingdom of priests (Kings and priests)
NB: Christ introduces a new priestly order – the order of Melchizedek (Heb 5:6, 10; 7), where He is King and
High Priest forever, and His followers kings and priests (Rev 1:6).
Emphasize:
Royal – Believers are a Royal Priesthood (Aaronic priests were only priests), they belong to a Kingdom
 A Kingdom, with a King
 Because Jesus is King, His family is made of kings, to rule with Him.
 The church is given authority to rule (Lk 10:19; Mt 16:19)
2. Priesthood – Believers are a priesthood (system of priests that operate in harmony under the high priest)
 Jesus Christ is the High Priest of the New Covenant
 Each believer a priest
 All believers in Christ form the priesthood, where Christ is the Head
The role of the priests in to offer spiritual sacrifices
 Our bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God (Rom 12:1)
 Praise, the fruit of our lips, giving thanks (Heb 13:15)
 Doing good to other people (Heb 13:16)
 Giving our substance for ministry (Php 4:16)
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In the role of priests, the individual believer as well as the corporate church exists for others.
Picture 3
The Holy Nation
Nation – Population/people joined together as citizens of one country, with the same destiny and elements
that show their unity, e.g. name, boundaries, national anthem, flag, emblem, government system, etc).
Discuss Israel as a nation, a people called out (Hos 11:1), separated from other nations, consecrated for
God’s purpose, given one identity.
Discuss the Church as Nation - A people called out of “darkness” (state of being lost), separated from the
“world” but still in the world, consecrated unto God for His purpose, therefore HOLY, to operate in the light
of Christ, and to demonstrate Him (show forth the praises of Him who called hem out of darkness into His
marvelous light.
Why must the church be different from the world? Compare the world and church:
The church
The World
 Is found in God
 Is lost
 Is redeemed
 Is condemned
 Is in the light/ is light
 Is in darkness/is darkness
 Etc
 etc
This clearly shows that the distinction between the church and the world is very great.
Question – “Is there any distinction today between the church and the world in which it lives?
Facilitate the church to identify where this distinction is lacking.
Question – Why should there be a distinction? – Emphasize that it is “To show forth God’s character (the
praises of Him…, that you were not a people BUT now are God’s people, etc”)
Final focus – Section 4
 Reflect on all three pictures to consolidate learning
 Facilitate the church to compare the role it is expected to play with how it is playing it today
 Is there a difference between the role the church is playing and the role it should be playing?
 Facilitate the church to agree on action about what to do to effectively play the role God expects it to
play (as per the three pictures)

Summarizing Bible Study 4 - Ministry of Jesus (Mt. 3:1-2; 4:12-17; 4:23-25; 9:35-38)
Emphasize the following:
Title of the Bible Study: Ministry of Jesus; focusing us on key components of the ministry as Jesus did it.

Objective: To enable the church to understand ministry as Jesus carried it out, and thus minister the

same way to the immediate community.
Bible study questions: Ministry of Jesus - Mt. 3:1-2; 4:12-17; 4:23-25; 9:35-38
Repentance (Mt. 3:1-2; 4:12-17)

Healing (Mt 4:23-25)

Compassion (Mt 9:35-38)

1. Why do you think Jesus was repeating the
message of John the Baptist?

1. a) According to Matt.4:23-25,
what was Jesus doing? b) What
does it tell us about His ministry?

1. a) How does Mt 9:35-38 compare
with Mt 4: 23-25? b) What
motivated Jesus to do what He did?

2. What drew many people to come
and listen to Jesus?

2. What do we understand by the
words “people were scattered?”

3. What does the ministry of Healing

3. What steps do we usually take

2. What did the message of John the Baptist
focus on? (Lk 3:3-14)
3. a) What sins did John tell the people to repent
of if they wanted to enter the kingdom of
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heaven?
b) If John the Baptist came today to the church
of ---------------------what sins would he tell people
to repent of?
4. Why is it a must for people to repent?
5. According to the preaching of both John the
Baptist and Jesus Christ, what do you think are
the characteristics of the kingdom of God?
6. Show how the church in _____is
demonstrating or not demonstrating these
characteristics today
7. If the church is failing to demonstrate these
characteristics, why? What should she begin
doing to change?

that Jesus did tell us about the
kingdom of heaven?

when we are confronted by the
needy?

4. As Christians of -------------------------church, how can we show by
actions the work of healing as Jesus
did?

4. What is our motivation in helping
people in need? Is our motivation
the same as that of Christ?

5. In what ways is the church of ___
doing her healing ministry?

5. Why do you think Jesus said,
“truly the harvest is plentiful but the
labourers are few?” (Vs. 37)

6. In what ways has the church of
___ failed to do her healing
ministry?

6. How are we as Christians
expected to respond to the
needs of those around us?

7. What does the church need to do
in order to be effective in its healing
ministry?

Three components in the bible study:
 Repentance – the beginning point into the Kingdom
 Healing - the benefits of the Kingdom
 Compassion – the motivation (driving force) for ministry in the Kingdom
Repentance - Mt. 3:1-2; 4:12-17: Translated as regret, sorrow, remorse, shame, etc, BUT it is more. It

is a total turn-around (180°) away from all ungodliness (resistance and disobedience to God), and
turning wholly to God. Repentance is extremely important, because repentance is the beginning point of
entry into the Kingdom of Heaven. Therefore, Jesus and John the Baptist emphasize the same message
(repetition in the scriptures is for emphasis).
 Why repent? Because the Kingdom of Heaven is at hand (Near – John the Baptist preparing the way,
and Here – Jesus fulfilling it)
 Kingdom – with a King, and subjects, and signifying a whole new rule, now (Mt 13) and in the future
(Mt 24:29, 25:31).
 Repent – turn around so you are no longer your own master, BUT another One rules in your life.
Facilitate the church to analyze the waywardness/sinfulness that is still in the church, and for which
repentance is necessary. One key characteristic then, of the Kingdom is people submitting to, surrendering
to, in obedience to, in harmony with, the rule of the King, People get forgiven, and therefore re-united with
God. For Repentance Section - Help the church (individuals and corporately) to assess if it is therefore
submitting to the King! In what ways is the church succeeding, or failing? What does the church need to do?
How could the church help people more in repentance?
Healing - This is the entire essence of the ministry of the King as the benefit of belonging to the Kingdom –
bringing total health (Shalom). It comprised:
 Going about all Galilee where He: taught in their synagogues, preached the gospel of the Kingdom, and
healed ALL Manner of sickness, and all manner of disease among the people (Mt 4:23-23)
 Teaching
 Preaching the Gospel of the Kingdom – that we have our Father, we can be His children, He cares for us,
we belong to a new Kingdom with a King, different from that of Ceaser, etc
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Healing (sickness, and disease) – diverse diseases, torments, possessed with demons, epileptics , palsy,
etc. Later on – feeding the hungry, raising the dead, meeting financial need, restoring hope to the
hopeless, giving new status to the rejected, restoring dignity, etc
NB: The rest of everything that Jesus did had to do with releasing people; setting them free! This is the
healing ministry


Characteristic of the Kingdom of Heaven is people set free from all bondage, and only bonded to the King. NB:
The healing ministry is holistic, setting people totally free, to only obey the King.
Facilitate the church to assess the kind of healing ministry it is doing today. Are people becoming free from
their bondage/disease? To what extent? How can the church improve in its healing ministry?
Compassion – only driving force, reason etc, for carrying out ministry. It means sympathy, empathy, concern
kindness, consideration, care) BUT More. In the case of the Kingdom, it is the Godly drive, emanating from
the desire of God to transform and leading to action that glorifies only God. And this is the only force that
got Jesus to act. Result – Many people followed Him (what did they find in His ministry that was different?) –
Their needs were fully met, in a caring, empowering manner. What attracts people to the church today?
When they come, what kind of help do they receive? Is it the same as that of Jesus?
People scattered as sheep without a shepherd? People are without direction, hungry, in danger, desperate,
without a leader, etc). This is what Jesus saw in the people that followed Him. Notice how wide the need is!
Does the church see the need of the people this widely?
What motivates us? Often, the motive is NOT compassion, BUT self-glory, pride, show-off, to acquire a
following, etc. No wonder miracles are rare. So our usual way of meeting need is to exalt ourselves as we
meet the need, or more often ignoring it altogether (the best we respond is – we will pray).
Highlight:
 Truly the harvest is plentiful – the need is great, those needing our attention are many, those to enter
the Kingdom are many, areas to be reached are large. NB: it is already a Harvest – ready to pick and put
in the barn. People are ready to come into the Kingdom.
 Laborers are few – the demand is greater than the workers. There is enough field for all of us to harvest
from, without having to compete and fight against each other.
NB: Facilitate the church to understand what “harvesting” means (not just getting people saved) but also
ministering total healing (Shalom) in a compassionate manner. Facilitate the church to understand who the
“harvest” is, i.e. all those in all form of need. Urgency of the harvest – the fields are ready for the harvest.
The time of the harvest has come.
 The laborers are few – facilitate the church to understand who the laborers are and how the number can
be increased.
 Pray to the Lord of the “Harvest”, i.e. that the harvest is the Lord’s, and that the church should pray.
Then He will send laborers. NB He is the one who sends.
To the church, Ministry should imply:
 Bringing people to the place where they turn around from their wicked way of life and control of their
lives to where they willingly submit to and operate in the authority of God.
 Responding to the total need of the people by ministering to them in a way that brings total release from
all form of bondage and suffering.
 Being driven by the compassion of Christ, by being sensitive to God’s leading and truly empathizing with
the needy around it.
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Summarizing bible study 5 – The church as salt and light – Mt 5:13-16
Objective:

To enable the church to understand its role toward its immediate community and
start to play it out.

Three components to
look at this bible study
 World – the
target of the
church
 Salt – the quiet
role of the
church
 Light – the open
role of the
church

Bible Study 5 - Questions: Church as alt and light of the world – Mt 5:13-16
The world
 According to Mathew 5:13-16, what do think Jesus meant by the word; “WORLD”?
 What are the behaviours of the world?
 What are the outcomes of being in the world?
 What should the church do to the world?
Salt






What is salt? And what is it used for?
Jesus said you are the “salt of the world”? What did he mean?
In what way is the church in ….. showing its saltiness?
What does “salt loosing its taste” mean?
In what ways is the church in …losing its saltiness? How can it restore it?

1
WORLD
Light
In this passage, the term
 What is light? What are its uses?
“world” does not refer to
 When Jesus said “you are the light of the earth”, what did he mean?
the earth (soil, trees,
 In what way is the church in …. showing the light of the earth?
rivers, animals, etc), but
 In what way is the church in … failing to show its light?
rather people in their lost
state, disobedience to God, and systems and structures that keep people from God, and thus in bondage and
under control to follow gods other than the true God.
Characteristics of the world include:
 All the evil behavior that worldliness involves (list these)
 Total state of “lostness” because of disobedience to God
 Broken relationships (with God, man, environment)
 Greed and discontentment, etc
 Facilitate the church to analyze all that worldliness encompasses. Can any of these be found in the
church?).
Consequences of being in the world include:
 judgement bondage
 sickness and disease  suffering

 broken relationships, etc.

Facilitate the church to analyze the consequences in order to show how serious worldliness is. Can these
consequences be found in this church today?
Q5
This question should show the church that she has the responsibility to impact the world and thus to
change it. Facilitate the church to identify things it can do and the role it must play to change the world. This
list may be a general one.
2.
SALT
Salt is a substance that is essential for everyday life of everybody; easily available and usually affordable
Uses include giving taste to food, medicinal and as a preservative. So the church should
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Give “taste” to the world, i.e. change the world in a way that makes life livable (not just preaching the
gospel by proclamation).
 Influence the way the world lives, e.g. decisions and how they are made.
 Cause “healing” to the world (the world is really sick and needs “healing”)
 Cause the “rottenness” in the world to stop and progress no further.
NB: Facilitate the church to identify what this “rottenness” in the world is. Is some of this rottenness also
present in the church?


Q 4 Salt can lose its taste, i.e. cease to create impact to its immediate community because it is no longer any
different from the community.
Important to Note
 Salt must come into contact with food so as to have effect. So believers must willingly move to out of
their comfort zone and go out where the “rotting” world is.
 To give taste, salt must fully dissolve into the food. The church/individual believers’ role is to influence
the community in ways that are sometimes “silent” and not visible.
 Each grain of salt has taste; so each believer is endowed with the ability to make a difference to the
world around it.
 Sufficient salt is needed to change the taste of food noticeably. In unity, the church can cause even
greater impact that individual believers can (hence, the body of Christ).
3.
LIGHT
Energy that illuminates, emanating from a source. Uses include bringing clearness by chasing away darkness;
helping people to know the way. Facilitate the church to list down all the uses of light.
NB: Like salt light occurs naturally, is available to all and is essential for life to run well. So the church should
be naturally available to all, and essential for normal life of people to go on. The church then should:
 Deal with any form of “darkness” including the forces of evil.
 Expose any form of evil affecting people.
 Create a new influence that sets people free from any bondage.
Light can be put on (be lit), be passed on to other people, be put under a bushel/be hidden, or be put on a
pedestal – high enough for all to see. NB: Whereas salt works quietly, without notice, light must be seen by
all – “Let your light shine before all, let men see your good works”. It has to do with the “works” that the
church does to the community around it. The presence of the good that the church does should be clear,
BUT they do it only as agents of God. Then when men see this, they will “glorify your Father in Heaven” – this
is the ultimate objective of the good works. Light can be hidden under the table (not even put out – it is still
shining but not visible). Facilitate the church to identify how this is possible. To what extent is the church or
individual believers hiding their light?
The church then is to:
 Appear, bright and clearly in all that it does, not fuzzy and foggy.
 Operate in a manner that exposes all evil and gets rid of it.
 Do all good in a way that brings glory to God (unbelievers glorifying God)
 Encourage each believer to “shine”. If each believer was to shine, how great would that light be!!
Show the two roles that church should play to impact its immediate community. NB: The church has a role; it
must not neglect it.
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B: Sample Summaries of the Resource mobilization bible studies
Summarizing Resource Mobilization Bible Study 1: Jesus Raises Lazarus from the dead – Jn 11:1-44
Objective: The church understands the concept of “resources” and “needs”, and that needs can be
met and poverty reduced, depending on the way resources are identified and used.
1. Remember the title of the bible study – a great miracle has taken place – a dead man, most probably
well-know
Bible Study Questions: (Jesus raises Lazarus (John 11: 1-44)
in Bethany
3. a) What is happening in this story
has come
b) Who are the players in this story?
back to life.
c) What specific actions did each of them do?
 Help
4. a) How did the raising of Lazarus take place? List the steps that Jesus took to raise Lazarus
people to
b) How does what Jesus did compare with what the other actors did in raising Lazarus?
summarize
6 a) In this story, what was the need?
the
d) What were the resources?
passage in
e) How were the resources used to meet the need?
a few
7 a) Why did Jesus use the steps He used in raising Lazarus?
sentences
b) Would He have performed this miracle differently? Why did he not do it differently?
– include
8 a) What does the process that Jesus followed tell us about the way He worked with people?
key details
b) What does this passage tell us about how we should facilitate people to meet needs?
so that
people can remember the passage many days from now.
 People playing the role in the miracle – Jesus, Martha, Mary, the disciples, the crowd (Jews)
2.
a)







How the miracle happened
Share background to the miracle:
Location – Bethany – two miles outside of Jerusalem, in the land of Judah, predominantly Jews.
Lazarus, Mary and Martha – a family that is close to Jesus
Now Lazarus gets sick (it must have been serious). Jesus receives the message about Mary and Martha,
and explains the purpose for this sickness.
Jesus delays for two days – You could also talk about this
The Jews in Judea have been previously hostile to Jesus (almost stoned him), so disciples are afraid to go
back there and discourage Jesus – He still intends to go and convinces them so.
Comes to Bethany, meets the sad and discouraged Martha and Mary, and encourages them to have faith

b) The miracle
Others





Show Jesus the tomb
Roll away the stone
Untied Lazarus’ grave clothes
and let him go

Jesus





Directs people to do things, e.g. show him the tomb, roll away
the stone, untie grave clothes, etc
Goes to the tomb, weeps, prays
Calls Lazarus to come from the dead

3 Needs, resources and their use
Need
 Greatest of them all – that the Son of God may be glorified through the sickness and death of Lazarus
 For Mary and Martha - Lazarus needs to be healthy again
Resources:
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Spiritual – Power of God, prayer; Jesus publicly called on the Father, in order to focus people to the
Father,
Human – People showing Jesus the tomb, rolling the stone away, etc NB: A dead Lazarus was a necessary
resource.
Time – Jesus taking two extra days until Lazarus is dead; Jesus moved at the most appropriate time and
took action when it would have the greatest effect.

How the resources were used – Jesus recognized the resources he needed and used them so well that the
two needs were met.
4. Why?
Jesus is about to meet the need – He:
 Shows compassion so clear that people notice it – He is compassionate
 He involves people to perform the miracle – Jesus values people and empowers them by involving them
 All resources are important to him (even those that people would not have considered)
He could have performed the miracle differently and still demonstrate the power of God, BUT he chose to involve the
people so He could empower them and team them

5. It tells us that:
 God wants to meet the needs of His people, that His glory may be seen.
 He want his people to be involved together with Him as He meets their needs
Therefore we are to help people to:
 Understand that God is willing to meet their need – he wants them to live whole lives
 Understand that God wants them to be directly involved and to participate in the miracle
 Learn to identify all the resources needed to meet the needs
 Use the resources identified in the best way possible so as to meet the needs as fully as possible
 Take action right away

Summarizing Resource Mobilization Bible Study 2: Jesus Feeds 5000 - Mark 6: 30-44)
Objective: The church understands the concept of “resources” and “needs”, and that needs can be

met and poverty reduced, depending on the way resources are identified and used.
Background to the Miracle
 Location – Jesus is in His home
country – Nazareth and has been
preaching from village to village.
The Jews there have rejected
Him, but He still continues to
minister to them there.
 Jesus had earlier sent the twelve
apostles for a mission (preaching
repentance, and healing,
including freeing people from

Bible Study Questions: (Jesus Feeds 5,000 People - Mark 6: 30-44)
2.

a). What is happening in this story
d. Who are the players in this story?
e. What specific actions did the actors do?
f. What was the need? What were the resources?
3. a) List the steps that Jesus took to perform the miracle.
d) In this story, what did the disciples focus on? What did Jesus focus on?
e) How were the resources used to meet the needs identified?
3. a) Why do you think Jesus used those steps?
b) Would He have performed this miracle differently? Why did he not do it
differently?
5 What does this passage tell us about the way we should facilitate the
church and the community to meet their needs?
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the power of demons).
The Apostles are back, wanting to share the outcomes of the mission and to eat and rest, but too many
people can’t allow them and Jesus to have a private reflection time.
Jesus directs them to find a private place where He and them would reflect (and the apostles would rest,
eat and refresh)
Jesus and the disciples now move by boat to the less populated side of land. However, people learn of
this and follow them from all the villages around, and a large meeting (probably with over 10,000 people)
begins.

Q1
What is happening?
Here, summarize the points in brief, but sufficient detail to make the passage come alive, e.g.
 Jesus sees the large crowd, has compassion on them, lays aside the original plan and begins to teach the
people.
 It is late; the disciples notice the problem and bring it to the attention of Jesus.
 The disciples have a solution to the problem – send the crowd home, leave it to take care of itself
 Jesus has a different approach to solving the problem – He challenges the disciples to solve it.
People involved – Jesus, His disciples, the crowd
How the Miracle Took place – who did what?
Disciples
 Recognized the need;
 Brought the issue to Jesus’ attention, and the solution to it (examine the solution they gave).
 Checked to see how much bread they had and brought Jesus the report
 Organized the crowd into groups
 Distribute food to the crowd to eat
 Gathered the fragments of loaves and fish (12 baskets in total) NB: They counted the baskets
Jesus






Had compassion and taught the people
Listened to the disciples’ suggestion to meet the need, but had a better one; it was that the disciples
should take the responsibility to meet the need instead
Guided the disciples to identify the resources (actually to discover they had resources) and to
organize the people for easy administration
Looked up to heaven, gave thanks, broke the bread and fish and gave to His disciples to distribute to
the people
Asked the disciples to collect the leftovers

Need:
 Spiritual – people needed to hear the word of God (they were like sheep without a shepherd)
 Physical – People were hungry and needed to be fed
NB: did the disciples notice the spiritual need? Often this need is ignored (or vice versa). Ask, what needs are
being ignored in the church (or with individuals)?
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Resources:
Primary for the miracle:
 Bread, fish, disciples, space (green grass), prayer, power of God, human resources (e.g. skills to organize
people), baskets.
NB: All these resources were from within the people. All that was needed was for the disciples to identify
them. The crucial question; How many loaves do you? Go and check! Mobilizing resources must begin here,
i.e. Identify the kinds of resources available, THEN quantify each category.
Q2:

Notice what Jesus focuses on compared with what the disciples focus on:
Disciples:
Jesus:
 The wrong place
 You can do it, you should do it, it should be you, do not push it to
 The wrong time
other people to do it
 The immensity of the need
 Do it now, do not postpone it
 Our limited cash
 Use what you have to solve the problem and to meet the need
 If you look hard, you do have what it takes to begin

Q3

Why?



As in the previous bible study – Although Jesus would have performed the miracle without involving the
people, he involved them



In meeting the need, God wants His people to become a part of the miracle!! Then they will
recognize the wonder and glory of God



NB: As the disciples distributed the food, it multiplied. As people begin to take action, then the miracle
happens

From this bible study – help people to:
 Identify the problem facing the people - As clearly as possible, describe the problems facing them.
 Prioritize these problems (consider what is best to begin with, especially because the resources are
limited).
 Let the people learn to bring their needs to Jesus, BUT to be ready to then do what He tells them to do.
 Identify solutions – ensure the solutions suggested are the most beneficial to the people.
 Identify what needs to be done clearly, being as specific and realistic as can be.
 Identify the resources – It must involve gathering specific information in order to get the full list of ALL
the resources available – identifying the problems, identifying the need, determining solutions, and
bringing the resources together to meet the need.
 Involve the people in every step of the process.
 Organize the people, to make it easy to implement the plans.
 Use resources well – conserve them and avoid waste.

Summarizing Resource Mobilization Bible study 3 - Elisha, the widow and her oil – 2 Ki 4:1-7
Objective – The church understands the concept of “resources” and “needs”, and that needs can be
met and poverty reduced, depending on the way resources are identified and used.
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NB: In addition to the objective above, emphasize the principle that with God’s help, and using the
local resources, needs can be adequately met.
Widow – articulates the problem really well
(what it is, the cause of this problem,
consequence if the problem continues
unsolved). Brings the issue to the man of God
(recognizes her inability, and God’s ability)
Tendency to see only the black dot
I have NOTHING!!!!
EXCEPT
A little oil
As we empower people, focus them to:









Elisha and the Widow’s Oil – 2 Kings 4:1-7
Bible Study Questions
5. What is happening in this story? Who are the key
actors? What is each actor doing? How is each
character/actor behaving in this story?
6. What is the need/problem? What are the
resources? How are the resources used to meet
the need?
7. What does this story tell us about a) the way
people perceive their problems and resources?
and, b) how to mobilize resources to meet the
need?
8. What should the church (or individuals) therefore
do to meet their needs?

Articulate issues affecting them (history,
specifically what the issues are presenting
themselves, consequences if the issues are solved).
Learn to share about their issues; understand that in God there is a solution – encourage them take the
issues to God in prayer. Here the church should be the guide.
Identify the resources they have, however little they may be. Appreciate what God has given them.
Determine what they could do with the resources, alone, with others, and in partnership with God.
Identify the opportunities that exist around them and how to take advantage of them.
Begin to take action – people must start doing something with what they have, in faith in God.
Come back and reflect about how far.

C: Sample Summary of the Relationship building Bible study (Lk 10:25-37)
Objective: Facilitate the church to understand the biblical perspective for relationship building with its

immediate community and prepares to engage the community in a formal manner.
Ensure to emphasize the
objective of this bible study,
and the expected outcomes.
General Background

Relationship Building Bible study
Bible Study Questions (Lk 10:25-37)
What is happening in this story?
Who are the people involved in this story?
What does each person in the story do?
What behavior does each category of players display? What do you think
motivates each one of them to behave the way they do?
12. Who do you think each of this people represents in our situation today?
13. From this story what then does Jesus require the church to do?
14. In our situation, who then is our neighbor?
8.
9.
10.
11.

 Jerusalem - Up Mt
Moriah and Mt Zion –
2067 ft above sea level,
the city of peace, (the
city of David), the seat of
worship for the Jews,
therefore the blessed place because it was the city of God.
 Jericho – about 1200 ft below sea level, down in the plain of Jordan; accursed (Josh 6:26).
 The Jerusalem - Jericho road: steep, treacherous and infested with risks. It was common practice for
people to travel the road for trade. Some Jewish people, including religious leaders lived in Jericho.
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 Jews and Samaritans – explain who each were, how they related to each other and why the relationships
were so bad
Divide the passage into its two natural parts
Part 1 – Lk 10:25-29 - Jesus in discussion with the expert of the law:
 Relation between Jesus and the experts of the law was not always smooth
 The law here was the Mosaic law (not the Roman law), so is to do with the worship and relationship with
God
 The lawyer is testing Jesus, and is about entering the Kingdom (does he really want to enter?)
 Jesus answers the lawyer, not directly, but with a question – an excellent way to facilitate discovery.
 Jesus appeals to what the lawyer already knows. What is written in the law? How do you read it?
 The lawyer wants to justify himself (isn’t this the problem); he asks a question that is rather philosophical
(What answer might he have expected?)
Note – Jesus wants to really help the lawyer – How does he do it?
Some quick facilitation tips here – Jesus:
 Returns the question back to the lawyer
 Humbly listens to the lawyer and accommodates him, even when he knows that his attitude is all wrong.
 Gives the parable to make it easy for the lawyer to easily discover for himself.
 Asks the lawyer to make the conclusion himself – Jesus does not conclude it for him.
 Challenges the lawyer to take action – “go and do likewise”. It is no more just a philosophical discussion.
The Big Questions

Q 1 - How can I receive eternal life?
Q 2 - Who is my neighbor?

Answer: Follow the law: Love your neighbor
Answer: (parable is given): Love practically

Part 2: Lk 10:30-37: The parable

The real neighbor: Focus the following as you summarize
 The traveler (a man) – ordinary, undefined, innocently going about his business. “A jewish man” New
Living Translation (The community is like this man, going about its business, oblivious of the risks that
face it daily)
 The Jericho Road – full of danger, ready to pounce on the traveler any moment (The daily way of life of
most people is risky, especially outside of Christ).
 Thieves on the Jericho road – ruthless, merciless and ready to destroy (The Devil and the way he presents
to people – Jn 10:9; Systems that disrupt people from achieving the goal to become all that God wants
them to be – take time to discuss these in the church)
 Priest and Levite – the religious order of the day, that was absolutely clear of the law of God; (People
who know what is best to do to meet the need of the suffering but find excuses not to do it).
NB: They were travelling the same road as the wounded man, and were therefore likely to face the same
danger
 Both the Levite and priest saw the man, but passed on the other side – failed to take action although
the man most probably was a Jew.
Samaritan
Travelling the same road, also on his way, probably going to Jerusalem (The church is exposed to the same
risks and situations that affect the community). Note what the Samaritan did, which is what the church
should do:
 Noticed the wounded man
 Took pity on the man.
 Went to him – got off of his donkey, away from the position of power and advantage.
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 Ministered to the man from close range
 Nursed the man, bandaged his wounds, touching fresh wounds, etc.
 Used his resources – oil, wine, bandage, money, donkey, human strength, goodwill.
Challenge the church to think - Like the Samaritan:







Does the church see the needs of the needy?
Is the church touched by the needs of the suffering people?
How much is the church ready to move out of its comfort zone?
How comfortable is the church ready to “touch fresh wound”, often leaving its hands dirty and bloody?
Is the church ready to use its resources (which it had reserved for its needs) to use on people it does not
even know?
 Get its name identified with people it does not even have a background about (suppose they were
drunkards, prostitutes, when they got hurt?)?
 Is the church ready to bring the injured to security, and to make long-term commitments to sustain this
support?
This is how to be the neighbor, and then to inherit eternal life
So what:

Go and do likewise!







Be the neighbor/Love the neighbor in a practical way
Just as the Samaritan did (practical help to the needy)
To people we do not even know, people who could be considered our enemies)
Now
Because if we do not go, the man will perish. We are the only savior to this seriously injured

What?
How?
To Who:
When?
Why?
man.

To do this, we become the neighbor that God wants us to be.
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Stage 2: Church and Community
Description
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Church and Community Description
Introduction
The church and community description stage is the second of the five stages of CCMP. This stage enables the
church and community to answer two important questions, i.e. “Where are we coming from?” and “Who
are we today?”. These questions are important because they enable people to examine their history as well
as their current situation. The historical perspective (Where are we coming from?) gives people the
background that has brought them this far, and informs them of some of the root causes to the situation
they are in. The second question (“Who are we today?”) enables the people to examine their current reality
and motivates them to begin addressing issues that emerge as they “read” into that reality.

Objective:

The church and community “read into” the reality of their situation and desire to
transform it.

Expected outcomes
From the Description, it is expected that the church and community will:
 Generate a general baseline of their situation that summarizes all that they have discovered about their
situation today.
 Articulate their historical background and how it has impacted on the way they live today.
 Generate an inventory of all the resources available to them, how they are being used, and how they
could be better used to improve the situation and address needs.
 Articulate the quality of relationship between people, and with their environment and take responsibility
to improve the relationships.
 Appreciate the positive aspects of life, progress they are making, and those who have contributed to
bring about good change.
 Identify issues, challenges and problems that are experienced, and possible solutions to issues affecting
them.
 Begin to take responsibility and action to transform their situation using the resources available.
NB: This stage is going to involve use of several participatory tools. These tools are meant to:
 Encourage full participation by as many people as possible.
 Ensure everybody’s voice is heard, because everybody’s opinion is important.
 Facilitate self-discovery, i.e. people discover for themselves, with as little help as possible.
 Encourage people to share and to express themselves freely.
 Examine issues deeply and honestly so as to reach informed decisions.
 Provide a chance for people to have fun and enjoy themselves – sometimes the best learning comes in
the midst of fun and laughter.
(NB: The facilitator should endeavor to use non-written symbols as much as possible (drawings, role-playing,
natural materials, etc as much as possible in order to accommodate people that may not be able to read or
write).
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Introducing Description in the church
ACTIVITY:

Understanding biblical perspective for Description

Objectives:

Facilitate the church to understand the biblical perspective for describing its
situation.

Time:

4hrs

Set-up:

Large group, small groups

Materials:

Flip chart on easel, markers for recording group
discussion, bibles and bible study questions.

Conducting the Activity
Step 1(1hr):

Reflect on all the Church Awakening stage that the church has undertaken already, and link it with
the current stage.

Step 2 (2hrs): Like all past bible studies, explain to the large group the objective of this bible study, the
importan
Bible Study - Describing Our Situation - Neh 1:1-11, 2:1-5
ce of each
person
Bible study Questions:
actively
1. What is happening in this passage? Who are actors?
contributi
2. How did Nehemiah know about the situation back home (Neh 1:1-2)?
ng during
3. What was the reported situation of Jerusalem and the people living there
the group
(Neh 1:3)?
discussio
4. How did this report affect Nehemiah?
n, and the
5. What action did Nehemiah to take (Neh 1:4))?
mode of
6. How does the situation described in vs 3 compare with the situation in our
discussio
community today?
n is to
7. What action should the church take in realization that this is the situation?
allow all
the participants to “hear” what the bible has to say.
NB: Take the bible study through all other steps that a good bible study undertakes.
As you summarize:
 Give the background/context – who Nehemiah is, who the people giving the report are, where all this is
happening, and a bit of the history that had led to the situation in Jerusalem and the exile.
Consider:
 The people involved in sharing the story – This is the role each group with each tool will play. They are
the tellers of the story.
 The role of Nehemiah as the information comes in – This is the role of the facilitator and the rest of the
people will play.
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The information included in the description – notice that it is quite wide, a full baseline, although it is
short.
 The importance of this information to Nehemiah – it causes him to take very drastic action.
 The action the information motivates people to take – a deep general baseline will motivate people to
take action.
(NB: Sample Summary notes for this bible study to follow)
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ACTIVITY:

Starter: Secret-in-a-box game

Objectives:

To build confidence in the community that they are the “experts” of their
situation (they are the best placed people to “tell the full story and to
determine the best way forward for change).

Time:

2hrs 30 min

Set-up:

Small groups, large group processing

Materials:

Closable carton box, simple local materials,
masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
NB: In preparation, the facilitator secretly puts into the carton box, a variety of local materials
common to the community – fruits, leaves, seeds, used materials e.g. maize cob or pods, etc.
Step 1(15min): Introduce the secret-in-the- box game as an important lesson for the day, to help
understand “who is the expert of our situation”.
Step 2(15min): The facilitator asks for volunteers to play the game – ask for a number of them that
can be divided by four. Divide this group of volunteers into four smaller groups. Do
not over-guide – just put them into the four small groups, with each group taking a
number. Ask teams 2, 3 and 4 to sit – the game begins with team 1.
NB: In order to increase participation, the number of members of each small group
will be according to the total participants present. If the participants in the meeting
are many, involve many participants in the game, etc.
Step 3(15min): Bring the closed carton box containing all the materials you prepared in front of the
meeting. Tell all the participants that the idea is for each team to state what is
contained in the box. They must be as descriptive of each item that they identify as
possible – what is in there, how many of each thing they identify, what color, what
quality, for what use, etc. A volunteer should write the answers that each team gives.
Step 4(45min): Ask the teams to come forward in turns to describe what is in the box, as follow:
 team 1 - To walk around the box, look at it from a distance (without touching it),
and then as a team agree what is in the box. Let them tell the entire meeting
their answer.
 Team 2 – To gently shake the box and listen, agree as a team, and then tell the
meeting.
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Step 5(1hr):

Team 3 – The facilitator blind-folds them, then partly opens the box and asks
them to put their one hand in the box, to feel what is in there, agree as a team,
then tell the meeting.
Team 4 – opens the box fully, and pulls the items one by one, describing each
item as fully as they can.

The facilitator processes the game, by first assessing the answers that each team
gave – often, it shows that team 1 gets the least correct, followed by team 2. Team 3
has quite of the answers correct while team 4 knows everything. Continuing with
processing the game, the facilitator asks who each team would represent in normal
life if the box represented the community. This should lead to the answer that team
4 will represent “us, the community, because we are the ones who know everything
about our situation” while team 1, 2 and 3 are “outsiders.

Note: At the end of this exercise, the church and community are excited that they are “the experts”
of their situation – any outsider trying to describe them will always do it wrongly or inadequately,
and must therefore “sit and listen to us as we tell our story”.
Note: Now you are ready to take the church and community on to the description stage, because
this stage is about the people “telling their story”.
Note: Next page introduces the tools that the facilitator may use taking the church and community
through the Description stage. As the church or community ‘tell their story’ using the Description
tools, this is documented to become the ‘general baseline’ of the people.
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Writing a general baseline report - Introduction
A critical outcome that the church or community emerge with through Description is a document about itself,
called a general baseline. A baseline describes the characteristics of a people and the condition of the
environment that they live in at a particular time in their life. As in all other aspects of CCMP, the church or
community undertaking the process should be fully involved in writing the baseline document, so that they
own it and from now onwards use it for planning and reference. From the Description stage, the baseline
document written is usually general (that is why it is called General Baseline), i.e. it does not necessarily
contain the highly specific, statistical details of a church or community – these will come later when the
people actually gather information about specific issues that they will have identified. NB: Steps to follow in
writing the baseline document are described here below.

ACTIVITY:

Writing a general Baseline report

Objectives:

The community/church understand the need for documenting their ‘story
and select a team to do so.
The selected documentation team acquires skills to write a General baseline
document based on the Description tools that the church/community uses.

Time:

4hrs 30 min

Set-up:

Small group of documenters, large group

Materials:

Note books, newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(45min): Facilitate the church/community to reflect on the principles that they learned from
the ‘secret-in-a-box game (A critical principle is that they as the insiders are the
“experts” of their situation, the only ones who own and can best describe that
situation, the importance of telling their story, and documenting it for progeny).
Step 2(45min): Facilitate the church/community to select 3-4 volunteers who will document the
major points about the church/community as each small group presents its findings
to the large group from the Description tools used. This team will become the
documentation team, and the outcome of their work will be the baseline document.
Step 3(3hr):

Take the time to practically guide the documentation team regarding what to write
(including information such maps and drawings that the people may use to describe
themselves), and how they will write as each group presents its findings during the
presentation of each Description tool - it is important that they commit to work as a
team; ensure the team has adequate writing materials.

Note: At the end of the presentation by each small group, facilitate the documentation team to
read back to the large group, the rough notes of the information that they have captured from the
presentation of the tool. Encourage the large group to make corrections, additions, etc. of any
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information regarding the issues discussed. This is the beginning of validation of the baseline report.
Continue with this process until all the tools have been presented.
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Church and Community Description - Using Description Tools

The ten tools introduced here below are only some that the church and community could use to describe
their history as well as their current situation. It is to be noted that these are only a few of the many tools
that can be used for this purpose. Facilitators are encouraged to create their own tools as situations may
dictate. What is of primary importance is that the facilitators use the tools to facilitate people to “discover
for themselves”, and to get to the point where they critically question why situations are the way they are,
and hence develop
History tools include the following: Current situation tools include the following:
the motivation to
 General community mapping
 History mapping
change them.
 Seasonal calendar
 Simple historical narrative


Historical trends of events



Typical day

NB: Whereas in
 Resource mapping
 River of life
some other
 Song
 Drama
processes these
same tools are
used by outsiders to research in collaboration with the community, the focus in CCMP is to purely
facilitate community empowerment that comes with self-discovery. The tools must not therefore
be treated as an end in themselves. They instead should be used as a means to facilitate deep
discussion by the community about its situation, and a way to ask the question “why” about it. This
should lead to the community examining options and building up the desire to change the situation.
As a general guide for all the tools, the facilitator should:
 Encourage as much participation as possible- one good way to make this happen is to creatively
put people in small groups so that nearly everybody has an opportunity to express themselves.
 Use non-written symbols, e.g. drawings on the ground, use natural materials to represent
things/structures, etc.
 Divide the participants into small groups, each group working with one tool. Send all the groups
to work with the tools concurrently.
 Bring all the groups together to present their findings. Each group presents its findings based on
the tool they were using as the rest of the participants listen.
 Analyze the tool as each group presents, ensuring to ask questions that facilitate deep
discussion. Encourage the rest of the participants to critically ask questions that draw a vivid
picture of the situation of the church or community under consideration. Be sure to have the
main features of the discussions recorded so that the church or community can refer to this
discussion in the future. Summarize the information that each tool presents so as to form one
“story” about the people.
 Facilitate the writing of all the important features emerging from each tool – this will form a
part of the General Baseline (A general baseline describes in a general form, the characteristics
of the people and the conditions of their environment at a particular time in the life of the
people).
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Church and Community Description – People describe their History
ACTIVITY:

History Tool 1 – Community and church History Map

Objectives:

The community/church to discover things about its history that will inform
the people why they are what they are today.

Time:

3hrs

Set-up:

Small group presenting to the large group

Materials:

Natural materials, newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(15min): Introduce the tool “history map” to the group; ask the group to chose a time in the
history of the community (probably before the main current changes had taken
place). The group should draw a pictorial map showing how the situation looked like,
e.g. boundaries, physical features, environment, infrastructure, e.g. roads, telephone,
services, e.g. health facilities, water systems, etc, and how the people lived, e.g.
livelihoods, survival mechanisms, relationships, cultural activities, etc. Participants
can begin by drawing on the sand, but ensure to provide the materials such as pens
and newsprint if these are needed
Step 2(2hrs): Give the group time to undertake the task. Follow up with the group as it is doing its
task, to ensure that the task is understood, that everybody in the group is
participating actively, and that they get as thorough as possible, and that discussion
are getting on well without people getting “stuck” in trivial arguments. When the
group is done with the task, bring it to present its work to the rest of the participants
in the large group.
Step 3(45min): Presentations – the group displays its findings to the large group (if the group drew
its map on the ground using natural materials to represent aspects of life and things
in the community, the facilitator will ask the other members to stand around the
“map” as the group presents it). The facilitator processes the outcome, asking
questions that will enable all the participants to process the map deeply so that the
people emerge with a detailed description of the historical situation of the people.
This analysis also enables the people to bring out new information that is not
necessary obvious to the people, and therefore becomes a forum for learning and
discovery.
Some questions for discussion to the church/community history map tool.
 What is interesting about our history as a community/church? Why?
 What were the characteristic of life of the people? How did the people live (how the people survived, their
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livelihoods, etc.)?
What were the characteristics/features of the area e.g. people/tribes, population, buildings, etc (what was there
that made the area unique then?)
What were the boundaries (what communities bordered this community/church)? What was the relationship
between this community/church and the neighboring ones?
How were things organized? Any structures (government, traditional leadership, age-sets, etc?)
How did the people relate to each other then? Any unique beliefs and behavior?
What difficulties/problems/challenges did the community appear to face then? How did they cope with the
challenges/address issues?
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ACTIVITY: History Tool 2 – Community and church History Narrative

Objectives:

The community/church to discover things about its history that will inform
the people why they are what they are today.

Time:

3hrs

Set-up:

Small group presenting to the large group

Materials:

Pen, note-pad (for the documenter of the history narrative)

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
(NB: This tool is best done with a group of elderly people. Include several younger people in the
group, to document what the elderly people will narrate about the history of the
community/church).
Step 1(15min): Introduce the concept “history narrative” to the group. Ask the group to narrate as
much as they can remember about the history of the church/community, taking the
time to remind each other, so that the narrative is as complete and accurate as
possible.
Step 2(2hrs): Give the group time to undertake the task. Follow up with the group as it is doing its
task, to ensure that the task is understood, that everybody in the group is
participating actively, that they get as thorough as possible, and that discussion are
getting on well without people getting “stuck” in trivial arguments. When the group
is done with the task, bring it to present its work to the rest of the participants in the
large group.
Step 3(45min): Presentations – the group narrates the history to the large group (they may ask the
documenter to read it aloud to the large group, and then they will clarify any points
and answer any questions that the large group may ask about the history narrative
presented)
Some questions for discussion of the history narrative tool
What do we find interesting about the history of our community? What new things have we learned from
the narrative?
 What major changes have had an influence on the way of life of the community? Was the influence positive
(for the benefit) or negative (for the detriment) of the community?
 Who was responsible for these changes?
 Do these changes influence the way we live today? Do these changes influence the way we should live
today?
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ACTIVITY:

History Tool 3 –Historical Trend of Events

Objectives:

The community/church to discover events in its history that have contributed
to make it what it is today.

Time:

3hrs

Set-up:

Small group presenting to the large group

Materials:

Best if the participants work with natural materials available to them locally,
then transfer onto newsprint. (Have available - newsprint, crayons/color
pens).

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(15min): Introduce the tool “Trends of events” to the group; ask the group to think as far back
into their history as they can, then identify all the key events that have contributed
to making the church/community what it is today, the date when the event
happened, and its effect in the lives of the people.
NB: These events could either be positive or negative, may have positive or negative effects in the
lives of the people, and may occur together or separated by months or years. The
group should draw a summary table that would look as below:
Date
Event
Effect in the lives of the community
Description of the
Picture of the Description of
Picture of the
event
event
the effect
effect
Year…
Year …
Etc.
Step 2(2hrs): Give the group time to undertake the task. Follow up with the group as it is doing its
task, to ensure that the task is understood, that everybody in the group is
participating actively, that they get as thorough as possible, and that discussion are
getting on well without people getting “stuck” in trivial arguments. When the group
is done with the task, bring it to present its work to the rest of the participants in the
large group.
Step 3(45min): Presentations – the group displays its findings to the large group (if the group drew
its table on the ground using natural materials to represent aspects of life and things
in the community, the facilitator will ask the other members to stand around the
“table” as the group presents it). The facilitator processes the outcome, asking
questions that will enable all the participants to examine the table deeply so that
they analyze the trends and patterns that have shaped their lives.
Some questions to process the Historical trends analysis tool
What key events can the community identify that have contributed to making the community what it is today?
 What is the community proudest about? What is the community not so proud of? Why?
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What has worked in the past? What achievements have been made? Who has contributed to the achievement?
What patterns do we observe? From these patterns, is it possible to predict anything? What can the community do
now to avoid some of the negative predictions that the trend is showing?
The historical trend indicates that the community has on their own made strides in development.
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ACTIVITY:

History Tool 4 –River of Life

Objectives:

The community/church to discover events in its history that have contributed
to make it what it is today.

Time:

3hrs

Set-up:

Small group presenting to the large group

Materials:

Best if the participants work with natural materials available to them locally,
then transfer onto newsprint. (Have available - newsprint, crayons/color
pens).

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(15min): Introduce the tool “river of life” to the group (this tool is very similar to the “trends
of events” tool); ask the group to think as far back into their history as they can, then
identify all the key events that have contributed to making the church/community
what it is today, and the date when the event happened. Positive one may be shown
on the upper side of the ‘river’ while the negative ones are shown on the bottom
side.
Step 2(2hrs):

Give the group time to undertake the task. Follow up with the group as it is doing its
task, to ensure that the task is understood, that everybody in the group is
participating actively, that they get as thorough as possible, and that discussion are
getting on well without people getting “stuck” in trivial arguments. When the group
is done with the task, bring it to present its work to the rest of the participants in the
large group.

Step 3(45min): Presentations – the group displays its findings to the large group (if the group drew
its table on the ground using natural materials to represent aspects of life and things
in the community, the facilitator will ask the other members to stand around the
“table” as the group presents it). The facilitator processes the outcome, asking
questions that will enable all the participants to examine the table deeply so that
they analyze the trends and patterns that have shaped their lives.
Some questions to process the Historical trends analysis tool
What key events can the community identify that have contributed to making the community what it is today?
 What is the community proudest about? What is the community not so proud of? Why?
 What has worked in the past? What achievements have been made? Who has contributed to the achievement?
 What patterns do we observe? From these patterns, is it possible to predict anything? What can the community do
now to avoid some of the negative predictions that the trend is showing?
 The historical trend indicates that the community has on their own made strides in development.
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Church and Community Description – People Describe their Current Situation
Introduction
One of the important contents that the community must describe is its resources (the church has
already covered this in detail during the Church Awakening Stage, i.e. the Resource Mobilization
Section). We suggest therefore that the theory on the concept about resources be covered before
the tools are introduced, and should be covered in plenary with the entire community before they
start to actually describe their current situation. Take the time with the church to also reflect about
the concept of resources.
NB: It should be remembered that this concept as well as the principles about resources was covered in
preparation for the Resource Mobilization section of the Church Awakening stage. The facilitator should use
the same approach to elaborate on ‘resources’ to the community.
Steps could be as follows:
 Introduce the concept of “Resources” – meaning of the term.
 Describe “Categories of resources and examples of resources in each category.
 Analyze the good use vs poor use of resources, and the consequences of good use/poor use to the
community.
 Facilitate the community to analyze how they are using their resources and the consequences that are
emerging due to the quality of use.
NB: For the details regarding how to facilitate the community to understand the concept of resources, see
overleaf.
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ACTIVITY:

Current Situation – Understanding “Resources

Objectives:

The community/church understands the concept about “resources”, how it
uses them, and the effect of this use on the lives of the people today (Note:
This is the second time this tool is undertaken in the church).

Time:

3hrs

Set-up:

Large group

Materials:

Newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(1hr):

Introduce the concept “resources” to the large group – give them the opportunity to
brainstorm what they in their own context understand by the term “resources”. The
importance of this step is to emerge with a clear definition of the term, rather than
examples of resources. Facilitate the large group to put them into the seven
categories, i.e. Natural, Human, Economic, Physical, Social, Spiritual, and Time.

Step 2(1hr):

For each category of
resources, facilitate the large
group to provide examples of
actual resources available in
the community.

Step 3(1hr):

Share with the large group
about the two sides of the
use of resources (well-used
leading to well-being, or poor
use leading to poverty). Give
the group time to discuss this
and to raise questions
leading to clarifying the
concept about resources and their benefits.

Resources – Categories, possible uses and consequences
Poor use –
Category of
Good use – resources
resources could be: Resources:
could be:
1.
Human
 Unrecognized
 Recognized
2. Natural
 Misused
 Used well
3.
Physical
 Underutilized
 Maintained
4. Economic  Sustained
 Overused
5. Social
 Depleted
 Created
6. Spiritual
 Wasted
 Conserved
7.
Time
 Unmaintained
 Preserved
 Destroyed
 Equitably shared
 Etc
 Etc
Leading to poverty
Leading to Wellbeing
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ACTIVITY:

Current Situation Tool 1 –General Map/Picture

Objectives:

The community/church consolidates its description of its situation today, and
thus identifies positive as well as negative factors that affect it.

Time:

3hrs

Set-up:

Small group presenting to the large group

Materials:

Natural materials, newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(15min): Introduce the tool “current situation map” to one of the groups. The group should
draw a pictorial map showing the situation as it is today, e.g. boundaries, physical
features, environment, infrastructure such as roads, telephone, services, e.g. health
facilities, water systems, etc., and how the people live, e.g. livelihoods, survival
mechanisms, relationships, cultural activities, etc. Participants can begin by drawing
on the sand, but ensure to provide the materials such as pens and newsprint if these
are needed.
Step 2(2hrs): Give the group time to undertake the task. Follow up with the group as it is doing its
task, to ensure that the task is understood, that everybody in the group is
participating actively, that they get as thorough as possible, and that discussion are
getting on well without people getting “stuck” in trivial arguments. When the group
is done with the task, bring it to present its work to the rest of the participants in the
large group.
Step 3(45min): Presentations – the group displays its findings to the large group (if the group drew
its map on the ground using natural materials to represent aspects of life and things
in the community, the facilitator should ask the other groups to stand around the
“map” as the group presents it). The facilitator processes the outcome, asking
questions that will enable all the participants to process the map deeply so that the
people emerge with a detailed description of the current situation of the people.
This analysis also enables the people to bring out new information that is not
necessary obvious to the people, and therefore becomes a forum for learning and
discovery.
Sample questions for discussion of the Community General Map
 What characterizes the community today? (people, tribes, resources, etc.) What makes the community what it is today?
How do the people relate with one another today?
 What are the boundaries (what communities border this community)? What is the relationship between this community
and the neighboring ones? Any structures of government or administration?
 What is the way of life of the people (how do the people survive, what are the livelihoods, etc.)? What about their
values (beliefs, traditions, prominent behaviors, etc.)
 What difficulties/problems/challenges does the community appear to face?
 Are there any indications about location where different problems are experienced?
NB: Compare history picture to the current one. ASK:
 What is still there that was found in the history? What has not changed? What has changed? What is new?
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Of the things that have changed, what is the community happy about/not happy about? Who has contributed to
bringing about the positive/negative changes?
What can be learned of these changes (e.g. Has the community been responsible for any of the positive or negative
changes? Has the community taken charge or is it still dependent on external influence and help? etc.)
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ACTIVITY:

Current Situation Tool 2 – Community/Church Resources
Map

Objectives:

The community/church deeply discovers the resources that it has, and gains
the confidence to use them to profit everybody in a fully sustainable manner.

Time:

4hrs 45min

Set-up:
Materials:

Small group presenting to the large group
Natural materials, newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(15min): Introduce the tool “Resource map” to one of the groups. The group should draw a
pictorial map showing the resources that exist in the area today, in reference to the
description of the term “resources” covered earlier. The group may opt to use
natural materials to show as many resources in their different categories as possible.
The map should also show where each of the resources is located. (NB: The only
resource that may be difficult to show on this map is ‘time’. This will be covered
using another Description tool).
Step 2(1hr):

Encourage the group to list down all the resources they have identified and shown
on the map – their number or quantity.

Step 3(1hr):

Encourage the groups to identify how each resource is being used (i.e. well used,
poorly used, or not being used, and how each resource is of benefit to people.

Step 4(1hr):

Facilitate the group to identify and discuss the quality of use of the resources that
they have identified (e.g. the resource is in good quality and therefore is serving
people well, has broken down, has been neglected, etc.

Step 5(1hr):

Facilitate the group to identify who owns or controls the resources identified, and
how much the community is accessing them.

Step 6(30min): Facilitate the group to prepare to present its findings to the large group.











Sample question used to analyze the Community Resource Map
How are these resources used to meet the needs of the community? (Ensure to describe the use of each resource)
Are the resources always available to the community? When are they most available/least available/not available? Why?
How well are the resources used (sustained/maintained or misused/destroyed?).
What effect does the use of these resources have on the environment?
Who owns these resources (communal, private)? Who has access to these resources? Who controls the use of the resources?
Are there resources that members of the community have no access to? Why (not affordable, too far, privately controlled, etc)?
What resources has the community helped to develop? What resources have the community maintained, failed to maintain,
destroyed?
Are the resources gaining value, Why? Or losing value? Why? Who is causing the resources to gain or lose value?
Are there resources that the community is not using at all? Why?
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ACTIVITY:

Current Situation Tool 3 – Seasonal Calendar

Objectives:

The community/church to discover factors that affect the life of the people
and when the effects happen in a typical year, in order for the people to
predict when the issues might arise, determine how best to address the
issues

Time:

3hrs 15min

Set-up:
Materials:

Small group presenting to the large group
Natural materials, newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(15min): Introduce the tool “seasonal calendar” to one of the groups. The group should draw
a matrix that shows all the months of a typical year and the main aspects that affect
the life of the people per month, e.g. weather, economic activities, diseases, leisure
time, etc. Encourage the group to draw picture in each box of the month showing
the aspect they intend to talk about (instead of writing).
Step 2(2hr): Facilitate the group to prepare to present its findings to the large group.
As you facilitate the Seasonal Calendar
 Focus the people on the title of the tool (what it is all about and the objective of
doing it)
 Look at each row from January to December - what does each month/entire row
show?
 Compare row to row. Is there a correlation?
 Ask the question “Why”? facilitate the people to make conclusions
 Agree about the issues coming out of the analysis of the tool.
 Agree about what the people could do to address the issues.
Step 3(30min): Facilitate the group to present its findings to the large group.
Step 4(30min): Facilitate the large group to analyze the information that the small group presents.
Sample questions used to analyze the Seasonal Calendar
 What weather patterns are apparent (rainfall, temperatures, winds, etc.)? Are there definite seasons in the
year? What happens during each season?

What livelihood activities take place in the year? When do these activities take place? Why at that time?
 When does the community enjoy the fruit of its labor (when is there adequate food, money, etc)?
 When is the community most free? When is the community at leisure? What activities take place then and
why?
 Identify the frequency at which the events occur and the patterns of problems occurring in the year. Why at
those times of the year? What can the community therefore predict that is likely to occur in the near future?
What can the community do about this?
 What mechanisms has the community adopted to cope with these problems?
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ACTIVITY:

Current Situation Tool 4 – Typical Day

Objectives:

The community/church to discover how they use the resource “time”, and
how they could improve on its use so as to improve their lives.

Time:

3hrs

Set-up:

Small group presenting to the large group

Materials:

Newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(15min): Introduce the tool “typical day” to one of the groups. The group should draw a
matrix that shows the activities that a typical family undertakes in a typical day, from
the moment they wake up to the time they go to bed. Encourage the team to draw
five columns in the matrix, showing time, activities of the man, activities of the
woman, activities of the boys, and activities of the girls.
Step 2(2hrs): Facilitate the group to prepare to present its findings to the large group.
Step 3(45min): Facilitate the group to present its findings to the large group.
Sample questions to analyze Typical Day







What are the key activities that the family is involved with on a typical day? Who does what?
What of these activities are addressing the real issues affecting the family?
How is the resource “time” being used? When is time used well? When is time wasted?
In what ways is poverty being “defeated” or “accelerated” in the way time is being used?
How are the human resources used? Are all family members engaging in productive activities equally?
What can be done to improve the use of the resource “time”?
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ACTIVITY:

Current Situation Tool 5 – Song

Objectives:

The community/church describes its situation in a non-threatening and
enjoyable manner, and thus gets motivated to transform it.

Time:

1 hour

Set-up:

Small group presenting to the large group

Materials:

Natural materials, newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(15min):

Introduce the tool “Song” to one of the groups. Ask the group to make a song
that describes as much of the way of life of the community as possible. Give
the people the time they need to prepare and practice the song.

Step 2(2hrs):

Encourage the group to prepare to present its song to the large group.

Step 3(45min):

Facilitate the group to present its song to the large group. Help the large
group to analyze the song after the small group has presented.
Sample questions to analyze Song






What is the way of life of the community described in the song? How do people live?
What are the joys of the community? What do they enjoy most about their area?
What are the struggles of the community?
What is the community doing about it? What more could the community do to transform the
situation today?
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ACTIVITY:

Current Situation Tool 6 – Drama

Objectives:

The community/church describes its situation in a non-threatening and
enjoyable manner, and thus gets motivated to transform it.

Time:

3hrs

Set-up:

Small group presenting to the large group

Materials:

Natural materials, newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(15min):

Introduce the tool “Drama” to one of the groups. Ask the group to act a drama that shows as much of
the way of life of the community as possible. Give the people the time they need to prepare and
practice it.

Step 2(2hrs):

Encourage the group to prepare to present its “drama” to the large group.

Step 3(45min):

Facilitate the group to present its drama to the large group. Help the large group to analyze the
drama after the small group has presented.
Sample questions to analyze the Drama








What did you see, hear out of the drama? Does the drama reflect the true reality of our community
today?
What are the things you are proud of our community as shown in the drama? Why?
What are the things you are disappointed about of our community as shown in the drama? Why?
Identify the issues raised in the drama. Why are these issues raised in the drama important to you?
What do we think should be changed? What could be done to change the situation today?
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ACTIVITY:

Validating the general baseline

Objectives:

The community/church validate all the information documented from each
tool, resulting in a complete General Baseline Report

Time:

10hrs (Preferably three days, i.e. Day 1-steps 1and 2, Day 2 – Step 3, Day 3 –
step 4)

Set-up:

Large group, documentation team

Materials:

Newsprint, felt-pens, documented notes from the Description tools.

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30min): Reflect with the large group about the Description process just completed and the
outcomes emerging from it. Agree that there is need to develop a complete
document that captures all that was decided upon as the description of the church
or community today.
Step 2(3hrs): Ask the documentation team to slowly read to the large group the document that
they wrote as the description tools were being presented and validated. Provide
the large group time to ask for clarifications, make corrections and adjust any
information as the need may arise.
Step 3(4hrs): Facilitate the documentation team to edit the entire document, taking into
consideration all the adjustments that the large group has made – the
documentation team should emerge with a fair copy of the full report.
Step 4(3hrs): Validate the entire report – Bring the large group together to listen to the fair copy
that the documentation team has developed. Facilitate the large group to listen as
the documentation team reads it out again and at a pace that allows every member
of the large group to engage. The documentation team should occasionally pause to
seek the response of the large group. When the entire document has been discussed,
it should be agreed upon as correct and truly representing the situation of the
church or community - this is the General Baseline Report of the church or
community.
If the church or community has successfully developed a full general baseline that they are
comfortable about, they are ready to go on to the Information Gathering stage. If not,
facilitate the church or community to re-validate the information acquired during the
Description stage.
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Stage 3: Information Gathering Stage
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Stage 3: The Information Gathering Stage

Introduction
A general Baseline contains a lot of information about the church or community, except that the
information is general, meaning that it does not have statistics (numbers, amounts, quantities etc.)
that may enable the church or community to make specific plans and therefore reach fully informed
decisions about the change people may wish to see about their lives. There is need to therefore
have specific information that will enable them to make better informed decisions. The information
Gathering stage aims to empower the church and community to investigate their issues deeply so
as to emerge with specific information that deeply describes the issues affecting the church and
community, and thus enables them to make informed decisions that when implemented will
transform their situation.
Objective:

The church and community have accurate information that truly describes their
situation, and when analyzed, will enable them to make informed decisions.

Specifically, the following steps must be covered to facilitate the church and community to gather
the specific information:
1.

Facilitate church and community to determine the need for additional (specific) information

2. Facilitate church and community to select teams of information gatherers
3. Facilitate teams to gather and compile the information gathered
4. Facilitate church and community to validate the information
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ACTIVITY:

Understanding the need for specific information

Objectives:

Church/community understands the need for more specific information.

Time:

6hrs 30min

Set-up:

Large group

Materials:

General baseline developed and clearly written during the Description stage.

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30min): Reflect the church or community to reflect on the process that led to the
development of the general baseline report. Share about the objective of the day,
i.e., to review the purpose of the information, and thus decide on the way forward
about enriching it.
Step 2(2hrs): Facilitate the documentation team to read again to the large group the final version
of the general baseline developed during the Description stage – section by section.
Encourage the participants in the meeting to verify that this is the accurate situation.
Highlight the major issues that the baseline has captured.
Step 3(2hrs)
(2hrs): Ask – “Is this information adequate to enable us to make informed decisions?” Give examples
of an issue that may have been raised in the General baseline, and of which the information
is so general that a plan to address it is difficult. Find several other such information in the
General Baseline for which specific baseline is needed.

Step 4(1hr):
(1hr):

Agree with the church/community that whereas the General baseline is useful, new,
more specific information about the issues raised during the Description stage is
necessary to enable the church/community to reach informed decisions.

Step 5(1hr)
(1hr):

Agree with the church/community about the issues against which new information
must be gathered (sometimes community or church may prioritize them, and decide
to gather information for the top 2 -3 priority issues).
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ACTIVITY: Understanding some biblical perspective for information
gathering

Objectives:

Church understands the biblical perspective of information gathering.

Time:

2hrs

Set-up:

Large group, small groups

Possible bible studies could be Num13:1-29, Neh 2:6-20, or both. In undertaking these bible studies,
the facilitator should follow the same pattern used during the Church Awakening Stage.
NB: For the study
from Nehemiah, be
sure to read the
entire Chapter 2, for
the background but
concentrate on 2:918 to capture the
lessons on
information
gathering.

Possible Bible study questions (Num13:1-29, Neh 2:6-20)

1. What is happening in this passage? Who are the people involved, and what is
each one of them doing?
2. Why are they behaving the way they are behaving?
3. How is the information gathering organized (what is the goal of the exercise,
how wide is the information being gathered from, etc)?
4. Who is gathering the information? Why them?
5. What is the result of good information gathering (Num 13:26-29)?
6. What lessons does this teach the church regarding the need for information,
and why information should be gathered well?

In summarizing the bible studies, it is important to include principles of information gathering such
as the following:
 Clear goal/objective (why gather the information, why that particular information, how shall it
help the people/what is the use of the information, who will benefit from the information, etc).
 Clear scope (how wide should the information gathering cover, what specific information must
be gathered, when should the exercise take place and why, how extensive should the
information be? etc).
 Participation by the people (who should gather the information, why them, who will provide the
information, etc. How involving is the community/church in gathering the information?).
From here, you are ready to develop the process of gathering information
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ACTIVITY:

Developing a plan to gather specific information

Objectives:

Church/community has information gathering teams (IGTs) and a strategy to
gather more specific information.

Time:

3hrs 45 min

Set-up:
Materials:

Large group, small groups (according to area sections, large group
Newsprint, felt-pens, masking tape.

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(45 min): Facilitate the church or community to reflect on the activity ‘Understanding the
need for specific information’ that they undertook earlier, especially focusing their
consensus that it is necessary to have specific information about themselves. Share
the objective of the day, agreeing that the outcome will be a plan to actually have
the information gathered.
Step 2(45 min): Facilitate the large group to agree that the specific information to be gathered is for
their benefit. Ask – How will the new information help us?” Agree that the
information therefore belongs to them, and will be gathered for their own benefit.
Step 3(45
(45 min):
min) Ask – “Who will provide the information?” This should lead to the church or community to
agree that they will provide it honestly and freely. Ask – “Who will gather this information?”
This should lead to the community agreeing that they should have a representative team to
gather the information (the Information Gathering teams – IGTs). Agree also about the
actual process that the IGTs will follow as they gather the information, how long it will take,
and when they should start

Step 4(1hr)
(1hr):

Facilitate the large group to determine the roles and responsibilities of the IGTs, who
they are accountable to, and when. This should lead to the IGTs understanding that
they are solely accountable to the church/community.. Facilitate the large group to
develop criteria for selecting the IGTs; Ask – “What qualities should a good IGT have?
This should lead to the participants developing a list of characteristics of a good IGT.
Keep it, to be used in the next step when the church/community selects the IGTs.

Step 5(1hr):
(1hr)

Facilitate the large group to agree about the number of people that can easily and
quickly gather the information in their area, according to the number of homesteads.
An easy way to do this is to send people in small groups according to the subsections of the area. Ask each group to decide how many people would team up and
quickly gather the information from all the households of the sub-section. This will
determine the number of IGTs per sub-section, and ultimately for the entire area.
Using the criteria developed earlier, each sub-section should then select IGTs for
their area.

NB: IGTs should gather information from the church/community members (primary data), and
institutions (secondary data).
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ACTIVITY:

Training the IGTs to gather information

Objectives:

Church/community has information gathering teams (IGTs) who are welltrained and ready to gather more specific information.

Time:

5hrs 30min (or longer, depending on the amount of information needed).

Set-up:

IGTs

Materials:

Newsprint, felt-pens, masking tape, Blank tables/questions to be used (write
them large on flipchart because you will use them when training the IGTs to
gather the information).

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30 min): Introduce the value of the information that the IGTs are going to gather, and hence
the important role that they are going to
Information is Power! The IGTs are an extremely
important group – they will help the community and
play. Spend time clarifying this in order
the church to get critical information that will lead to
to create strong understanding and
informed decisions.
commitment.
Step 2(4hrs):
2(4hrs) Train the IGTs well, ensuring to cover the following:
 Reflect on CCMP – objective, pillars, stages and expected outcomes. Focus
especially on the Description and the Information gathering stages.
 Concentrate the training on Information gathering, especially covering the
following:
 The objective – why gather information now.
 How the IGTs are to gather the information.
 Skills of interviewing, i.e. before they enter the home, when they enter the home,
how to ask questions, observing while interviewing, recording the information,
after the interviewing.
 Information gathering tools – take the IGTs through each table, ensuring they
understand it in full detail, and how they will use to gather the information.
Ensure to save the blank tables because you will use them when training the IGTs
to compile the information.
Step3(1hr):
Step3(1hr)

Facilitate the team to make an action plan to undertake the information gathering
process – when to begin and where, and how you will follow up with them as they
gather the information.

NB: As the IGTs begin to gather the information, it is important that the facilitator meets them regularly, as small teams
and also as the large team, to assess how well the exercise is being carried out (all homes are visited, all questions are
asked accurately, people are fully participating, information is well-recorded, etc.), help the team where it needs
technical input, and to motivate the IGTs to complete the task.
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ACTIVITY:

Compiling information gathered

Objectives:

IGTs have skills to condense together information gathered ready to validate
it with the church/community.

Time:

5 hours (or longer, depending on the amount of information gathered).

Set-up:

IGTs

Materials:

Newsprint, felt-pens, masking tape, information gathered by the IGTs

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30 min):

Introduce the concept of compiling information gathered (why it is necessary,
use of the compiled information, etc.)

Step 2(4hrs):
2(4hrs)

Facilitate the IGTs to compile the information they have gathered:
 Ensure each small team of IGTs (for the sub-region) has all its
information covering all the homesteads in their area.
 Add together information that each small team presents from each
section.
 Fill the totals into the blank large tables saved from the IGTs during
previous training session.
 Continue with this exercise until all the information from all the small
teams of IGTs is compiled into one common set of tables, and
therefore represents all the information for the entire
church/community.
This information is now ready to be validated.
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ACTIVITY:

Validating church/community information

Objectives:

Church/community has accurate, validated information and is ready to
analyze it.

Time:

5 hours (or longer, depending on the amount of information compiled).

Set-up:
Materials:

IGTs, large group
Newsprint, felt-pens, masking tape, large tables with information compiled
by the IGTs

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(1hr):

Facilitate the church/community to reflect on the decision they had made to support
the IGTs to gather specific information. Facilitate the IGTs to share about the
progress made in the information gathering process – be sure to affirm the
church/community for the success of the information gathering competed. Share
about the objective of the day – to validate the information gathered.

Step 2(1hr):

Introduce to the church/community the concept of validation of the information that
has been compiled (especially that it is the role of the church/community to ensure
that the information fully represents them, is accurate, fits within their context, and
covers all that they wanted to have information gathered to do).

Step 3(2hrs):
3(2hrs) Facilitate the church/community to examine the information recorded in each large
table. Ensure to move at the pace that enables people to be clear about the
information; clarify where this is needed.
Make sure that:
 The church/community present agree that the information truly represent them
 People are sitting in a position that they see the tables presented without
difficulty. They need this since they are going to read with you all the information
on the tables before they validate it.
Step4(4hrs):
Step4(4hrs)

Present each table to the participants, reading it together with them row by row and
letting them understand what it carries. Give the participants time to assimilate the
information first, and then ask if it is correct. Do this with all the tables, until all the
information compiled has been validated. This information is ready to be analyzed.
NB: The activity 5 below is to be carried out by the IGTs, after the church/community
has validated it.

Step4(5hrs):
Step4(5hrs)

The information that has just been validated is of great value to the people. It is
advisable to transfer it onto hard manila paper for durability, and ensure to make
several hard copies (and a soft copy where possible).
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Sample tables for information gathering
Section I:

General Community Information

County __________, Village__________
1:0

Background Information

Table 1: Demography
Sex
Village
Age
Male
Female
0-5
6-15
16-21
22-49
50-65
66+
Total

Total

Male
Widows
Widowers
Orphans
Disabled
Single mothers

Total area of the village ____ Acres (Is the land privately owned or communal? _______
Table 2: Households
Total

Average size of a household

Male headed households
Female headed households
Total
Table 3: Community Services
Number

Who owns

Who controls

Shops
Markets (days)
Hotels
Grinding mills
Roads
Dams
Hospitals
Videos/cinema halls
Table 4: Social Groups
Type of Social Group
Youth groups
Women groups
Men’s Groups
Self-help (mixed)
Cooperatives
Clans
Clubs (e.g. football)
Boda-boda groups
Others
Total

Number

Activity

111

Female

Total

Section II: Information about Specific Issues
2:0
Health
Table 5: Common Diseases
Disease
Category of people affected

Table 6: Health services
Facility
Hospital
Health center
Dispensary
Mobile clinics
Clinics

Number

Number affected in the last 6
months

Where located

Effect in the community

Distance from village
(km/miles)

Who owns /controls

Govt
Private
Govt
Private
Govt
Private
Govt
Private
Govt
Private
Govt
Private

Village
pharmacies
Doctors
Nurses
Clinical officers/CHOs
CHWs/CHPs
Drug Peddlers
TBAs
Trained
Untrained
Herbalists
Registered
Unregistered
Traditional healers
Witchdoctors/soothsayers
Commercial drug distribution
Table 7: Birth rates and death rates in the community
Boys

Girls

Men

Women

Total

Number of live births in the last 12 months
Number of deaths in the last 12 months
Table 8: Immunization Rates
Total
Number

Number immunized against
DPT (1st)
DPT (2nd) DPT (3rd)

Children 0-5
Pregnant mothers
Women in the reproductive age
Total
112

Measles

Polio

TB

Hepatitis B

3:0
HIV/AIDS
Table 9: HIV/AIDS
Understanding about HIV/AIDS
Meaning of HIV/AIDS
Mode of transmission
Preventive measures
Knowledge about the prevalence rate
People can tell if there is HIV/AIDS in the area
People know someone here who is living with AIDS
Testing and Counseling
Number tested for HIV/AIDS in the last three months
Number tested for HIV/AIDS in the last six months
Response of the community
Response by the community today to address HIV/AIDS
Response by Government agencies to address HIV/AIDS
Response by NGOs to address HIV/AIDS
4.0

Do not know

Fairly aware

Everything

Male

Female

Total

Nothing

Just a little

Significant

Education

Table 10: Literacy
Boys

Girls

Total

Total number of children of school going age
Number of children of school going age actually going to school
Number of children of school going age not going to school
Percentage of children not going to school
Table 11: Education Facilities and their population
Number
Number of Children attending
of
Boys
Girls
Total
Nursery schools
Primary schools
Secondary schools
Tertiary schools
i)
ii)

Age at which children enter school? ___________
Is there gender bias? ___________ Why? __________

4:1

Nursery School Education

Table 12: Facilities at the nursery school
Facilities
Nursery school 1
Average roll per class
Teachers
Student/teacher ratio
Classrooms
Desks
Tables
Toilets
Blocks
Holes

Nursery school 2
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How many are
Public
Private

Nursery school 3

4:2

Primary Education

Table 13: Number of children in school by class and gender
Class

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Total

Gender
Primary School 1
Male
Female
Total
Primary School 2
Male
Female
Total
Number of children from this community attending school outside of the area ___;
Why? _____________________________________________________________
Number of children from outside of this community attending school here ___;
Why? _____________________________________________________________

Table14: Facilities in the Primary Schools
Status
Primary School 1
Total
Total
Balance
Resources
available
Needed
Desks
Tables
Classrooms
Chairs
Toilets
Staff room
Teachers’ houses

Primary School 2
Total
Total
Balance
Available
Needed

Table15: Performance at the Local Primary Schools
2013
M
F

Total

2014
M
F

Number finishing Grade Eight
Number qualifying to join secondary school
Number that actually joined Secondary school
Number not qualifying but still joined sec sch.
Is there a secondary school in the village? Yes
No
If no, where do children who qualify to join secondary school actually go? _________
i)
ii)

Age at which most children drop out of school ____________
Reasons which children drop out of school:

Boys: ______________, __________________, _____________________________
Girls: ______________, __________________, _____________________________

4:3

Secondary School Education

Table 16: Facilities in the Secondary Schools
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Total

2015
M F

Total

Status
Total
available

Resources
Desks
Tables
Classrooms
Laboratory
Library
Chairs
Toilets
Staff room
Teachers’ houses

Secondary School 1
Total
Balance
Needed

Total
Available

Secondary School 2
Total
Balance
Needed

Table 17: Number of children from this village in Secondary school by class and gender
Class
Gender
Male
Female
Total

F1

F2

F3

F4

Total

Number that ought to be in secondary
school but are not

Reasons for children not joining secondary school:
____________________________________, _________________________________
Table 18: Secondary School Drop-out Rate
Number of dropouts
2013
2014
2015
Total
Male
Female
Total
i)
Age at which most children drop out of secondary school ____________
ii)
Reasons why children drop out of school
Boys: ______________, __________________, _____________________________
Girls: ______________, ___________________, ____________________________
4:4 Post-Secondary School Education
Table 19: Technical school education
Number attending
Skills offered
M
F
Total

4:5

Number who completed
2013
2014
2015

Overall Literacy Level
Table 20: Level of Literacy in the village today
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Number using
the skills now

Number of people in this community who
Stopped education at primary school
Stopped education at Junior secondary school
Stopped education at senior secondary school
Have completed technical school
Have completed university
Are in technical school now
Are in University now
5:0

Food Security

5:1

Livestock Keeping

Male

Table 21: Number of livestock and their uses
Type
Number
Cash

Female

Uses
Food

Dowry

Ritual

Medicine

Local cattle
Improved breeds
Local sheep
Improved breed
Local goat
Improved breed
Donkeys
Bee hives
Poultry
Table 22: Livestock services and number
Type of Service
Total
Cattle dips
Cattle crash
Agricultural Extension officer
Livestock Officers
5:2

Total

Type of Service

Total

Agro vet shops
AI services
Seed stockists
Research station

Cultivation
Table 23: Type of crops cultivated and their uses
Uses
Food
Cash
Types

Other uses
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Transport

Table 24: Average harvest per crop per family
Crop Type
Average acreage cultivated by
each family

i)
ii)
iii)

Average harvest per family per
season

What months do families have plenty of food? ___________________________
What are the months of hunger in the families? ___________________________
How does the community cope during hunger? ___________________________
Table 25: Agricultural services and number
Type of Service
Total

Agricultural Extension officers
Seed and fertilizers stockists
Agriculture Research station
Agro vet shops
6:0
Household Income
Table 26: Income sources
Income Sources

Number of people involved
M
F
Total

Average income per
month

Business

Petty Trading
Fishing
Large scale
Farming/livestock keeping
Mining
Formal employment
Skilled Trade
Sport
Table 27: Income Uses
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Others

Movies

Clubs joints

Gambling

Foot ball

Bills

Transport

Rent

Medical

Food

Ritual, Religion,
Tradition

School fees

Entertainment

7:0

Sanitation
Table 28: Sanitation facilities
Facilities
Number of Households
With
Without
Pit latrines
Dish racks
People boiling water
Rubbish pits
Improved Shelter
Cloth drying lines
Bathrooms
Kitchen Gardens

Table 29: Quality of shelters and number of people living in them
Type of shelter
Number
Men

Women

Total

Boys

Girls

Total

Cement block wall and GCI roof
Mud blocks and GCI roof
Wooden house with GCI roof
Wattle/mud walls and thatch
Tarpaulin/plastic shacks
8:0
Water
Table 30: Water Sources in the Area
Water source
Number
Quality of water (e.g. clean,
treated, etc)
Rivers/streams
Springs
Dams
Canals
Bore holes
Shallow wells
Piped water
Rain harvested
Water sellers
9:0
Environment
Table 31: Effect on use of resources on the environment
Extent to which
Activities
Conserving
Low
High
People
Effects
Involve
Mining
Planting trees
Firewood cutting
Timber logging
Charcoal burning
Grazing
Reclamation
Waste disposal
Clearing land
Use of wild life
Hunting

Longest distance
traveled to

Destructive
Low High
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Period of use in
the year

People
Involve

Effects

Table 32: Important Natural Vegetation and its Uses today
Vegetation
Food
Cash
Wood
Char coal
Fodder

Medicine

Building

Table 33: Useful Vegetation That Has Disappeared in the Recent Past
Vegetation

10:0

Uses

Spiritual

Table 34: Denominations/Faiths
Faith
Denomination

Number of members

Christianity
Muslim
Traditional
Total
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Number of houses of worship

Fiber

Chemical

Section III: Information about the church
Table 1: Church attendance
Under
12 yrs

Youth (13-25
yrs

Adults
M

Total
F

Number of church members
Average attendance during Sunday service
Average attendance during mid-week service
/bible study
Number of baptized believers
Number confessing Jesus as Savior
Number of
Widows
Orphans
Widowers
Disable
Divorced
Separated
Single parents
Elderly (55 and above)
Does the local church have a clear vision for ministry? Yes/no _____________________________
Total population of the catchment area of the church ___________________________________

Table 2: Church growth
Male
Number of fellowship groups
Number of church members directly involved in community leadership
Average collection per month
Tithes
Offering
Other
Number of church projects
Focus of the projects
Table 3: Activities of the church in a month
Activity
Number

Attendance
Men
Women

Female

Average total collection per month

Youth

Total

Bible studies)
Evangelistic meeting
Pastoral visitations
Fellowship
Discipleship
Revival
Retreat
Cell groups
Seminars /Training
Prayer meetings
Does the local church have a clear vision for ministry? Yes/no _____________________________
Total population of the catchment area of the church ___________________________________
Table 4: Special Groups in the Church
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Children

Total

Fellowship Groups
Women Fellowship
Men Fellowship
Youth
Children’s ministry
Cell groups

Number M

F

Total Auxiliary Groups
Intercessory
Evangelism
Counseling
Ushers
Choir

Table 5. Occupations for Church members
Occupation
Formally employed

M

F

F

Total

Total

Self Employed

Unemployed

Table 6: Number attending school
Number in the church that are in
Pre-primary school
Primary school
Junior Secondary school
Senior secondary school
Vocation/Technical college
University

M

Table 7: Level of education in the church
Number that has reached
PhD
University
Masters
1st Degree
Diploma
Technical/Vocational College
Senior secondary school
Junior secondary school
Primary school
Never went to school

M

F

Table 8: Enrolment of church children in school
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Total

Number

M

F

Total

M

F

Total

Total number of children of school going age in the church
Number of children of school going age going to school
Number of children of school going age NOT going to school
Table 9: Church Administration
M

F

Total

Development committee
Welfare committee
Finance committee
Board of deacons
Pastoral board
Board of trustees
Board of elders
Table 10: HIV/AIDS
Understanding about HIV/AIDS
Meaning of HIV/AIDS
Mode of transmission
Preventive measures
Knowledge about the prevalence rate
People can tell if there is HIV/AIDS in the area
People know someone here who is living with AIDS
Testing and Counseling
Number tested for HIV/AIDS in the last three months
Number tested for HIV/AIDS in the last six months
Response of the church
What the church is doing today to address HIV/AIDS
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Do not know

Fairly aware

Everything

Male

Female

Total

Nothing

Just a little

Significant

Stage 4: Information Analysis Stage
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Introduction
Information is key to bringing discovery of and a deeper understanding about a situation.
Information that the community gathers about their situation is important because it provides
tangible evidence about the situation as it is at that particular time. Information may be primary or
secondary, quantitative or qualitative, or value-based (describing the values of people), narrative or
statistical. In whatever form the information may be, it still provides evidence about the nature of
the situation of a community.
Information becomes useful only when it is ORGANIZED and INTERPRETED. Information that has not
been organized to satisfy information needs is USELESS
Analysis is the art of:

Examining information minutely to

 Determine its constituents and
 Ascertain its elements in order to
 Determine the truth of a thing/issue

Interpreting information into logical conclusions
Analysis involves
 Breaking down information into small bits
 Looking at each piece of information deeply
 Looking for patterns that all the pieces together form
 Interpreting the information, i.e.
o establishing the meaning of the patterns
o finding out implications to the community
o determining the effects of the implications and how serious they are
 Deriving conclusions – what does all this show about the way the community lives (positive as well as
negative)? What is the overall picture of the situation of the community today?

Ultimately, the community will have sufficient evidence that shows their situation and
the need to take action to change it.
Some questions for information analysis
Analyzing Information in the Charts
The key questions to ask when analyzing information from the charts could include:
 What do we see in this chart”? What issues arise?
 Why is this the case? (Conclusion question)
 What does this information mean to us? (Implication question) – raise both negative and
positive implications.
 What should the community/church do to address the emerging issues?
Analyzed information forms a baseline. A BASELINE IS THE DESCRIPTION OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A

PEOPLE AND THE CONDITION OF THEIR ENVIRONMENT AT A PARTICULAR POINT IN THE TIME OF
THE COMMUNITY
Objective of Analysis:
The church and community deeply understand their situation and are
motivated to positively and holistically transform it.
Specific Objectives:
• Train the team with skills to facilitate the church and community to critically and deeply analyze their
situation, and thus prepare to transform it.
• Facilitate church and community to analyze all the information compiled – Get them to become
“angry” about their situation so they will want to change it!!
• Facilitate the church to make conclusions from the analysis – this will include identifying the most
feasible solutions to the emerging issues.
• Facilitate church and community to write the baseline from analysis.
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ACTIVITY:

Understanding the Biblical perspective for analysis

Objectives:

Church understands some biblical perspectives of information analysis.

Time:

2 hours

Set-up:

Large group, small groups

Sample passage – The four lepers story – 2 Ki 6;24-25, 7:3-4
Sample Bible study questions for this passage







What was the situation of the four men (This is what Description shows – the situation today)?
What is the critical question that they ask themselves (This is what is also critical for analysis)?
What led them to ask this critical question?
Who is asking the question? To whom (vs 3)? (This is the process that effective analysis takes).
What comparisons do the lepers make? What options do they have?
What lessons does the church learn from this passage about analyzing its situation?

Process of Analyzing the Information
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ACTIVITY:

Preparing for Analysis – Writing the Specific Baseline

Objectives:

Church and community select a team to document the details of the
information being analyzed.

Time:

The exercise is spread across several days

Set-up:

Large group, small groups

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30min):

Facilitate the church/community to reflect on the previous session covered,
i.e. analyzing all the specific information validated, and examining causes and
consequences of issues using “problem trees” and “objective trees”.

.
Step 2(1hr):

Facilitate the large group to appoint a small team whose role will be to document the
discussions as each piece of information gathered is being analyzed.

NB: Be sure to train this team with skills to document, e.g. key point to document,
how to document as discussions are on-going, capturing the key points rather than
writing verbatim, making a document ‘flow’, correcting typological and other
mistakes in a written document, etc.
Step 3(1hr):

As the large group is undertaking analysis of each piece of information, the small
documentation team documents the key points. At the end of analysis of each table,
the small team reads back to the large group, the main points and conclusions made,
and asks the large group to confirm or make corrections – this is a part of the
validation that the church or community must make in order to strengthen
ownership of the document.

Step 4(3hr):

Encourage the documentation team to meet alone to re-write the document,
correcting the grammar, flow of the content, etc, and to make sure the document
has all the parts needed to cover the full discussion undertaken so far.

Step 5(3hr):

When all the information has been analyzed, the small group will hold a one- day
meeting with the large group, to read the entire document to them, and seek their
confirmation – this will complete the validation of the baseline document. The
document can be nicely bound or re-copied into a more permanent form (soft copy,
hard-book, etc) and given back to the community for their safe-keeping.

NB: So far, you should have a clear baseline document that records the full discussion of the church
and community situation, according to the analysis undertaken. Having come this far, you are now
ready to enter the Decision Making Stage of CCMP.
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ACTIVITY:

Analyzing the information validated

Objectives:

The community/church deeply understands their situation and is motivated to positively
and holistically transform it.

•

•

Facilitate church and community to analyze all the information compiled –
Get them to become “angry” about their situation so they will want to
change it!!
Facilitate the church to make conclusions from the analysis – this will
include identifying the most feasible solutions to the emerging issues.

Time:

Steps 3 and 4 will take several days, depending on the amount of information
to be analyzed, and the depth to which the people will go as they analyze the
information.

Set-up:

Large group

Materials:

Note books, newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30min): Facilitate the church/community to reflect on the previous session covered, i.e.
validating the information gathered. Agree that this is the time to examine that
information in detail – confirm that this is the process of information analysis.
Step 2(30min)
(30min): Facilitate the participants to understand what analysis is all about, what it will involve
(looking at each table in detail in order to determine the meaning of the information and
implications to the life of the people together with documenting the conclusions made).
Agree together that the process of analysis will take much of their time.

Step 3:

(NB: Time taken to analyze table is determined by the content it carries, and how
critical that information is to the church/community). Begin to analyze the
information with the people, table by table, systematically and deeply, and in a way
that enables the people to discover even the usually “hidden” practices, beliefs, etc.,
that affects the way of life of the people. Asking probing questions in a nonjudgmental manner is one way of doing this.

Step 4:

Facilitate people to make solid conclusions based on clear analysis of issues
emerging. This should lead to people making recommendations about possible
change of their situation base upon deep reasoning and judgment.

NB: As the church or community is analyzing this information, the documentation team trained
earlier will document all the important points raised. At the end of analysis of each table, the
documentation team reads what they have documented about that table. Facilitate the large group
to adjust the information where necessary, agreeing on the important points and conclusions about
that table. This is the beginning of writing the specific baseline.
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ACTIVITY:

Analyzing problems using “Problem trees” analogy

Objectives:

The community/church analyzes the root causes of issues that emerge as
they examine each category of information.

Time:

7hrs (This activity may spill over into more than one day)

Set-up:
Materials:

Large group
Note book, large cards cut from hard paper, felt-pens, masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(1hr):

Facilitate the church/community to reflect on the main issues that emerged as they
were analyzing the tables earlier. Agree that this session will examine the root
causes of these issues in order to know where best to start addressing them. Let the
participants know that the session will involve analyzing one issue at a time.

Step 2(2hrs): Taking one of the issues identified, ask the question “why” (or, what has caused this
issue?). Write down the answer on a large card and pin it on one participant. Bring
the participant in front. Keep asking the question ‘but why”, and pinning the answers
onto the participants answering them, in the order that the answers are given, until
they reach the “rock bottom”. (You may ask the participants with the cards pinned
on them to sit, following the order that they have come in).
Step 3(2hrs): Facilitate the large group to look at the layout that the participants make as they sit –
it will represent a picture similar to a “family tree”. Asking the question “why”
enables the people to determine the cause of the issue (or the parents), while asking
the question “so what” determines the consequences of the issue (or the offspring).
NB: Ensure that the people fully understand the concept, especially the relationship
between problems (just as relationship in a family).
Step 4(1hr):

Facilitate the large group to connect the “parent” issues to the “offspring” issues, so
that the people understand that trying to remove the “offspring” while the “parent”
is still ‘alive’ has not dealt with the problem since the “parent” can still produce the
“offspring” again.
NB: This analysis should lead the group to capture the concept about “root causes” of
an issue, and the need to deal with the root causes first rather than the
“consequences”.

Step 5(1hr):

Take the cards from the participants and pin them on the board, in the order they
were presented. The cards will show the “family tree” picture, where the issue
becomes the ‘stem”, the causes become the “roots” while the consequences
become the “branches, leaves and fruits” of the tree.
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ACTIVITY:

Turning Problem trees” into “Objective trees” Analogy

Objectives:

The community/church identifies the most appropriate solutions to the
identified issues/problems.

Time:

6hrs

Set-up:

Large group

Materials:

Note books, card showing the “problem trees” developed in the previous
session.

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(1hr):

Facilitate the church/community to reflect on the “problem trees” analogy
undertaken during the previous session. This session will enable the large group to
turn the “problem tree” into the “objective tree”, i.e. turning the negative into the
positive.

Step 2(1hr):

Bring the participants to sit as they had done when they developed the example of
the first “problem tree”. Review the relationship between the problems, as
identified while developing the “problem tree” during the previous session.

Step 3(1hrs): Looking at the “problem tree” people now sitting in order, pick up the main problem
first identified and facilitate the large group to answer the question, ‘what do we get
if this problem was fully solved?’. The answer should lead to the ‘objective’. Follow
this on to the “offspring” side and ask the same for next problem, and so on. The
result will be another family tree showing objectives rather than problems.
Step 4(1hr):

As we did with the “problem tree” write down a card for every ‘objective’, pinning on
each sitting person of the now developed “objective tree”. This should make it easy
for the large group to understand the “family tree” of the newly developed tree.

Step 5(1hr):

Post the cards on the board in the order that they came when pinned on the
participants.

Step 6(1hr):

Compare the cards representing the “problem tree” to the cards representing the
“objective tree”. This should clearly facilitate the large group to realize the total
change of their situation that could result if the people focused well on the priority
root problems.
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Writing the full Baseline Report – Introduction
A baseline report is a record of the conclusions that the church/community has derived from
analyzing information. It is important that a baseline report:
 Is simple and short to make it easy for the community to use (it is advisable that the community
writes the baseline report in the language they understand best). Avoid jargon and explain
unfamiliar terms and expressions. Abbreviations should be accompanied with their meaning the
first time they occur – ensure to have a list of Acronyms/abbreviations at the beginning of the
Baseline report.
 Links ideas and flows in a way that paints the complete picture of the situation at the
community level. Correct grammar and spelling mistakes and ensure all thoughts and ideas
(including recommendations) are in the report.
 Makes observations of patterns emerging from analysis and implications to the life of the
community, and recommends what could be done to improve the situation.
 Includes data to support observations, summaries and conclusions (this data must be one
gathered and analyzed by the community, but where secondary data is used, the report should
acknowledge source).
 Is organized well – headings that show the document flows in a logical manner, is paged
properly, has a cover page, table of contents, body of the report with its headings, and
appendix/annex, etc.
 Should be made durable (bind it or write it on hard-cover exercise books) so that the
community can continue using it for a long time.
The baseline report should be a document that the church/community constantly uses when
reflecting, planning and evaluating progress toward their goal.

ACTIVITY:

Writing the full baseline report

Objectives:

The community/church has a document that describes in detail, the situation that
they are in, as discussed during the analysis of the information.

Time:

7hrs

Set-up:
Materials:

Small group (Documentation Team)
Note books, Document with all the information on the analyzed tables

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30min): Facilitate the documentation team to understand the value of compiling all the
notes developed during analysis of the tables into one document. Describe the
objective of the day.
Step 2(6hrs): Facilitate the team to combine all the information from the validate General Baseline
(that emerged from the Description Stage) and the Specific Baseline (that emerged
from the Analysis Stage). Encourage the team to write the document well, ensuring it
contains all the information, that is contains all the facts agreed upon, and that it
flows to tell the ‘full story’ in a comprehensive and coherent way. NB: This ‘Full
Baseline’ document is ready for validating.
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ACTIVITY:

Validating the full baseline report

Objectives:

The community/church has a document that describes in detail, the situation that
they are in, as discussed during the analysis of the information.

Time:

The time will be determined by the period it will take the church or
community to have analyzed all the issues gathered.

Set-up:

Large group, small group.

Materials:

Note books, newsprint, felt-pens, masking tape, the complete baseline
document

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30min): Facilitate the church/community to reflect on the process used to gather and
analyze the information so far. Share with them about the Full Baseline that the
documentation team has completed, and the need for the church or community to
validate it in preparation for the Decision Stage.
Step 2(6hrs): Facilitate the church or community to validate the full baseline, by doing the following:
Section by section, loudly read the full baseline to the large group. Please do not move to
the next section until the participants have all agreed that this is what they concluded about
their situation on that particular section.
Move on to read the next section, and follow the same pattern for all the other sections of
the full baseline document.
Allow time and opportunity for the participants to ask questions, clarify ideas, add thoughts
and insights, etc., until every aspect of the baseline document is complete, and every
member of the church or community is satisfied.

You are now ready to move on to the Decision Stage
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Sample Questions for Analyzing the Charts
Table 1: Demography – From this chart;
 What is the total population?
 Compare the male and female population
 What about the age categories – 0-5, 6-15, etc? What does this tell us of
the community burden?
 Is this population structure an issue (what are the issues about this
structure?)
 What proportion of the total population make up the dependants (children,
youth and the very elderly)?
 What is the population of widows and widowers?
 Early pregnancies
Table 2: households
 Number of households against total population of the community
 Size of household (is there an issue here?)
 Sources of livelihood for the households and support for the family
 Ownership of property and access to resources per household (are
there households that are marginalized?) etc.

Emerging issues
 What differences in terms of
treatment do different groups go
through?
 Are the different categories of
people free to exercise their rights –
e.g. to what extent are women
involved in decision-making? Are
the girls treated the same way as
the boys? How are the disabled
perceived in the society?

Table 3: Community Services
 What services are available/not available?
 Who controls these services? Does the community
have access? Can they afford the services?
 What quality do they offer (are they declining or
improving? Why?

Table 4: Social Groups
 Numbers and composition against gender and objectives of groups
 Benefits of belonging to a social group
 Compare the groups – membership, activities and benefits
 How are the groups organized, managed and supported/sustained?
 Geographical location, spread, gender balance, age, etc
 Why do people join or not join the groups (loyalty, timing. Etc)
 Power and influence
Table 5: Common Diseases
 Diseases affecting people
 Categories and number of people most affected; Why?
 Impact on the family (psychological, financial, productivity, etc)
 Nature of services required and for whom?
 Implication of the time diseases come/persist
 Priority disease? I.e. those that kill most people, severely affects the
population, cause big financial expense, create social impact, etc

Table 6: Health services
 Relate the health services to the
location of the facilities

Table 7: Births and deaths.
 Significance of the population rates














Analyze trends/pattern relating to seasonal calendar
Relationship between the birth and death by age
Compare table 7 and 5
Can these deaths be stopped? How?
Why are they not stopped?
Relationship between birth rate and the resources, land, support,
education.
Why so many die/are born in particular months
Number of people affected
Comparative figures/proportions
Table 8: Immunization
 Number of MCH clinics vis-à-vis the population size and spread
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Distances covered
Nature of services
Availability of specialty.
Drugs available, affordable and
accessible
Services not available
Significance of presence of skilled
and or unskilled labor
Significance of the type of the
services by various actors.
Significance of the #s of the
herbalists compared with #s of the
health facilities and services.
Health seeking behavior






Are children really being immunized? What is the coverage?
If not, what hinders immunization (cultural beliefs, limited services, etc)
Do children receive all immunizations? If not, why? Which immunizations are ignored?
Proportion of children immunized (compare with tables 1 and 7)



Literacy in the area

Table 10: HIV/AIDS
What is the level of knowledge of the community regarding HIV/AIDS?







Their understanding about:
o Meaning of HIV/AIDS as a condition?
o Mode of transmission
o Preventive measures that could be taken?
o Effects of HIV/AIDS on an individual, a family, and the society
Their attitude about HIV/AIDS
What is the community doing about HIV/AIDS (e.g. testing, counselling, etc,
Are there any indicators of stigmatization? If yes, who are most affected?

Chart 11: Education Services
This chart discusses the availability of the resources in schools:
 What facilities are found in the school?
 Are the schools adequate based on the # of the children going to school?
 What makes the private schools to be preferred more that the public ones?
 Look at the gender ratio – i.e. the # of girls compared with the # of the boys attending school.
 What are the distances to the schools?
 What is the effect of the distance to three school attendance and or dropout?
Chart 12: Facilities at the nursery schools
 Compare the child population table 1 vs facilities in school – Are the facilities adequate?
 Compare nursery school # of the children vs those of the primary school.
 Are there any nursery schools in the community with the facilities? Why not?
 Why are there no facilities?
 Why do people prefer public schools over private and vice – versa?
 What is the number of public vs private nursery schools?
 Is there any gender bias in schools? Why/why not?
 Why are there no many students in higher institutions of learning?
 What are the distances traveled to the school facilities? What are the implications of this?
 Age of entry to primary/nursery/ colleges
 What is the best age to take the children to school?
 What is the age of departure of nursery school/ entry into primary school?
 Why are there no nursery schools in this area?
 Compare the population of the children attending different nursery schools.
 Account for the differences in number.
Chart 13: Primary school education – Number of children, class and gender
 What is the distribution of students across the schools in total? What is the trend? Why?
 How is the gender balance rated the higher you go? Why? Who (sex) drops out? When? Why? What is the % of the
school going age children as compared to the total population? Why is this so?
 Compare the population of the children across schools and ask the question, why?
 Are there children from this community going to school but not in the local schools and why?
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Chart 14: Facilities in the primary schools
Compare the number of facilities in each primary school in the area if any.
 Are the facilities in schools adequate?
 Where do the facilities come from? Why? What are the implications in terms of the learning?
 How much and what is the nature of the services offered in schools?
 What is the status of the needed skills among the teachers (trained/not trained)?
 Who maintains or sustains the facilities and services?
 What are the total facilities needed compared to the actual facilities available?
 Are these facilities enough? How do you cope with the inadequacy?
 How does this affect the learning of the children? Who sustains the facilities?
 What are the implications on the inadequate facilities like teacher’s houses?
 How do you propose the community should deal with the missing facilities?
 How does the availability of facilities affect the community, students and parents – what are the implications?
 Compare the facilities in the schools – desks, tables, and classrooms with the demand by the number of students,
services, and teachers.
Chart 15: Performance in the primary schools
 Start by looking at the totals indicated shown at the rows.
 Look at the trends over the years in terms of the school population.
 Discuss the sex distribution over the years
 Compare the children who finishing their school years with those that are joining
 Compare school performance over the years and ask why the situation is like that?
 Compare girls/boys who are finishing grade 7 and those joining secondary. Is there any discrepancy? Why the
discrepancy?
 How does the exits from the primary plus entry into secondary compare over the years and why?
 Why are students going to other schools outside the community schools and why?
 Compare the number of children that actually qualify to and those who do not qualify to join sec. Schools.
Chart 16: Facilities in the secondary schools
Questions for this table link well with those of Table 14 above.
Chart 17: Children in Secondary School
 Compare the number of children in the village who qualified to go to secondary with those who did not and find
out why the situation is that way.
 Who is actually performing better between the boys and girls and why?
 What do the girls/boys who do not continue do and why? (those who pass/fail?)
 What is the implication of this situation?
 Compare the number the students who have joined sec. over the years and why?
 What are the implications?
 Find out about the children who qualify so well but do not get to go to good secondary schools. Why? And what are
the implications?
 Discuss the number of the students in secondary compared with those who finished primary schools in the village.
Where from?
Chart 18: Secondary school drop-out rates
 Are there any children who have dropped out by gender and why?
 What is the implication of the dropout at this level? What is the trend of dropouts per year/gender? What explains
the trend? How can they be reduced to an acceptable level?
 At what age do they dropout and why?
Overall – drop-out pattern in primary and secondary schools


Total number of the children enrolled per year and why
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The primary and the secondary figures link up at this point; Check for the gender bias
Look at the rate of dropout and why; Look at the intake and dropout by gender.
Time when dropout happens; Why; Frequency; who (boys/girls)
At what class do the children drop out?
Look for the pattern and trends of the dropouts and seek to know why.
Compare the dropout at the secondary and the primary schools.

Chart 19: Technical school education
 Number of technical institutions in the area? How many students do they train? Courses being offered.
 Who owns the technical facilities? How is the church/community involved? Who controls it’
 What benefits do the institutions have in the area? How many people have already benefitted? In what ways?
 How are the facilities maintained/sustained? Who maintains/sustains them?
 Chat challenges do those institutions face? What is being done to address these challenges?
Chart 20: Overall level of Literacy in the community
 How would the community rate this village in terms of the literacy? (education status of the village)
 Why is the situation of education this way? What does this imply to the community in the future?
 To what extent was the community aware of this situation? What have they done to address this?
Chart 21: Livestock Keeping
 Compare the livestock types; Quality of livestock, uses of livestock kept in the community.
 Why some animals are more preferred than others; the most used animal and why.
 Market, where sold, how much, how often, and why.
 Average number and type of livestock sold and amount earned per year per family; use of cash earned; animal that
fetches more money than others.
 Ownership and control of the animals.
 Which animals are easier to acquire and keep; risks of keeping the animals; animal diseases
Chart 22: Livestock services
 Types of services for livestock keeping/improvement.
 Are the facilities adequate? Are they available for the entire community?
 Appropriateness of the services, how often they are used, who uses them and how often.
 How accessible are the services? Who controls control their use? How Affordability?
 How reliable – skills and availability all the time, etc.? Are they sustainable?
Chart 23: Types of Crops Grown
 Different types of crops listed; Compare crops grown for different purposes?
 Where are they sold (cash crop); Why are these crops grown most in this area?
 Where are. …grown? Why? – (See seasonal calendar).
 What are the risks of growing the crops?
Table 24
 Number of families cultivating; Average acreage per family; Total area of cultivation
 Compare average harvest/acre against actual harvest; What factors affect harvest/yield?
 Is the community maintaining or selling off all the food supplies (food security)
 Why do families sell food? Are there families in this community that go hungry?
 Why sell food so early? Crop with highest yield, why?
 What storage facilities are available, why – relate to food security.
 Which is the crop of the highest value to the farmer and the community?
Chart 25: Agricultural services
 What types of agricultural services are available in the community?
 Are they adequate; available throughout the year? What is their quality?
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Are they accessible? Who accesses them/ can’t access them? Why?
Who owns/control the services? Who manages/sustains the services?
Longest distance covered when going for the services.
What are the implications of not having these facilities?

26: Income per household
 What are the most common income sources? Why are they that common?
 What are the least common income sources? Why?
 What other possible income sources have not been tried in this area? Why not?
 What is the average monthly income per household?
 What could the people do to improve on the sources of income in the area?
27: Income uses
 What are the most common uses of the household income?
 What of these uses are of high priority to the household? Why?
 Compare the average income per household and the priority uses? To what level is the income adequate?
 How many households are in the “adequate income” category/low-income” category?
 What could the people do to improve on the use of the income, in order to make it adequate for the households?
Table 28 and 29: Sanitation facilities
 How do people deal with sanitation in the areas (e.g. for domestic rubbish disposal, human waste disposal, etc)?
What types of sanitation facilities do people use in the area?
 Compare number of households with sanitary facilities and those without. Why would some hot have them?
 How aware are people on the benefits of having the facilities? How much are they aware of the dangers of not
having them?
 What efforts are being made to enable people to be aware of, acquire and use good quality sanitation facilities?
Table 30: Water sources
 What water sources are available for community use?
 How adequate are they for the community?
 How accessible are they to the people?
 Who owns and controls each water source?
 What is the quality of water they each source provides?
Table 31, 32 and 33: Environment
 Most exploited tree (useful); Is it the most cut down? Is it most protected?
 What are the risks of cutting down this tree? Any measure to protect that vegetation?
 Which tree is best and for what use? Which trees need to be urgently conserved?
 Who is responsible for the disappearance of the trees? How is the disappearance of the trees happening?
 What implication does this loss have on the community? How useful it?
 What can the community do about it?
Table 34: Denominations/faiths
 Which denomination has the largest/smallest following?
 Do the denominations/different faiths work together?
 What implications in having them in this community?
 How long have the denominations existed in the community? What impact have they had to the community’s
development?
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Stage 5: Decision Stage
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Introduction
Decision stage is the last of five stages of the CCMP. It is called Decision because it is at this stage that all the
major decisions regarding the desired transformation are made. Yes, the church and community have all
along the process been making decisions, e.g. church at the Awakening stage decided about the vision, small
priority projects to focus on, committees to implement the projects, going out to build relationship with the
community, etc. At the Relationship building step of the Church Awakening, the church and community
decided to join hands and move on a journey of change, select the CCRePs to “keep the development fire
burning”, when the “journey of development” should start, etc. At the Description stage, the church and
community decided on the priority issues, to have more specific information, and the system to be used in
gathering it. At the Information gathering stage the church and community decided on the validity of the
information gathered and when to begin to analyze it. At analysis stage the church and community decided
on the major issues that each piece of information analyzed is presenting, and what could be done to
address each issue identified. Now at Decision stage, the church and community must consolidate all the
decisions that have to do with determining the total transformation that must take place in the church and
community, in the short-term as well as the long-term future of the people. The decisions in this change
therefore have to do with the total desired change in the lives of the people, as well as the environment that
they live in, in addition to the action that the people must take form now hence, in order to actualize this
desired change.
The Decision Stage takes the church and community through eight major decisions. These decisions follow
each other sequentially, i.e. decision 2 relies on decision 1, decision 3 relies on decision 2, etc. Here below is
a summary of the eight decisions:
Decision 1: To change or not to change? This first decision facilitates the church and community to decide
that they are NOT satisfied with the situation they are in currently. The situation therefore must change, and
that they are the ones to make these changes, for the benefit of all.
Decision 2: What is that desired change? – Community “dreaming”. The church and community are
facilitated to determine the overall changes that they desire to see, resulting in the “Dream” of the people,
and a list of all the desired changes in that “Dream”. In most cases, this “dream” generates new hope and
heightens the motivation to cause new change in the lives of the people.
Decision 3: Where to begin? – Prioritization. This step facilitates the church and community to decide on the
priority of the changes desired. Looking at the long list of the desired changes that the people generated in
Decision 2 can be overwhelming. The people are therefore facilitated to decide on the best change to begin
focusing on using the available resources.
Decision 4: What to target – Setting goals, i.e. with each priority, what shall the people specifically target?
This step facilitates the church and community to specifically and clearly decide what to target per priority,
and thus set key clear goals per priority.
Decision 5: How shall we track progress? – Indicators. This step facilitates the church and community to
decide about how they will know that they are making progress towards achieving the goals they set, and
therefore achieving the desired change (making the “dream” come true). The people therefore determine
the key indicators that they will use to track both the change and the progress being made.
Decision 6: What system shall we use to track the indicators? – monitoring systems. This step facilitates the
church and community to decide on a simple system that they will use to track the indicators. Key question
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that they will ask is how they will gather they information about the indicators, how often, who will gather it,
and how they will constantly meet to analyze it so that they know they are indeed making progress.
Decision 7: What actions do we need to take to achieve the goals? – Action planning for each goal. Going
back to the goals that they set, the church and community now decide on all the activities to undertake to
achieve each goal. In addition to this, the people decide on when to do each activity, who to be responsible
of each activity, resources to be used for each activity (local as well as external resources), and indicators
that will show that each activity is being or has been implemented. All these result in a detailed action plan.
Decision 8: Who will oversee implementation of the action plans to achieve the goals set? – Structures that
may include boards, committees, etc. People are facilitated to decide on the needs to have structures that
will oversee the actual implementation of the action plans/priority projects. Specifically, people will decide
on the roles and responsibilities the structure are assigned, their terms of service (e.g. accountability to the
entire community and other stakeholders in the community), the most effective size of a committee, the
criteria to be used to select them, as well as the best mode of selection. Using this criteria, the church and
community then select the structures (the church and community may even select several committees, e.g.
one for each priority project, then one central committee that will coordinate all the small committees,
coordinate the entire development work, and supervision the process for sustainability, etc (In several cases,
the community may decide that each sub-area or village has a small committee, with representative selected
to belong to the central committee).
NB: From here on, the church and community will focus on implementation of the designed development
work.
NB: Before the structures begin the implementation, it is important that they are equipped to do it well. It is
the role of the facilitators to organize the training including deciding on the right content for each level,
networking with the appropriate trainers, etc.
Objective of the Decision Stage:

The church and community make informed decisions that if implemented will cause
transformation of their situation in a holistic and God-honoring manner.

Specific Objectives:
• Train the team with skills for decision making.
• Facilitate church and community to reach informed decisions to transform their situation. Take them through
all the eight decisions.
• Church and community take action to change their situation.
• Prepare the church and community to begin the implementation of the plans made.
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ACTIVITY:

Introducing the Decision Stage

Objective:

The community/church understand that following the analysis of the
information they had, the time has come for them to make informed
decisions about the change that they will make of their situation.

Time:

2hr 30 min

Set-up:

Large group

Materials:

Validated Baseline Document (in case new questions arise).

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1 (30min): Facilitate the church/community to reflect on all the activities of the process
undertaken so far, and the importance of each activity.
Step 2 (1hr):

Using examples here, facilitate people to agree that it is the time to use all the
outcomes of those activities to make the right decisions regarding the change to
make in the situation they are in.

Step 3 (1hr):

Facilitate the group to agree on an action plan (when to meet and begin the
decision-making part of the process).
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ACTIVITY:

Understanding the Biblical perspective for Decision

Objectives:

Church understands some biblical perspectives of reaching informed decisions.

Time:

2 hours

Set-up:

Large group, small groups

Sample passage – Use a new passage OR continue with The four lepers story – 2 Ki 7:3-18.
Bible Study on Decision Stage - The four lepers story: 2 Ki 7:4 (b)-5(a) (For background,
please read to 2 Ki 7:3-18). The bible study will focus on 2 Ki 7:4 (b)-5(a)
 What is happening in this passage?
 What has enabled the lepers to reach the decision?
 What kind of decision have the lepers reached?
 What follows the decision that they have made?
 What does this passage teach the church regarding decision making?
This bible study should encourage the church to understand the value of making logical decisions
based on the information that they have deeply analyzed.
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ACTIVITY:

Undertaking Decision 1- To change or not to change?

Objectives:

The community/church decide whether they desire to change from their
current situation or not (It is important to not always assume that people
want change – give them the opportunity to decide it themselves).

Time:

4 hours

Set-up:

Large group

Materials:

The baseline report fully completed and validated.

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30 min): Reflect with the church/community
Step 2(30 min): Facilitate the church/community to understand that from now on, the stage has
come for them to make decisions that will determine their long-term future. Today,
they will focus on the Decision Number 1.
Step 3 (2hr):

Get the documentation team (the team with the full baseline report) to slowly and
carefully read the baseline report as the people listen. Where necessary, stop and let
people clarify.

Step 4 (1hr):

Ask – Now that we all understand our current situation as documented in this
baseline report, are we satisfied with this current situation?
(If the answer is “Yes we are satisfied”, then it means they do not want to change,
and that is the end of the process).
If the answer is “No, we are not satisfied”, then it means they desire to change from
their current situation.
You are ready to go on to Decision Number 2
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ACTIVITY:

Undertaking Decision 2 – “Dreaming dreams”

Objectives:

The community/church determine the changes they desire to have (shortterm as well as long term), resulting in their new vision.

Time:

9 hours (will take more than one day)

Set-up:

Large group, small groups, then large group.

Materials:

Note books, newsprint, felt-pens/crayons, masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1 (30min): Reflect with the church and community about the Decision 1 that they have already
made. Facilitate them to understand that this session will lead to them determining
the changes they desire to see in their future.
Step 2 (1hr):

Ask the large group to close their eyes, and for a short time to “dream” of their
situation with the problems fully removed, and therefore looking as best as they
desire it to be. In about five minutes, ask them to open their eyes. Facilitate them to
state some of the changes they “saw in their dream”.

Step 3 (3hr):

Divide them into small groups. Ask each group to draw a map showing the changes
that they desire to see. On a separate sheet of paper, ask each group to list down all
these changes (What change? How many/how much? Where the change will be? Etc)

Step 4 (1hr):

Bring the small groups together. Ask each group to present their “dream map” and
the list of the changes they have identified. Compare the presentations and bring the
large group to consensus about all the desired changes.

Step 5(30min): Facilitate the large group to select a small team to combine all the maps into one
large map entire area with all the desired changes in their ‘right’ location. NB: This
may take several days to draw.
Step 6 (3hr):

Bring the large group together. Get the small team to present their “dream map” to
the large group. Facilitate the large group to come to consensus that the large map
represents their area and carries all the desired changes. This is the church or
community “dream map/picture”. Compare the ‘current situation’ picture drawn
during the Description Stage, and the ‘Dream’ picture – this should confirm all the
desired changes that the people desire to achieve.

You are now ready to move on to Decision 3
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Situation Today (drawn during Description Stage)

The community “Dream”
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ACTIVITY:

Undertaking Decision 3 - Prioritizing the desired changes

Objective:

The community/church determines the top priority changes to focus upon.
(NB: To do this, the facilitator may use several tools. Here, we give two tools
as examples that could be used for prioritization).

Time:

5 hours

Set-up:

Large group, small groups, large group

Materials:

Newsprint, felt-pens, masking, one-inch square tape voting cards, A-4 size
envelops.

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1 (30min):

Facilitate the church/community to understand the objective of this session,
as one to determine where to begin in order to cause the desired changes to
take place.

Step 2 (30min):

Prioritization - Crossing the River puzzle
Reflecting on the
A man was travelling through the country, headed home from a
“dream Map”
long journey. He was bringing home three items that he valued a
drawn during the
lot – a goat, some grass that he would plant to feed his goat in
last session, and
the future, and a young leopard. He came across a wide river,
especially focusing
which he must cross to get home. Unfortunately there was no
bridge. However, there was a tiny boat that could only fit him
on the list of the
and one item at a time – if he loaded more than one item, the
changes identified
as desired, ask them boat would sink. How did he cross without losing any of his three
valuable items?)
to randomly say
what is the most important change to begin dealing with. Normally, the
answers will be very widely varied. Agree that all these changes are
important, and therefore none of them should be ignored, but there is need
to start with a few.

Step 3 (1hr):

Facilitate the people to understand the value of prioritizing, by telling them of the
puzzle below: This puzzle shows them that:
 All the items are important and of value – none must be lost.
 Resources are limited (the boat is too small to fit all items at once).
 Success in achieving the desired change is a long process (the back and forth
crossing of the river).
 Deciding where to begin requires serious thought, considering many interrelated factors.

Step 4 (3hr):

Re-visit the list of all the desired changes. Put them into categories that they
naturally fall into, e.g. health, literacy/education, spiritual, food security, water,
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security, social, etc. Agree that all the desired changes have been included in their
respective categories, and that no desired change has been left out.
Step 5 (3hr):

Facilitate the people to prioritize the categories to determine the most important
one – you may use the prioritization tools shown here below. Bring the groups
together the agree about the results of the priorities.

Two sample tools for Prioritization
Prioritization tool 1 – Matrix Ranking: This tool enables people to discuss before deciding.

Step 1(1hr):

Divide people into small groups. Ask each group to rank the issues from the one they consider to
be the most urgent to focus on, to the least urgent (let the groups decide the factors that make
them decide on the priority).

Step 2(1hr):

Bring the groups together to present their conclusions. Compile their responses into a matrix
that will show the priorities of the desired changes.

Prioritization tool 2 – Voting: This tool enables people to decide as individuals without being influenced or biased
by their colleagues.

Step 1(1hr):

On each A4 envelop, ask volunteers to draw a picture representing one category of the desired
changes – therefore there will be a total of all the categories agreed upon. Hang the envelops on
the wall. Showing each envelop to the large group, agree about what category the picture on
the envelop represents.

Step 2 (3hr):

Give each participant a voting card (or you may give teach person six cards). Ask them to then
quietly vote (if six cards, ask them to give the most important one three cards, the second most
important two cards, and the third in priority the last card.

Step 3:

Bring the participants together again and let them count the votes – the result will show the
desired changes according to their priorities.
NB: If two categories tie, subject them to the vote again – this should remove the tie.

Step 4:

(This is optional) Organize the cards from each category to form a bar graph. This is helpful
because it forms a visual that will remain in peoples’ memory for a long time.

This far, you are now ready to move on to Decision 4
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ACTIVITY:

Undertaking Decision 4 – Setting goals

Objectives:

The community/church makes clear targets to achieve of the desired
changes – these targets are the specific goals the people will set.

Time:

6hr 30min

Set-up:

Large group, small groups, large group

Materials:

Newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30min):: Reflect with the large group on the top three priority desired changes decided upon
during the prioritization time. Agree that these are the changes to focus upon in the
near future.
Step 2(3hr):

Divide into small groups. Ask each group to take one priority desired change, and let
them discuss what specific change they really desire to see, e.g., Food Security
category – each family has enough food to eat throughout
the year, etc. Several groups may separately work on one
category – this will create a wide variety for comparison.

Step 3(3hr):

Bring the small groups together to present their goal
statements. Facilitate the large group to compare the
goals, and to agree which goals they decide to focus on.
You are ready to move on to Decision 5
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ACTIVITY:

Undertaking Decision 5 – determining Indicators

Objectives:

The community/church decides on the indicators that will enable them to
know that they are achieving their goals as desired.

Time:

7hrs 30min

Set-up:

Large group

Materials:

Newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape. Goals set during the previous session.

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(30min):: Facilitate the church/community to reflect on the priority goals that they have set.
Discuss on the need to track the progress that is to
NB: An Indicator is something
be made as the church/community is in the process
that you observe, count or
of implementing the set goals.
measure to show you that
you are achieving your goal.
Step 2(1hr):
As an example of setting an indicator, take one of
the goals and facilitate them to answer the question A good indicator is as closely
related to the goal as
- “What will show us that we are achieving/or have
possible.
achieved our goals?”. Let them decide on a few
examples of the goals. Agree that the answers to this question are the indicators.
Step 3(1hr):

Send the participants into small groups with each group focusing on only one goal
(Several groups may focus on one goal – this is good for variety and wider thinking).
Each group may come up with three or four indicators for the goal they have
selected.

Step 4(3hr):

Bring the small groups together to present their findings. Facilitate the large group to
agree on the most practical indicators for each goal.

Step 5(2hr):

Facilitate the large group to discuss how each of these indicators could be tracked
practically.
You are ready to move on to Decision 6
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ACTIVITY:

Undertaking Decision 6 – Designing monitoring systems

Objectives:

The community/church design a system to keep track of the indicators

Time:

6 hours

Set-up:

Large group, small groups, large group

Materials:

Note books, newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape, indicators set during the
previous session.

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(1hr)::

Step 2 (3hr)::

Facilitate the church/community to reflect on the indicators set during the previous
session. Link this to the need to
NB: Monitoring involves regularly and
therefore frequently gather
systematically gathering and recording
information about them in order to
information about an indicator. A
know if progress is being made – this
monitoring system is the system to be used
is the process called monitoring.
to record this information, and then
interpret it to make conclusions regarding
Divide the people into small groups
the progress being made (or lack of
(They could go to the same groups
progress).
that set the indicators). Ask each
small group to focus on one indicator that had already been agreed upon. For that
indicator, ask:
 What information does the indicator ask to be gathered?
 How can that information be gathered?
 How often should the information be gathered?
 How can that information be recorded?
 What system could be used to record it

Step 3(2hr)::

Bring the small groups together to report their findings. Facilitate the large group to
decide on the monitoring systems to use to keep track of the indicators chosen. NB:
Where necessary, more time may be used to train people on the monitoring of the
indicators and how to interpret the information and to reach conclusions.
You are ready to move on to Decision 7
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ACTIVITY:

Undertaking Decision 7 – Action planning

Objectives:

The community/church develops detailed plans of action to begin
implementing the priority projects and thus achieve the desired goals. (NB:
Two types of action plans will be developed, i.e. Time line, and Detailed
action plan)

Time:

4 hours (The two action plans can be done on separate days – Timeline may
take 3hr 30min while the Detailed plan may take 6hr)

Set-up:

Large group, small groups, large group

Materials:

Newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape, priority goals agree upon.

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1 (30min): Reflect with the large group on the goals set earlier. Agree that this is the time to
think about how to take action to make the goals come to pass, and that it is the
responsibility of the people to make this possible.
(NB: Steps 2, 3 and 4 facilitate the people to develop a time line. A time line answers
two questions, i.e. What activities to undertake, and when)
Step 2 (1hr):

For an example, take one of the goals as an example. Ask the large group to suggest
activities that could be carried out to accomplish this goal. List all the activities that
go with this goal; agree that no other activities have been left out. This is an example
of the first step in action planning.

Step 3(1hr):

Taking the list of activities above, ask the large group to suggest when each activity
could most practically be carried out, and how long it would take to complete.
Ensure that all the suggested activities have been covered. This is an example of the
second step in developing a timeline type of action plan, as per the table below:

Goal:
Activities

Step 4(1hr):

Jan
Feb
Mar
Wk1 Wk2 Wk3 Wk4 Wk1 Wk2 Wk3 Wk4 Wk1 Wk2 Wk3 Wk4

Divide the large group into small groups. Give each small group one priority goal and
facilitate them to develop a timeline for it.
(NB: Steps 5, 6 and 7 facilitate the people to develop a Detailed Action plan. A
Detailed action plan answers questions such as what activities, when to start and end
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each activity, who will be responsible, resources to be used-local as well as external),
and indicators to show activities have been accomplished)
Step 5(2hr)

For an example, take the list of activities developed in step 2 above. Facilitate the large
group to answer the following questions for each activity - this will lead to a detailed plan of
action for that goal:
When could the activity start? When could it end?
Who will be held responsible for the implementation?
What resources will be used? Which of these are locally available? Which of these are
external?
What will show that the activity has been achieved?
Answers to these questions will enable the people to develop a detailed action plan. A
sample table may look like the one here below:
Goal:
Activities

When
Begin

End

Person
responsible

Resources needed
Local
External

Indicators

Step 6 (3hr)

Divide the large group into small groups (they could be the same groups that worked
on the timelines. Facilitate each group to develop a detailed action plan for its goal
(as they did with the timeline).

Step 7 (1hr)

Bring the small groups together to present the action plans to the large group.
Facilitate the large group to come to agreement about each of the action plans so
that there is ownership about implementation of the goals.
You are ready to move on to Decision 8, the last of the main eight Decisions of CCMP
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ACTIVITY: Undertaking Decision 8 – selecting structures to oversee
implementation of the action plans

Objectives:

The community/church decides about the structures that will oversee
implementation of the priority projects to meet the set goals, and thus
achieve the desired change.

Time:

9hr 30min (NB: This activity may be conducted on a separate day, or several days
depending on the content to be covered).

Set-up:

Large group

Materials:

Newsprint, felt-pens and masking tape

CONDUCTING THE ACTIVITY
Step 1(1hr)::

Reflect with the church/community about the decisions made so far, especially the action
plan made. Facilitate the church/community to understand that implementation of the
action plans is done well if the desired change is to be achieved. For the action plans to be
effectively implemented, there is need to have strong structures to oversee the projects.

Step 2(2hr)::

Facilitate the large group to:
 Agree that it is necessary to have a team to oversee implementation of the set goals and
the action plans developed in the previous session. They may even agree on the name
the structure will be called.
 Determine the roles and responsibilities of the structure.
 Determine the terms of service of the structure, e.g. how long it should serve, who it will
answer to, when it will report to the community, etc.
 Agree on the number that is most appropriate and workable.
 Develop the criteria to be followed to select them and the mode of selection.

Step 3(1hr):

Facilitate the large group select the structure using the criteria developed earlier. Let
them be free to use the kind of approach that they feel most comfortable with
(secret voting, lining behind nominees, etc). NB: Sometimes people may decide to
select more than one team according the number of projects (so that each project
has a small structure, and then one large coordination team, etc). Other times
communities decide that each section selects its own structure, and then one large
coordinating committee.

Step 4(30min): Commission the team (e.g. affirm them, stand them in front, congratulate, pray for
them, etc).
Step 5(5hr)::

Train the new structure(s). It is the role of the facilitator to equip the structure with
skills so as to become effective in the implementation of the planned projects.
Where the facilitator might be unequipped with the knowledge and skills to train the
structures, she should feel free to with people who may be equipped and willing to
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undertake the training – her role is therefore to network and then coordinate this
training.
Content while training the structures may include the following (but could have more than this):
 How to plan for every activity to be implemented
 Overseeing the actual implementation – ensuring every activity is being carried out in time.
 Mobilizing the church or community to keep the fire of implementation going.
 Mobilizing the local and external resources that will be used in the implementation.
 Accounting for the use of the resources.
 Monitoring progress – gathering and recording information about the indicators.
 Writing a report (and keeping it well for future reference.
 Reflecting with the church and community about the progress being made
 Networking with all the stakeholders.
 Managing human dynamics – resolving conflicts, reconciling people, etc.

From here on, the church and community are facilitated to begin
implementing their decisions, and thus, the projects that have emerged
from the decisions.
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